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Not the homeless, just a queue for theatre tickets back in 1973

Stay safe everybody
Bunter is back and John Firminger arrives
John Howard swamps the mag with reviews
Susan Moore tells Keith about books and bands
Jazz Junction, Soul Kitchen, Blues Rambling
And more....
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The Festival is taking place at Gloucester Guildhall over the weekend of 29 - 31 January 2021. It's
the 28th Festival and the line-up has the cream of UK Cajun and Zydeco bands.
Because of the current health crisis, no American or European bands have been booked. There
will be Cajun food and dance workshops and a licensed bar. The DJs are Swamp Rock
Roadshow a.k.a. Carole and Nigel playing a mix of Swamp Rock and Southern States tracks.
Weekend or Day tickets are available now from gloucesterguildhall.co.uk or phone 01452 503050
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Professor Chris Whitty,
Chief Medical Officer for
England, has been in
touch with all the latest
scientific evidence which
proves that, in the
interests of the health of
the nation, we need to
“HOLD THE THIRD PAGE!”
Greetings Gang. Welcome to Issue 117, the autumn edition of Tales From The Woods magazine.
We hope that it finds all of you, your families, friends in fine health and helping to keep this dreadful
virus at bay. Well, it certainly doesn’t look good does it? According to news reports just days ago at
the time of typing, we are in for another long haul through the oncoming winter months, nothing
much is going to change for the next six months. That doesn’t disappoint too much for TFTW live
shows, as we were discussing our intentions of not promoting anything before the spring of 2021.
Our “swamp pop spectacular” being the most important of the live events in question, remains at
present basically unchanged. However, as reported in Issue 116, our proposed post lockdown party
at Gerry’s in Soho, intended for this very October, proved to be more than a little optimistic. I guess
we have to admit that won’t happen this side of Christmas unless dramatic unexpected happenings
take the planet by surprise.
The virus has decimated the social side of Tales From The Woods events; no
gatherings, no daytime outings to places of interest, all put on hold, frustrating for
our hugely creative social secretary Alan Lloyd who is unable to fulfil his surplus
of wonderful ideas.
However it is not the duty of this magazine to dwell on the doom and gloom out there, we’re here to
lift the spirits of everyone, be it long time Woodies, recent converts or simply just a casual reader, it
has been the backbone of this organization since day one, not an exaggeration to say never more
important, more relevant than at this moment in time.
Many of our hard copy subscribers have expressed both their surprise and
admiration since Issue 116 dropped through letterboxes across the land; a
total revamp, gone the black and white single stapled version that has
served us well through near twenty years of existence, replaced by a full
technicolour printed upon glossy paper, centre stitching, magazine now
presented as professionally as the words that have been printed on it for
two decades. Will that be shape of things to come I hear you asking? Well
yes, for the remainder of this year at least, helping us through our darkest
hours. Come 2021 we will take a serious look at costs, consider and
reach a decision whether to continue with the glossy or return to what
has been so kind to us in the past helping to build the respect in which
we are held up to this present day.
Regardless of format, TFTW magazine over the coming months will be playing vital role in helping to
keep our name out there. We need your help too, advertise and share us on your Facebooks and
websites. Those folks without benefit of modern technology, deliberate or otherwise, tell your
friends, pass it around, we won’t mind even if you take the magazine to your local library and print
off copies for all your friends.
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We would like to give a massive thank you to Seamus McGarvey for his wonderful Interview with
the two American doo-wop legends in Issue 116, John Cheatdom and the very sadly recently
departed Gaynel Hodge in our “Woodie Speaks” long running series. Many of you good folk took
time out to email, phone us to lavish deserved praise on this in-depth and fascinating piece of work.
Opinions expressed that it was the finest interview of this or any magazine’s history; it was indeed
a truly remarkable article of which we shall be forever indebted to Seamus, definitely one of the
world’s most knowledgeable writers on all things doo-wop and a lovely unassuming man.

























We welcome to Tales From The Woods another veteran author whose passion for the music he
loves shines through every word in this current issue. Also welcome back to another scribe whose
incredibly Informative back catalogue can be found from this magazine’s earliest days, now happily
back with us after resting his quills for a while.
Whilst it is still fresh in my bonce, as I used to say on a regular basis, an excellent opportunity to
remind all readers that we here at Tales From The Woods, want you to know that you don’t need
to be an experienced scribe, or indeed a hackneyed, disillusioned hack of Fleet Street’s times past,
anyone can write a column even if you never wrote more than letter before, or sent a text. If you feel
like you have at least one article inside you that has been bursting, maybe for decades, to thrust
forth, let us know. If encouragement is required, we’re here to offer a hand.
We have a number of writers aboard, both old and young whose first attempts at composing a piece
came through this magazine; many stayed and appear on a regular basis within these pages, what
greater compliment could we have?



Terry Clemson,
Borderline 2016























We were indeed saddened to hear of the untimely passing of guitarist
and singer Terry Clemson. Another valued friend to TFTW has been
lost, Terry who like so many of that generation first trod the boards in a
skiffle group before going on to be one of the founding members of
1960’s rockin’ rhythm and blues group Downliners Sect. Through the
late sixties and into the seventies Terry stayed loyal to the faith as part
of the House-Shakers with Graham Fenton, in 1971 backing Gene
Vincent on his final tour of the UK, just a few months before the black
leather rebel left this world.

In 2016 Terry performed on a TFTW stage at London’s Borderline venue,
on the same bill as swamp pop hero from the USA Gene Terry, as well as one of Norway’s biggest
stars Stephen Ackles. What a show that was. Check back to Issue 115 for the interview that Terry
gave for this magazine, no greater tribute than for Terry to tell the story of his long career.





















Among the never-ending flood of deaths affecting the world of
roots music is, just days before completing this column, that of
Louisiana rhythm and blues, Rock’n’Roll, soul singer, Roy Head
aged 79. We shall attempt to give this much larger than life artist,
so well-known for his energetic, acrobatic stage act, who
unfortunately made just one visit to UK, due respect (obituary in
Nick Cobban’s column).





Roy Head, Hemsby 17
© Paul Harris

Just hours ago, our man in Paris, the man with the inexhaustible
love for our music, Dominic Anglares, advised of the passing of drummer W S ‘Fluke’ Holland who
spent 37 years behind the drumkit for the man in black, Johnny Cash, and before that close to a
decade doing the same duties for king of rockabilly Carl Perkins. See Dominique’s article on Carl
Perkins for more info.
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Tales from The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to singer, songwriter, guitarist, and one
of the genre known as swamp pop’s most successful artists Rod Bernard who died on 12th July
aged 79.
Born Rodney Ronald Louie Bernard in Opelousas,
Louisiana on 12th August 1940 to a French speaking
family, as a child, traditional Cajun music was all
around him, and his grandfather owned a dance hall
at the nearby small town of Port Barre. All the notable
Cajun singers, accordionists and fiddle players of the
time trod the boards of this local institution, including
a young Jimmy C Newman, along with older
Rod Bernard, JD
established performers such as Aldus Roger and
Miller Museum,
Papa Cairo. If that wasn’t enough to fill the small
Crowley, 2006,
© Paul Harris
boy’s ears, the sound of Zydeco filtered through the
mix too, as the rumbustious sounds of true pioneer
Clifton Chenier, French and English-speaking Cajun, Country, Blues, Rhythm & Blues; quite an
education for a small child.
At around eight years of age, he got an after-school job, picking pecans with help from his dad,
those bags were filled sufficiently to pay for his first guitar, a hugely popular at that time, cowboy
singer and actor Gene Autry model. Entering a talent show aged nine he heard applause for first
time from other than family and friends, even better still It led to being inducted into a live Saturday
radio show called “The Blue Room”.
Already on his way by dint of these regular broadcasts, within a couple of years after searching out
a sponsor he landed his own 15-minute radio show on Saturday mornings which went out at 11am,
back on air again with the Blue Room Gang, pretty remarkable for a lad not yet in his teens.
Come the mid-fifties, his hero Hank Williams had to take a back seat, as those young ears were
captured by the new sound, Rock'n'Roll sweeping all aside. Elvis Presley out of Memphis, and
Louisiana’s very own Fats Domino were in particular his favourites. Forming a band of local
likeminded teenagers called “The Twisters” they were ready now to grab a piece of the action.
Gigs came aplenty at school dances, county fairs, anywhere they could gather a young audience.
Enticed into cutting a record, the year 1957, the label Carl, in effect a local music shop owner,
recording two numbers “Linda Gail” with on the flip ”Little Bitty Mama” under primitive conditions,
simply a tape recorder at a club called “Southern” with just one microphone, not surprisingly the
sound was far from professional. A quick follow up “Set Me Free” was recorded this time in the
music store where both singles were sold.
Once at High School, Rod went to work full time as late afternoon
through to evenings DJ whilst keeping his two Saturday radio
programmes, performing with “The Twisters” as opportunity presented.
A chance evening out at a venue called “The Moonlight” allowed fate to
take a hand, as performing that night was no less an attraction than the
wonderful Guitar Gable and King Karl, graciously giving Rod a shout out
from the bandstand, amazing the teenager that so many folks knew him
and had heard his radio broadcasts.
Gable and Karl introduced a new song to the audience, which they
intended to record entitled “This Should Go On Forever”. The song
Rod Bernard with Jivin'
knocked Rod sideways, he loved it, despite not being able to keep the
Gene © Paul Harris
title in his head, asking the pair to remind him of the title and asking
when the record was coming out. Months passed, nothing happened.
18-year-old Rod got a call from well-known local DJ Floyd Soileau who wanted to start his own
record label, and very much wanted Rod aboard. Soon he was contacting King Karl about that great
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song, they taught him the words as for he and Gable it wasn’t going to happen, their record label
hated the song.
A session was set up at J D Miller studio in Crowley. Louisiana and, beefed up by a couple of extra
musicians, that song was finally given life, on the flip side a slice of hot Rock'n'Roll called “Pardon
Mr Gordon” it couldn’t be bettered.
Floyd couldn’t wait to air it on his radio show, and soon it was kicking up the
dust all across the southlands, DJ “Big Bopper” aka J P Richardson, picked
it to be record of the week on his radio programme. Cover versions too were
soon making waves, Gene Terry and The Boogie Kings, who many decades
later would be brought to London by Tales From The Woods to grace the
stage of London’s now vanished Borderline, who would have been back
again this very year had Covid 19 not intervened. However, in 2021 it will
definitely be.
Sales of the record had by now swayed Guitar Gable and King Karl’s record label Excello to record
the song. Floyd Soileau knew that the record was far too big for his just presented ‘Jin’ label, and
eventually a deal was worked out with Leonard Chess in Chicago, boss man of the mightiest of
independent labels “Chess”. Released on Argo, a subsidiary, it swept north like it had already done
back home in south. Rod had, as he predicted from the beginning, landed himself a mighty hit,
leading to many major shows nationwide, including a spot on television, Dick Clark’s Bandstand,
influential and beamed across the USA, but first a line had to be changed as some puritan had
complained about the line, “if it’s a sin to really love you, then a sinner I will be”. Typically, Clark was
not going to take chances with sponsors and the future of his show, and requested the line be
amended, which it was to “if it’s wrong to love you, then wrong I shall always be”.
Tours followed with Chuck Berry, Jerry Lee Lewis, B B King, among many others including teen
scream idol of that period, Frankie Avalon. Rod would see one more release on Argo label, “You're
On My Mind", with "My Life Is A Mystery" for a B side. Unfortunately, it failed to achieve anywhere
near the popularity of its predecessor.
He was persuaded to sign with major label Mercury who basically lost all the raw feel of his native
Louisiana music to cavernous strings and girlie chorus. The output was cut in Nashville, where just
one session provided a minor hit, suitably titled “One More Chance”. In 1962 Rod left Mercury to
join Hall-Way records in Beaumont Texas, owned by Bill Hall, the person responsible for putting him
with Mercury in the first place. Back on track in every sense he cut a Rock'n'Roll version of “Allons
Danser Colinda” a traditional Cajun folk tune. In a turnaround fashion the song was recorded in near
traditional fashion by Gene Vincent in one of his two Kama Sutra Label albums in 1971.
Other tracks included “Who’s Gonna Rock My Baby” and “Fais Do Do”. The following year some
time spent in the US Marines, and once that passed, back home, he formed an outfit called The
Shondells (no connection with Troy Shondell) contained within this swamp pop icon on drums was
Warren Storm. Going on to record a number of sides for La Louisianne label, through the mid-sixties
he hosted a TV show on KLFY-TV. Various label hops continued through the remainder of the
sixties.
The 1970s were taken at more leisurely pace, releasing a
couple of country albums, “Country Lovin” and “Nightlights
And Love Songs”, more importantly a mixed race album called
“Boogie In Black And White” with a man who by now had
become the king of Zydeco, Clifton Chenier. An everyday
occurrence now, but in the ‘70s quite a milestone, certainly its
raucous mixing of styles made one Swamp Pop loving expert
and creator of several tomes on the subject, John Broven, to
declare “a wild and woolly set with spontaneity one normally
only dreams about” (hope I got the quote correct John?) This very magazine published a fascinating
interview with John chaired by yours truly, a few years back’
Rod & Jo Ann Bernard, Lafayette,
Louisiana, 25-04-79, © Paul Harris
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At the commencement of the following decade, Rod recorded an album of his hero Fats Domino,
“A Lot Of Dominos” but the tracks then vanished for ten years before turning up on a cassette only
release. In 2003 his first album in two decades titled “Louisiana Tradition” was a selection of songs
new and old favourites from swamp pop musicians/writers, including the highly rated but reclusive
Bobby Charles, the song forever cemented into Rock'n'Roll history “See You Later Alligator”.
Rod Bernard’s last public performance was at the Ponderosa Stomp festival in New Orleans,
witnessed several lucky Tales From The Woods travelling folk.

Directed by the brilliant avant-garde director Jim Jarmusch who also
authored the entire film script, producing an art house masterpiece, a
trio of stories centred around a seedy rundown hotel in Memphis,
Tennessee overseen by an eccentric night clerk suitably played by
legendary Rock’n’Roll/rhythm & blues legend, Screaming Jay Hawkins,
while his dogsbody, Cinqué Lee, performs the part to perfection.
The trio of stories opens with a rockabilly, Rock’n’Roll obsessed
Japanese couple on a pilgrimage to the city that was a major force in
giving birth to the music they love, like countless fans from across the
globe travelling by train. We see the train coasting through the outskirts
of Memphis, the couple from Yokohama glancing out of the window
excitedly before stepping out onto platform at Memphis dressed in attire
perfect for realising their dream trip.
Teenage Mitsuko (Youki Kudoh) is obsessed with Elvis Presley,
believing him to have mystical connections to other cultural figures as diverse as Buddha, the Statue
of Liberty and Madonna (New Testament version, not the singer of the same name) and she keeps
a scrapbook which to her mind confirms her belief. Her also teenage boyfriend Jun (Masatoshi
Nagase) who shares sympathy with her bizarre preoccupation, prefers simply to worship at the
shrine of Rock’n’Roll. We follow the couple departing the station and making their way through
downtown Memphis to Sun Studios, where they pay due homage to Carl Perkins, Jerry Lee Lewis,
Johnny Cash, along with all the pioneers of rockabilly that gave birth to the music in this small studio.
They then continue on their way to Elvis’ home Gracelands before visiting the aforementioned hotel,
The Arcade, said to be haunted by the ghost of Elvis.
No room in the establishment possesses a television, instead each room has a large portrait of Elvis
where his apparition frequently appears singing “Blue Moon”. We see the couple returning to the
railway station continuing their pilgrimage across the USA.
The second story features Italian widow, Luisa (Nicoletta Braschi) who is staying at the hotel after
becoming stranded in Memphis whilst accompanying the coffin containing her recently deceased
husband back to Italy. She is sharing a room with Dee Dee (Elizabeth Bracco) who has just fled
from her British boyfriend (Johnny from the third story) who plans to leave the city come morning.
However, Luisa becomes increasingly irritated by Dee Dee constantly talking and keeping her
awake much of the night. Once they both finally fall asleep, Luisa is awoken in a startled state as
the ghostly spectre of Elvis appears crooning “Blue Moon”.
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The final story in the trilogy centres around Johnny, nicknamed Elvis much to his embarrassment
and annoyance by most he encounters, played by punk icon and front man of the Clash, Joe
Strummer. Upset by the loss of his girlfriend, Dee Dee from the second story, his fragile state
aggravated yet further by the loss of his job, drunkenly brandishes a gun in a bar that evening with
his mate Will Robinson (Rick Aviles) and Dee Dee’s brother Charlie (Steve Buscemi) who Johnny
believes to be his brother in law.
The trio hang out to hide in the hotel, where they become intoxicated. Charlie realizes that Will
shares the same name as the lead character in the American television sci-fi series “Lost In Space”
but Johnny has never heard of the show, so the pair enlighten him about it. Johnny, now very drunk,
states that the title portrays his state of mind. By morning, as they prepare to leave, still very drunk
and depressed Johnny attempts to shoot himself. Attempting to prevent this from happening a
struggle erupts when Charlie gets accidently shot in the leg. The three flee from the hotel and they
attempt to hide from a police car on routine patrol believing that it was in search of them.
The closing credits of the movie show the train, airport, along with final views of characters from the
previous two stories.
Masatoshi Nagase

Screaming Jay Hawkins

Born 1966, he become a professional actor in
1983 aged 17, six years before acquiring the
role as teenage Jun in Mystery Train. through
the decades he has become recognised in his
native Japan as a highly respected character
actor with a huge, diverse body of work to his
credit, whilst remaining unknown to the
remainder of the world.

There can’t be much I can say about this
eccentric, wild performer active in the world of
Rock’n’Roll, rhythm and blues from 1942 up to
his death in 2000 by which time he had
deserted the USA to take up residence in
Paris. A huge voice with operatic pretensions,
on stage he played both piano and
saxophone, also a proficient guitarist, during
his lifetime he flirted with boxing before
becoming a musician and songwriter, while in
later life he took on acting and film production.

Youki Kudoh

Joe Strummer

Born 1971, an actress and singer in her native
land, she was just 19 when landing the role of
Elvis obsessed Mitsuko in this film, although
her professional career had begun some five
years prior being acclaimed by audiences in
Japan for her role In “The Crazy Family”, she
went on to be a highly prized actor with many
awards to her credit.

Born John Graham Mellor 1952, died aged just
50 in 2002, front man of socially conscious
Left-wing punk band The Clash, formed in
1976 and disbanded during the following
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decade. Our present Prime Minster claimed in
an interview leading up to the last eleJUction
that The Clash were one of his favourite
bands!! (mmmm yes, we believe you Boris).
Post Clash, Strummer worked with several
other bands and musicians, acted in art house
movies, including playing an obsessive Eddie
Cochran fan, penning film soundtracks too,
during his creative 50 years with us.

the 1930s, makes a well-deserved cameo
appearance in this film, a man in the crowd
upon Memphis railway station. His seventy
years in the business came to an end in 2001.
Nicoletta Braschi

Rufus Thomas

Rock'n'Roll, Rhythm & Blues, Soul legend,
Stax and Sun recording artist, father of Carla
Thomas and Vanessa, very much a father
figure too on the Memphis music scene. Born
1917 he began his career as a tap dancer in













She performed the part of Luisa, the lady
accompanying her deceased husband’s
coffin. An Italian actress of renown from 1983
to the present day, married film director Robert
Benigni in 1991 hence leading to many
successful collaborations. Recipient of many
awards, she was also at the forefront in stage
acting too, including an Italian adaptation of
the Harold Pinter play “Betrayal”













Bill Mack, who passed away in Irving, Texas of complications
relating to COVID-19, on July 31, 2020 at the age of 91, was
a highly respected country music songwriter, singer and radio
host. Born in Shamrock, Texas on June 4, 1929, his first radio
shows were broadcast out of Fort Worth, and his first big
break in the radio medium came with "The Big Six Jamboree",
based in Wichita Falls. He also studied at the West Texas
A&M University in the early '50s.
As a singer, he recorded first for Imperial (four releases
appeared between 1951-52, one of which, "Play My Boogie",
became a firm favourite with the generation of kids who were
discovering the joys of rockabilly music worldwide in the mid1970s), then for Starday between 1956-59 ("Kitty Kat", from
this period, is a song also highly revered by rockabillies), D
(1960-61), MGM (1960-61), United Artistes (1962-63),
Jubilee (1965) Pike (1966 - one side of his sole 45 for the
label, "Drinking Champagne", has subsequently been covered by Cal Smith, Dean Martin, George
Strait, and Jerry Lee Lewis). His radio popularity in Texas went up a notch or two on joining radio
station WBAP-AM in Fort Worth in 1969, playing country only and becoming hugely popular with
the truckers as a result; one particular listener dubbed him "The Midnite Cowboy" and Mack's show
was referred to as not only the "Midnite Cowboy Show", but the "Country Roads Show", "U.S.1
Trucking Show" and the "Midnite Cowboy Trucking Show".
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In 1970 he was the subject of a biography entitled "Spins And Needles" and in 2014 his
autobiography, "Bill Mack's Memories From The Trenches For Broadcasting", was published. In
later years, Mack's radio work took him to XM Satellite Radio, becoming popular on its Open Road
channel; his last radio broadcast was in 2011. In songwriting terms, his most popular and enduring
composition has been "Blue", which he originally wrote and recorded in 1958; the song was offered
a few years later to Patsy Cline, who showed keen interest, but she died in the plane crash in which
Cowboy Copas and Hawkshaw Hawkins also perished, before she could go into a studio to record.
However, in 1996 13-year-old LeAnn Rimes recorded it, the disc went multi-platinum in sa!es, and
earned Mack a Grammy award for Best Country Song. R.I.P.
Brian Clark

BEAR FAMILY BCD 17240
To pay my farewell to W.S. 'Fluke' Holland here's a long paper I wrote in May 2012. It was
published in "The Big Beat of the 50's" in Australia.
Sam Phillips came with a one million seller award to Carl Perkins in
May 1956 for "Blue Suede Shoes" and that song probably made it.
"Blue Suede Shoes”/”Honey Don't" (Sun 234) was marketed on
January 1, 1956 and three weeks later “Blue Suede Shoes” was
reviewed as “a gay rhythm ditty with strong r&b styled packing”. That
song was sung by Elvis on "Stage Show" (11/02/56 and 17/03/56) and
on the "Milton Berle" TV show (03/04/56), before being issued by RCA
on EPA-747 "Elvis Presley" in March 56. Until Elvis came on National
TV, Rock‘n’Roll was mostly defined by The Moonglows, The
Flamingos, The Midnighters, The Dominoes, Little Richard, Chuck
Berry, Lilian Briggs, Bill Haley and other Alan Freed acts.
"Blue Suede Shoes" is, and will stay, the first song recorded at "Sun" which turned gold as a million
seller and the first that charted, in March 1956, in the three major charts as printed in the Billboard:
“Carl Perkins ‘Blue Suede Shoes’ disk this week showed up on all three best-selling retail charts –
pop, country and western, and rhythm and blues – making the first time a c&w artist ever scored in
all three categories within memory. The Perkins’ disk was #14 on the Pop chart, #9 on the R&B
chart and well up in the top 10 on the Country chart”. In July 1956, in Cowboy Songs, Carl Perkins
in Rock and Roll Songs is described as “another country-kat who’s swingin’ on the wail trail makin’
the big beat bid with some Rhythm and Blues tabbed ‘Blue Suede Shoes’”. Nobody could have
known that the future would be made only by 5 more singles and a LP. The whole Sun edited stuff
by 1958 was only a total of 21 songs that left numerous additional titles in the vaults. In that box set
you’ve got 45 different songs with such surprises as “The Way That You’re Living” from Jimmy Swan
or “Drink Up And Go Home”, a recording not often available. Of course, you have to keep your
precious Sunbox 101 from 1982 and all the stuff issued since February 1955 including the beautiful
Sun EAP 115 and Sun LP 1225 if you’re lucky enough to have them. I will not forget to tell you to
treasure also your Sun 611 and 616, the sharp looking Sun/Charly CFM 511 and, most of all, the
Charly/Sonopresse LP CR 3000003.
Even if Bear Family have already released a 5 CD Box set “The Classic Carl Perkins 1954 - 1964”
(BCD 15494) it is very interesting to discover in depth how Carl Perkins and his brothers worked at
Sun studio with W.S Holland, sometime Jerry Lee Lewis, and, of course, Sam Phillips. In general
there are two diverse instances with alternate takes: almost identical or substantially different. The
releases on the box set fall into both categories knowing that Carl’s fans never get enough. Many
alternates had been published over the years but nothing that brings you in the studio from October
1954 to December 1957 with 152 tracks and 6 hours of music. That mammoth box set, a labour of
love, came with a 129-page booklet worked out by Hank Davis and Scoot Parker with the valuable
help of WS Holland and Stan Perkins. With these five CDs and the booklet that includes rare photos
and extensive song-by-song commentary, you’ve got… the 706 Union Avenue’s keys! Get ready to
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push the door and to enjoy these Jackson boys at work making the transition from pure Hillbilly to
hard alcohol fuelled Rock-a-billy music.
The first CD starts with “Honky Tonk Gal/Babe”, a Carl Perkins original already worked in the bars
around Jackson, cut in October 1954 while The Perkins Brothers band make a second trip to
Memphis with their ’41 Plymouth coupe. For that audition Carl left at home his Harmony Electric
“Stratotone” solid body guitar so small that make him look like a giant. He brought the 1953 Gibson
Les Paul “Gold Top” model bought at Hardeman Music in Jackson and probably its Fender amp. It
sold for big money then but with that guitar and his two powered mikes Carl found his sound. He
could work the rapid two-one runs, quick hits on the bass strings, curling back into a flurry of singlestring notes, returning to the tonic chord. We can see that guitar with the white pick-guard on many
pictures and on movie and TV clips. That guitar is also on the original “Blue Suede Shoes” partition
picture. Here is that already great boppin’ music played in the bars for years so the 5 alternates are
not much different except for the guitar solo, some lyrics changed and the vanishing of any nearyodel voice cracks. From the same session came the only surviving alternate for “Movie Magg”,
Carl’s first release coupled with “Turn Around” on Flip 501 (February 1955). That alternate had a
more country feel and some alternative lyrics. Singing about horse riding to go to a movie show by
late 1954, qualifies you for sure as a Hillbilly ploughboy.
The same month another session was set with Quinton Claunch (gtr), Stan Kesler (steel gtr) and
Bill Cantrell (fiddle). That large band goes first on “Turn Around” as Sam Phillips wanted a good
country ballad to go on the flip of “Movie Magg”. Three takes with some studio chats are offered
showing some trouble to get all the instruments in tune. Nevertheless, the released version of “Turn
Around”, a simple, heartfelt country song, caught the attention of Dewey Philips and Carl became a
celebrity around Jackson. He received an offer from Bob Neal and started to play on dates with
Elvis. Probably from two different sessions set in July 1955 came 5 takes for “You Can’t Make Love
To Somebody”, a killing boppin’ song that just couldn’t be issued then being too risqué for the time.
Heavy drums, strong vocal carrying shades of Hank Williams, great guitar solos by the man himself.
All the takes carry something different and are very entertaining.
Next are three takes of “Gone Gone Gone”, the song that will be on Carl’s first “Sun” release (224)
in October 1955. I’m gonna round dance, square dance ‘cause everybody’s jumpin’ tonight. The
first take, still with the extended band, had a strong country feel even if driven by Clayton’s
percussive backbeat. The vocal is more confident on the second alternate and Bill Cantrell’s fiddle
can be heard squeaking high above the rest. In the third take, the boys almost got it… a loose and
cool rockin’ song with rhythm & blues idioms not far from Leroy Dallas’ stunning “I’m Going Away”
recorded in 1949 with Brownie McGhee on guitar (Sittin’ In With 552). By then the rhythm sound
was unusual and highly contagious. An alternate for “Let The Jukebox Keep On Playing’, a song
inspired by real Tonk life, is included as well as two for “What You Doin’ When You’re Cryin’”, a
beautiful song that could have skyrocketed Carl among the great names of Country music. But Carl
was definitively bound to boogie and bop as shown by three different takes for “Dixie Bop/Perkins
Wiggle”, a song about a brand new boogie they don’t understand and boogie-woogie with Dixie bop.
Mid paced boppin’ song that announce in some ways “All Mama’s Children” co-written with Johnny
Cash. The one and only who can compose Rockabilly songs, play lead guitar licks, deliver those
songs with raw energy and even bop a lot, as early as mid 1955, was Carl Lee Perkins.
“Tennessee” (a 0.33 fragment) and “Sure To Fall” (three takes), two songs intended for the unissued
commercially Sun 235, show how Carl and Jay could share vocals and blended voices. The three
takes probably from December 1955 are quite similar to each other with some nice bluegrass feel
and to the released version on LP Sun 1225 “Dance Album of Carl Perkins”. After the success of
“Blue Suede Shoes”, Sam was right keepin’ these two country songs in the can. The first CD closes
the year 1955 with two takes of “Blue Suede Shoes”, the first still with Go boy Go, and two takes of
“Honey Don’t” with different lyrics. By then Carl was playing a 55 Gibson Les Paul with a Bigsby.
Both are sides of Carl’s third record and prove that Sam Phillips definitely picked the best takes for
these classics. I must confess to “Honey Don’t” with its boogie guitar being my favorite… I had
probably more Jackson’s feel in my soul than Cleveland’s roots. Sometime I love you on Saturday
night, Sunday morning you don’t look right. When Carl got his checks from Sun and Hi-Lo for “Blue
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Suede Shoes” he opened the first bank account of his life and deposited his $14,000 share. A lot of
money by then and dreams come true. “Blue Suede Shoes” was heavily covered but I want to
reserve a special mention to the Delbert Barker version issued on “Dollar Record Club”, “Gateway”
and “Big 4 Hits” but also “Hep” under the Terry Wall alias. Watch out for the Stomper Time CD
STCD 28 “Kentucky Hillbilly Rockabilly Man - King of The Covers”.
The second CD starts with easy to understand advice for cats, “Boppin’ The Blues”, which will climb
to #70 in pop charts. Here are two false start/fragments and
a full outtake. Fluke provides a strong backbeat, Lloyd
Clayton slaps that bass with class and Carl delivers a
splendid vocal. Slap bass was an old technique that found
its origins in New-Orleans jazz bands before becoming an
important part of western swing and blues styles in the ’30s
& ’40s. Here Jay follow the steps of Fred Maddox and Bill
Black with an equal rage. Recorded in March 1956,
“Boppin’ The Blues” makes Carl’s fourth single (Sun 243)
when issued in May 29, 1956 back to back with “All Mama’s
Children”, another pure wonder featured here with six
alternates and a false start from two different sessions. The
first two takes offer slightly different lyrics, different start for
every verse and Fluke playing a shuffle rhythm on the snare drum. Carl had a strong vocal but the
whole stuff is not completely built. Later takes are closer to the released version with always some
lyrics changes like “old woman”, “old lady”, ”childrens”, “young ‘uns”, “gonna bop” or “gonna go”.
The alternate 5 are really vocally aggressive and movin’. Bop, Bop, Hey rock!
The same month saw the first tries to work out “Everybody’s Trying To Be My Baby”, an old twelvebar blues cut several times since the late ’30s. Here we have several full outtakes, a few fragments
and false starts showing change of keys, verse changes, the band seeming never fully satisfied with
the song. 5 alternates and 4 false start/fragments, including studio chat, to enjoy here. More from
that month follow with some attempts on “Dixie Fried” written with the help of Howard Curly Griffin.
100% country bop from Jackson as shown by the first two tries without piano. Still with Eddie Starr
filling the hole for Jay Buck but with the probable addition of Jimmy Smith on piano, Carl started to
rock that crazy booze song built on real life experiences. If that song showcases Carl’s talent as a
song builder even if the after-effects of a bottle of Early Times whisky would certainly not appeal to
a teenage crowd and even less to radio dee-jays. Rave on, childrens, I am with ya… The origins of
Alan Freed’s fall! Remember that Carl told Meridian (Ms) council bigots in May 1956 “Leave the kids
alone! What’s wrong with them out there in that gymnasium in sock feet enjoyin’ themselves? They
ain’t twistin’ nothin’ that you ain’t tried to twist…If you’re that dumb, you believe what you want to
believe”. Yes, Carl ain’t fakin’, he was a full bread rock and roller wanting to give fun to teens
blending black and white music. To hell with the white citizen’s council as long as all the cats knew
to jump and hop.
From the same session came 6 alternate/false start takes
for “I’m Sorry I’m Not Sorry” written by Wanda Ballman,
a song issued back to back with “Dixie Fried” on Sun 249
on August 3, 1956. Wanda Ballman, from Jonesboro,
Arkansas, was an aspiring singer/songwriter who would
record five sides by herself at Sun in 1957. Here Carl is
not at his best, maybe because he isn’t playing his own
material. The bass is prominently miked and the drums
are loud but Carl’s picking is just uninspired. Carl Perkins
played the Big D Jamboree on February 18, 1956 and
was back on March 1956 playing also the Ozark Jubilee.
On March 22, 1956 while being on his way to New-York
to perform the Perry Como TV show, his rented car was wrecked. After the accident he was taken
to the General Hospital in Dover, Delaware, where he received a Western Union telegram from Elvis
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Presley on March 28, 1956, that read: "We were all shocked and very sorry to hear of the accident.
I know what it is for I had a few bad ones myself. If I can help you in any way please call me. I will
be at the Warwick Hotel in New York City. Our wishes are for a speedy recovery for you and the
other boys. Sincerely Elvis Presley, Bill Black, Scotty Moore, and D.J. Fontana".
In the week of 4 April 1956, “Blue Suede Shoes” and “Heartbreak Hotel” topped or found their way
into the c&w Territorial Best Sellers, Best Sellers In Stores, Most Played In Juke Boxes and Most
Played By Jockeys. On May 26, 1956 Carl played the Perry Como TV show on NBC TV singing
“Blue Suede Shoes” with revenge but it was probably a little bit late.
From here we jump to December 4, 1956 to enjoy Carl at work with Jerry Lee Lewis on the old Louis
Jordan’s “Caldonia”. Raw and wild material probably cut under the influence of the familiar bottle of
Kentucky liquor that affected not only the vocals but Carl’s guitar-playing as well, but what a raving,
loose and wild wonder. If you go for unruly work these two takes about “Caldonia” with her big head
so hard are for you. There’s no question about it, that rockabilly guitar is quite a bit from the black
blues. Non-believers should listen, G. L. Crockett, was a black performer born in Mississippi in 1929,
who belt “Look Out Mabel”, one of the few rockabilly songs recorded by a bluesman. An alternate
take was leased to Checker and issued in 1965. In April 1958, it was Roy Brown that came with the
hybrid “Hip Shakin’ Baby”/”Be My Love Tonight” (Imperial X5510), two songs written by Johnny and
Dorsey Burnette, classified then as r&b. The father of “Good Rockin’ Tonight” covered brightly by
Elvis for Sun was cuttin’ sides written by two Memphis guys.
Another black performer to come close to the style was Tarheel Slim, in 1959, with his fabulous
double-sides “No 9 Train”/”Wildcat Tamer” issued on Fury 1016. There are also Johnnie Fuller with
“First Stage of the Blues” (Irma 106) and “All Night Long“ (Irma 112), Magic Sam in 1958 with “21
days in Jail” (Cobra 5029) and Eddie Clearwater with “Hillbilly Blues” (Atomic-H 203). However,
those legendary hot records miss the necessary drop of “Billy” to qualify them fully as rockabilly
songs. They are wild rockin’ rompin’ blues sides.
Maybe from the same session came “Sweetheart or Strangers”, an old song already recorded by
Jimmie Davis, Gene Autry, Leon Payne… Still with Jerry Lee Lewis on piano, Carl rocks the old
standard even if sometimes mannered and even sloppy in places. The third and last take is taken
at a slower tempo and Jerry Lee’s piano work sure adds value to that unfinished studio work. To
close the CD came three takes for “Be Honest With Me” still from December 1956 or January 1957.
For some unknown reasons, Carl seems being looking for others song ‘cause that one was written
by Fred Rose and recorded by Gene Autry in 1946. It may be the Jerry Lee Lewis influence that
makes him rock the oldies? Remember Jerry Lee’s abilities to make red hot rock and roll with any
material you can bring to him, hillbilly, pop, blues. The third alternate is played with a key change
and the piano work makes sounds that seem like being from a different session than the previous
two. Except on session, Jerry Lee and Carl don’t get along real well while on the road and more
than once Carl wanted to choke his damn head off.
CD three brings us back to March 1956 and shows how to make a one-hour long CD with only three
songs. What a challenge to bring 18 alternates for one of the best ever songs laid on tape by Carl
and his band “Put Your Cat Clothes On”. Carl Perkins spent more studio time working on that song
about female hillbillies than he did on any other one and nothing came of it. Other tries were done
probably in June 56, December 56 and January 1957. Obviously, Sam and Carl had faith in the
song but they seem to never have found a perfect or at least satisfying take. Here Carl refers to
“Cat”, a word that was hip before the rock and roll invasion, and about a wild dancing woman. In
April 1954, “Atlantic” introduced the label “Cat” and made both the pop and R&B best-selling list
with “Sh-Boom” by The Chords. The major labels were courting sales from cat music-minded
teenagers and when “Rock Around The Clock” was reviewed, in the Billboard on May 15, 1954, the
song was described as “a good attempt at cat music”. Even if 'Cat' music had been used to describe
be bop jazz prior to r&b and rock n roll coming on stream. In the early ’50s that word seems to have
found a new life and as early as mid mid 1953, Bill Haley’s pre-rockabilly “Crazy Man Crazy” was
tagged “new hot music for real cool cats”.
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By January 1955, a music shop owner in Mississippi lamented in trade papers “Down here the cat
music makes our record stock obsolete”. Lew Williams remembers “Now back when I was in high
school... the music that the black singers and black bands did was called Race music. One of these
neat records that influenced me was “Sixty Minute Man”. As early as March 1954 Dallas’ Sky Club
was advertising “live cat music” and “cat music” was creeping in KSKY, Dallas, play list. So Lew, a
great hipster, came into Jim Beck’s studio, late June 1954, to cut a first version of the classic “Cat
Talk”. An ultra-rare example of Cat music in Texas in the days before Elvis came around. A rather
short-lived, transitional style using teenage slang that flourished before the rise of rock and roll. The
cat trend brings us some great songs like "A real Cool Cat" (Sonny Burns - Starday), "Three Alley
Cats" (Roy Hall - Decca), "Cat Man" (Gene Vincent - Capitol), "Grandpaw's a Cat" (Jimmy Murphy
- Columbia), "Cool Cat" (Joe Montgomery - Abbott), "A Cat Called Domino" (Roy Orbison - Sun),
"Cat Daddy" (Jimmy Johnson - Viv), "Cat Just Got in Town" (Bill Mack - Starday), "Cat Music"
(Tommy Scott - 4 Star), "The Cats Were Jumping" (John Worthan - Peach), “Hep Cat” (Larry Terry
– Testa) ... All great recordings. We don’t know where Carl found inspiration for “Put Your Cat
Clothes On” but in November or December 1955, he backed with Marshall Grant, in Texarkana (AR)
the young Pat Cupp ready to go on stage by himself. When Carl found the young cat ready to go
on stage with nothing but his guitar, he came to help asking for the key for the first song. Pat said
“E” and everybody would have thought they had been together for years. A few months later, the
verse “Put Your Cat Clothes on” was used in Pat Cupp’s “Baby Come Back” by Pat’s Mother Ruth
while he tried to work out the song that was recorded as a demo on KOSY radio and definitive
master at KWKH on May 13, 1956. Maybe Carl who started to work on “Put Your Cat Clothes On”
around March may have caught that verse from Pat Cupp.
Let’s get back to Carl and these alternates. Some takes are faster, some are slower. Some have
the drums or bass miked louder. There are some guitar solo changes and piano work variations.
These guys are so creative, cool and loose than even 18 takes of the same song never me make
me bored or feel like goin’ away. Maybe the first time such a thing happened. Once you’ve got your
cat clothes on, you may wonder if a matchbox could hold them. An alternate for “Matchbox” follows
and shows clearly how a fragment of an old song could be rebuilt as something fresh and new. Not
much is left from the great recording made by Blind Lemon Jefferson in 1927 and the result is
stunning. On that session Carl was probably playing his beautiful Gibson Switchmaster ES-5. On
December 4, 1956 Carl was working for the first time with a cocky but very talented Jerry Lee Lewis.
It was that take that was lip-synched by Carl on the “Town Hall Party” TV show. To close the volume,
we have 5 takes for “Her Love Rubbed Off”, one off the strangest songs Carl wrote or recorded at
Sun. These recordings may be from January 1957, all full of addiction for love and booze. Carl, back
to his Gibson Les Paul, whoops and howls with an unclear vocal (except on alternate 5) being, like
his partners, probably too drunk, exhausted and irritable to do better. Carl’s growls sometimes make
the Howlin’ Wolf sound like a kitty. The song had the drive to be a great rocker but it was not the
right time. Hey, hey ...I am a happy man so in love!
The fourth little saucer starts with “Your True Love” as worked in studio before Sam Phillips speeded
up the master. These five complete alternate takes make clear that these Jackson’s boys knew how
they wanted to do the song with the support of Jerry Lee Lewis. A classic, with that Southern touch,
that found its way on the Sun 261 released on January 23, 1957. The same month Carl was on the
twenty C & W best selling artists on singles and that song would run at #67 in pop charts. Next are
five tries of “That Don’t Move Me”, a song with poor lyrics but stacked with energy and great
instrumental work. Clayton was probably trying to destroy his bull fiddle bass and WS plays tasty
drum rolls. We may have Jimmy Smith, from Eddie Bond’s Stompers, on piano. Like for the previous
song, Carl had something wild here he couldn’t finish and polish but it will move you!
“You Can Do No Wrong” is another classic and here we have five takes that show some evolution.
The song should have been a definitive chart runner if completed right and issued. Two takes for
“Forever Yours” follow, the first being probably from March 28, 1957. This beautiful ballad, with
heavy bass walk, was issued on Sun 274 with “That’s Right” on August 1957. Carl’s voice with
reverb is top, his guitar solo lovely and the whole thing movin’. The second offering is a live version
from a TV show just a few months after the single release in 1957. “That’s Right”, recorded at the
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same time as “Forever Yours”, is here with four alternate takes. Here Carl is warning his wife Lucy
about a backdoor lover on a catchy rhythm but things don’t seem to fit right. On the final outtake we
can hear “Damn, let’s get this son of a bitch”. I agree fully! “I Care” (two alternates) is a lesser known
song that opens with a memorable four bar figure and carries a strong resemblance to The Ink
Spots. Beautiful voice and sincere delivery on a pop song. “Y-O-U”, from the same session, is
another strong and simple ballad you may like. The recitation bridge is just bright and shows, if
needed, that Carl may be smooth but never was syrup! The song was recorded again and issued
on Columbia 41269 in November 1958.
On December 6, 1957, Carl was back at Sun studio, with Jimmy Wilson on piano, to cut “Lend Me
Your Comb”, a song that carries shades of The Everly Brothers blended with Mickey Baker’s beat.
The original version was recorded by a canary named Carol Hughes (Roulette 4041) being quickly
covered by Bernie Bee for Columbia. Here Carl and Jay brought their brotherly harmony on a song
that will be on Carl’s last release issued in December 1957 on Sun 287 with “Glad All Over”. Four
alternates there but none for “Glad All Over” or “Right String Baby but the Wrong Yo-Yo”. “Glad All
Over” was the beginning of the end for Carl at Sun, Sam Phillips expending his efforts on Jerry Lee.
Great balls of fire!
Everything, even the best, having an end, here I come with the last CD for that box set. Still from
the December 6, 1957 session we had two alternates for “Look At That Moon”, a song written and
recorded by Carl Perkins but better known by Carl Mann. Carl is goin’ on Carl … Here Clayton uses
electric bass, the whole sound had changed being somewhat closer to rock and roll. If that work
was only done as a demo, the whole band put heart and soul on it. Probably from late 1957 came
7 alternate takes for “Pink Pedal Pusher”, a song about a piece of clothing pretty popular with the
younger set, which makes the canary “the Queen of them all”. The first offering is a home demo and
the other four takes are mostly led by W S Holland’s high hat and bass drum. Oo-wop-a-doo, here
Carl is not at his best but all that was probably just another night of work to build something. The
two remaining takes, coming from another session, are more muscular and more interesting. By
late 1957, Carl may have lost hope for his future on “Sun” and was just working on studio suitable
material for a future contract. That’s what happened with “Pink Pedal Pusher” that was Carl’s first
release on Columbia being recorded on February 3, 1958 in Nashville. Issued with a beautiful pic
cover showing his Gibson Switchmaster ES-5, the record got some action in the charts being a
Billboard pick. In April 1958, Gene McKnow recorded the ultimate “Rock-A-Billy Rhythm” issued on
Aggie A-1001. That killer recording tells you right “It started with Elvis long time ago – Then came
Johnny and Carl”.
From track 10 to 25 we have various recordings from 1956/1957 including a beautiful rendition of
Wynn Stewart’s “The Keeper of the Key” with Jerry Lee Lewis on piano, that highlights Carl’s abilities
for narrations. Follow “Listen To The Mockingbird”, a real old song already cut by Dale Wood, Arthur
Smith and Louis Prima to name a few and “The Way You’re Living” built on a Jimmy Swan song.
This home recording shows clearly the Hank Williams Sr influence on Carl. The delivery is sincere
and you can imagine yourself in the den of Carl and Valda’s house, being a guest in the privacy of
their own living room watching the Webcor’s recorder reel to reel running. “The Old Spinning Wheel”
and “Poor People of Paris” are instros, like “Listen To The Mockingbird” and “Silver Bell”, just
recorded for fun. Nothing surprising to find someone who loved the guitar, listening and playing Chet
Atkins and Les Paul’s records. “Try My Heart Out” and “Take Back My Love” are for completists and
add nothing to the legend.
The real meat here is “Roll Over Beethoven” lent to Chuck Berry but being probably just a warm-up
track. A great recording that could be seen like an homage on the back cover of the first Chuck
Berry LP titled “After School Session” (Chess 1426) issued in May 1957 with the following
statement:” Like a good oil well, the deeper you dig the more chance for oil to come gushing out.
So it is the case with our Rock-A-Billy Troubadour, Chuck Berry, an outstanding guitarist, songwriter
of such hits as 'Maybelline,' [sic] 'Roll Over Beethoven,' and now, 'Schoolday' [sic]”. Nobody can
refute Chuck’s country roots knowing about “Maybellene” coming straight from “Ida Red”.
“Somebody Tell Me” is an early rockin’ song recorded under primitive conditions. It’s surprising the
song was not worked at the Sun studio under professional conditions. The guitar is really bluesy,
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should have been a great release. The CD comes to an end with four alternates of “Lonely Street”,
a self-penned song that follows Elvis’ “Heartbreak Hotel” pattern. After these 10 minutes of music,
you will sure get some blues hanging on your door so the best way to cure yourself is to listen loud
“Drink Up And Go Home” that closes the darn thing. This song loaned to Freddie Hart is probably
sung by Jay Perkins … For sure another weeper but more interesting. I think our friends at Bear
Family were pretty right packaging these various home or unknown recordings on that disc 5,
keeping the four others rockin’ from start to end. Interesting stuff but for collectors and die-hard fans.
In 1958, Carl would leave Sun for Columbia and things would never be the same. Jay Buck died in
October 20th, success and money will come tight while alcohol and burdens were more. Too much
for a man to understand when you think he was writing as a boy: “I am a sharecropper’s son. I work
very hard for what I have to eat, and a place to stay warm in the winter. I love my Mama and Daddy,
and my two brothers, Jay and Clayton”. Carl Perkins would have to work in a big studio with session
time and hired musicians, record songs brought in by Don Law and even if there was some real
great waxing Carl was probably right telling to Ed Cisco …It ain’t right! There was a feeling at Sun
that Carl never found later. They were rockin’ 100% on songs that were knockout and Sam Phillips
captured it. For years, Carl struggled to bring himself out of his “long, dark Hell” and … he finally
won. The rockin’ guitar man worked his heart out for us, leaving behind some of the most
heartrending hillbilly songs and wild rockin’ bop, and I sure do love him. He sang what he felt and
left this wonderful legacy of original recordings, even if unfinished, you can hear today. It’s all here
in one place, along with some delicious moments of studio chatter, false starts and song fragments.
Even if Carl would have said there is some junk here recorded at four or five in the morning, let the
CD player keep on playing and Bop like Carl! You’ve never heard Carl like this before.
Warmest regards from your French friend.
Dominique "Imperial" Anglares

























I am sorry to let you know about tenor sax maestro Hal Singer's passing
on August 18, 2020 being 100 years old. Harold Joseph Singer had been
living in France since 1965.
Hal Singer made his entrance in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, on October 8, 1919. Music
studies began at the age of eight and
through the years Hal played violin,
clarinet and next tenor saxophone. In
1939 he moved to Kansas City and, next
in 1941, to New York City playing with
Duke Ellington, Earl Bostic and recording
with Roy Eldridge, Don Byas, Lem Davis, Bull Moose Jackson,
Mabel Smith, Wynonie Harris, Brownie McGhee, Tab Smith, The
Four Buddies, Dollie Cooper, Little Esther, Little Willie John, Titus
Turner, Earl King, Annie Laurie, Lonnie Johnson to name a few. He
also had bright releases under his own name starting with "Corn Bread" (Savoy 671) recorded in
June 1948 that was a hit record. Among his best solo sides are "Rent Party" (Savoy LP SJL-1147),
"Rock Around The Clock" (Mercury 8196 - vocal by Spo-Dee-Odee aka Sam Theard) recorded in
August 1950, "Indian Love Call" and The Frog Hop" (Savoy 861) recorded in August 21, 1952, but
also the bright "Hot Rod" and "Rock n' Roll" (Savoy 1179), both recorded on October 27, 1955. On
these two sides are Buddy Lucas (Tenor sax), Kelly Owens (pno), Mickey Baker (gtr), Leonard
Gaskin (Bs) and Panama Francis (drums). What a line up! 'Rock n' Roll', sung by Hal, is not too far
from 'R.O.C.K' cut by Bill Haley and The Comets on September 22, 1955 (Decca 9-29870). Harold's
last Rhythm and Blues own session was for Deluxe on January 22, 1957. From here he kept working
as a session musician and solo artist turning back to his first love that was Jazz.
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May he be remembered and his blowing horn be heard for many more years.
Dominique "Imperial" Anglares

























Like many among us, Joe Penny classic songs 'Mercy, Mercy, Percy' and 'Bip A Little, Bop A Lot'
came to my ears when on the 'King-Federal Rockabilly' LP on the US Gusto label in 1978. Nothing
was known and a few thought he could have been an afro-American. He was not by far.
Joseph Lephmon 'Joe' Pennington was born on January 15, 1928 to Gary W.
Pennington and Mamie Delanay being the youngest of eight children. The
family from Georgia moved to Plant City, Florida, at the peak of the Depression.
Around 10 years old, he was taught on guitar by his mother and by the age of
16, was working in the defence industry and living with his sister Pearl, he
joined the Sons of the South in Norfolk, Virginia, playing USO shows. In 1946,
Joe was playing in San Angelo, Texas, with Dub Adams and The K-Bar Ranch
Hands. He stayed for six months, sometimes playing The Hangar Club and
KGKL radio, before leaving after being refused a pay increase of $5 a week.
Dub Adams had records on Dude, Swing and Bullet.
By March 1947, Hank Williams had two records on the market having a more or less permanent
band for the first time. When guitarist Chriss Criswell from the Tampa area left the band, he helped
Joe then living in Tampa with one of his brothers, to get a job joining Herb 'Lum' York (bs), R.D.
Norred (steel gtr) and Winston 'Red' Todd (rhythm gtr). They played on WSFA radio - Montgomery,
Alabama and local gigs. Joe Penny being only 5' 4" was nicknamed 'Little' Joe by Hank Williams.
Joe Penny played with Hank Williams from mid-1947 to April 1948 living at Hank’s mother's boarding
house with the other band members. Soon after, Hank and Audrey packed their belongings, left
Montgomery, Alabama, and moved to Shreveport, Louisiana. Hank began working the Louisiana
Hayride on August 7, 1948. Only William Herbert 'Lum' York went with him in Shreveport becoming
a member of The Lump Lump Boys.
After having left Hank Williams' band, Joe played with the band at the 31 Club in Montgomery for a
while before joining 'Big Jim' Folsom and His Strawberry Pickers working mostly in Alabama. 'Big
Jim' Folsom was six-foot-eight and served as Alabama Governor from 1947 to 1951. His 1946
gubernatorial campaign leaned heavily on the popularity of the Strawberry Pickers, who’d filled his
rallies with old-time fiddle breakdowns and rustic country crooning.
Leaving the Strawberry Pickers, Joe went back to
Texas and probably rejoined Adams in 1948,
when they were the house band at the Ace of
Clubs in Odessa. Next, in 1949, he spent one year
in the US Navy in California. Fresh out of the Navy
he worked with Al Rogers and His Rocky
Mountain Boys in Amarillo, Tx, Lefty Frizzell and
Little Jimmy Dickens for three months. Back to
Birmingham, Al, he started his disc jockey career
over WILD radio working also TV shows regularly
with Happy Hal Burns and Chuck Reed. Next he
went to WJIV in Savannah, Georgia.
He worked on WDMJ radio located in Marquette
(Michigan) before he became a DJ on WJPS radio in Evansville, Indiana, in 1953. Joe was then
living at 1921 Hercules Rd in Evansville. He had one of his songs “Don’t Fall In Love With A Married
Man”, co-written with Red Fortner, recorded by Jean Shepard and issued in September 1954
(Capitol F-2905). It was his first song ever released. Red Fortner, a retired government worker and
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occasional songwriter/small-time talent agent, also wrote 'Then I Turned and Walked Slowly Away'
for Eddy Arnold in November 3, 1947 (RCA Victor 20-3174 and 48-0025). That song was also
recorded by Marty Robbins.
Little Joe Penny seems to have been back at WRMJ radio in 1954 doing two daily shows 'Little
Joe's Hoedown' and 'Farm and Home Hour'. Another DJ at WJPS was Jim Minor. Jimmy Minor and
The Diamond K Ranch Hands had a 30 minute TV Show on WFIE-TV,
Evansville, Indiana, from November 1953 to May 1954. That station that
opened the same month served the Tri-State area of southwestern
Indiana, northwestern Kentucky and southeastern Illinois. This was the
1st country music TV show in the State of Indiana and was sponsored
by the Kay jewellers. Another country music TV show that Jim Minor
started and hosted was "The Big E Jamboree". This show aired on
WRAY-TV, Princeton, Indiana starting in February of 1954. The show
was being televised live from the Legion Auditorium in Evansville, In,
from 8:00pm to 10:00pm on Saturday nights. Then after that portion of
the show, there was round and square dancing for the folks until about
midnight. Jim and Joe Penny crossed paths somewhere during this time. Jimmy Minor recorded
some demos by Joe Penny trying to help him to get a recording contract. One song was titled 'Free,
Alive and Twenty-one'.
In November 1954, Joe played two daily shows on WJPS radio in Evansville one being a three hour
country and western disc daily show called 'Little Joe's Hoedown Party' and the other being a 25
minute broadcast named 'Farm and Home Hour'. He also tried his luck at “Sun” records in 1955 but
was turned down. In March 1955, Joe started a three hour daily record show on WJPS titled "Little
Joe's Hoedown Party". Dave also played with Corina Hudmall, a teenage gal from Southern
Kentucky, on local shows in Russellville, Louisville and Owensboro. For a while it was planned to
combine his Wooden Nickels with Dave’s band for road engagements.
Doug Oldham will later become, as leader of The Dixie Six, a resident musician for the Hillside
Hoedown show broadcasted on WHET-TV (Henderson - Ky) that featured Dave Rich, Les
Smithhart, Kenneth L. “Rusty Neck” Pendergraft and Joe Penny & The Wooden Nickels. Doug
Oldham was a really good steel player and occasionally worked with Pee Wee King up in Louisville.
In 1957, Joe Penny recorded 'What's The Score' and 'Run Along Girls' with Doug Oldham on steel
gtr. These sides were issued in 2003.
In March 1955, Little Joe kicked off a new three-hour daily c & w show on WJPS called 'Little Joe's
Hoedown Party'. That same year, Joe may have a first record for a small local label, one side being
titled 'Cheyenne', a record I had never seen nor heard. Late 1955, Little Joe Penny and his wife
Lynn played on Saturday night the “Hillside Hoedown” in Evansville, Indiana. That was a four hour
show, two being broadcast on WEHT-TV located in Henderson - Kentucky, with 20 odd entertainers
playing from the stage of the Agoga Tabernacle for a crowd of 1500. Among the performers were
Dave Rich, Charles Bellamy, The Foggy Mountain Gals and Bob Perry. That building was put on
the ground in 1967. He also played at The Rockport Roller Rink which would seat around 700
people. On his own side Joe Penny fronted a one hour long daily “Hossier Jamboree” also over
WEHT-TV and headed a half hour “Hoosier House Party” over WEOA radio, Evansville, each
weekday morning. No doubt he played some Dave Rich recordings as he stated: “He is a fine boy
and has plenty of what it takes to make a top grade country artist”.
In 1955, he met his wife to be Frankie who came to enjoy his performance in Evansville with a 50
cents ticket. They married in 1959 and have five children. In June 1956 he played on a regular basis
on Saturday night at the New Haven Gardens in Indiana. Having a home in Florida, he often
vacationed there.
In 1957, after some advice from a cousin who worked as a musician in Chicago, Joe moved there
and cut some demos that came to the attention of Ralph Bass of King records, the local head and
A & R man for that big label challenging Chess records. Joe Penny and also Bing Day were signed
to King's Federal subsidiary. In January 1958, he recorded in Cincinnati, Ohio, the great 'Bip A Little,
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Bop A Lot'/'Mercy, Mercy, Percy' (Federal 12322) on a split session with Bing Day. Joe's band was
made of Stoney Jackson (dms), Milton Hammers (rht gtr), Grady Kelly (bs) and Joe on lead gtr. An
unknown black session musician played piano and the famous Swallows backed Bing Day. They
were there to cut a cover of 'Oh, Lonesome Me' and one of Joe's songs 'Angel Baby', both issued
on Federal 12319. On both songs they are backed by Joe's band. "Angel Baby" is a great rockin'
tune that will make you dance. Calvin Rowlette is the lead tenor on these tunes. On that same day
they were also used to back up Tiny Topsy on 'Western Rock 'N Roll' and 'Cha Cha Sue' (Federal
12323) released in April 1958.
Bing Day, playing lead guitar, recorded 'Pony Tail Partner'/'Since You Left Me' (Federal 12320)
backed by Joe's band. 'Pony Tail Partner' is a very Elvis influenced rockin' tune. Chuck Bing Day
who also releases on Fraternity and Mercury was later known as Chuck Day, and played with
Johnny Rivers and the Mamas and Papas. He died in 2008 at age 65.
Back to Evansville, Joe recorded many unreleased (then) sides with Hutch Hutchinson (sax), Harold
Kelly (bs), William 'Stoney' Jackson (drums), Milton Hammers (rth gtr), Sonny Sandlaben (steel gtr)
and Harlan West (pno).
In August 1959, his 'Break It To Me Gently' recorded by Gene Martin was issued on Look 1001, a
record label owned by Hillous Butrum. Gene Martin was then member of Roy Acuff's band. In
December 1960, Joe was working on WNNT in Warsaw, Va. Late 1961 he moved to WYAL radio Scotland Neck, North Carolina, having a six hour daily country show.
Early 1964, Joe recorded 'Frosty Window Pane' and 'Hatty Fatty'
both issued on Sims 173 in April 1964. 'Hatty Fatty' was
described as a rock-a-bill tune in the Billboard. A rare, even if
wrong, late use of that classic word. 'Frosty Window Pane' first
charted on July 18, 1964 and spent seven weeks on Billboard's
Hot Country Singles list, peaking at No. 41.
He was then working as DJ and program director on WDOL
located in Athens, Georgia, after having work for a while for the
sister station WTJA in East Point, Georgia. He also had 'What's
The Score'/'When Your Woman Turns Bad' released on Del-Mar
1021 in 1964.
Back in Florida he worked for five year at WPLA radio in Plant
City (1964-1969), six at WWAB radio in Lakeland, Fl, three at
WGTO radio in Cypress Gardens, Fl and for a while at WTWB in Auburndale, Fl. Somewhere in the
60's he had 'Easy as 1-2-3' issued on Joyland Records located in Clearwater, Florida. Also on that
label we had Herb Duncan who recorded the excellent 'Double Clutching Diesel Man'.
After suffering serious injuries in a car wreck in 1981, Joe was reborn and worked in prison ministry.
It was surprising to see The Vanguards, a Texas band, covering ' Bip A Little, Bop A Lot' (Rude 105)
in 1983. I had never heard that recording.
In 1990, he had the country gospel 'Almighty Fix-It Man' released on Country Artists NR 18224, a
Nashville based label,) and ‘Cultivatin' Roses'/'I Couldn't Be There' on Country Artists NR 18563.
These Gospel songs were written by Joe and co-produced with Jim Foster, a Florida Highway Patrol
safety officer, remembered for his TV show "Bring 'em Back Alive" in the 1970s.
In 1992 he offered a CD/K7 titled 'Hank Williams 50th Anniversary Tribute Album' with such songs
as 'Writin' A Hank Song', 'Lookin' Back on Hank' and 'Growing Old Without God'. He also produced
a 50 page booklet 'Lookin' Back on Hank' full of stories about his time with many of the greats in
Country Music, but mostly his time with Hank, that include 10 Pages of rare photos.
Meeting rockabilly artist Dave Moore at the second annual Rockabilly Festival in Jackson, Tn. in
June of 2001, led Penny to being booked on the 50th Anniversary Hank festival at Moore's home in
W.Va.(New Years, 2003). Dave Moore found that Penny still had some of that material stored away,
and offered to fly him to his studio in W.Va. in March 22 & 23, 2003 to re-record a session of "vintage
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rockabilly". Five songs were recorded and issued with 26 unreleased vintage tracks on the CD.
"Then and Now: Large Economy Size". 'Southern Fried Lovin'', 'Never Pick Your Peaches Green'
and 'Old Black Maria' were from 1959. At the Jackson festival Joe was also interviewed by UK
musical researcher and songwriter Jim Newcombe.
In September 2009, Joe suffered a mini-stroke and spent four weeks in hospital and rehab. Through
the years, he has stayed in touch with Dave Rich, Billy Harlan and Royce Morgan who all shared
the stage with him in 1956. In 2018, he had a very nice publication in the US Focus magazine and
in April 2019, Scott Wikle interviewed him for his broadcast "My Kind of Country".
Sadly, Joe Penny passed away on July 1, 2020. I would like to end with his own words: 'Life hasn't
paid off in any great rewards but I look at it as if the Lord had a reason for letting me live'.
Dominique 'Imperial' Anglares
Thanks to Kevin Coffey, Rob Finnis, Bob Timmers (Rockabilly Hall of Fame) and Frankie Pennington.

It was due to be one of the first, if not the first, Rock’n’Roll shows since the end of Lockdown. It was
to feature The Sun Rayz, an up-and-coming four piece, and the outdoor venue was due to be
Burnham on Crouch Rangers football ground, tucked away behind an industrial estate an hour along
twisting country lanes in north Essex.
The hours were 1pm to 5pm, so we determined a 2.30pm arrival might coincide with the start of the
band's performance.
Wrong!
We had missed the complete first set, and we sat in the folding chairs we had remembered to bring,
and suffered a so-called DJ who at least learned one lesson from his wretched set… Rock'n'Roll
audiences do not dance to The Beatles!
At 2.50pm, the band strolled back to their instruments, and got off to a fine start with their take on
The Lennerockers’ High Class Lady to not only applause, but a twirling, whirling dance floor. Jerry
Lee Lewis's Rocking My Life Away followed, and then a tribute to Crazy Cavan with an Old Black
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Joe which owed more to Jerry Lee's superior version thanks to excellent keyboard player John
Wiffen.
The poor old Sun Rayz were playing in the open air, with no canopy or covering over their
instruments and electrics. So, you guessed it, the heavens opened, the rain fell down, and everyone
scarpered for cover.
We were disappointed to catch just three tracks from an obviously seasoned band, even if they had
got together comparatively recently.
But, as luck would have it, two weeks later at Warrior Square in the dead centre of Southend in a
leafy park with vast grass, otherwise a magnet for alkies, druggies and the homeless, The Sun Rayz
were playing again.
And replacing the undesirables was a 200 plus audience of Rock’n’Rollers who apparently play
close attention to Instachat and Twitface, to name just two of the social media streams that keep
the travelling Rock’n’Roll circus in touch with one another.
Caught out once by The Sun Rayz promptness, we hit the area at 2.05pm as the accurate sounds
of Don Gibson's Sea of Heartbreak wafted over the large car park. Was it a record or the band? It
was good enough to be the record.
Yep, The Sun Rayz were up and playing, there was a considerable crowd, carefully socially
distanced except when dancing, a licensed cafe, and a scorching sun which had caused most High
Street shoppers to flee. The leafy park gave shade to most, but not the band.
Front man, lead vocalist and guitarist, Terry Batt, a considerable master of the quip, said: “The last
time we played we thought we might get drowned. Now we might get heat-stroke.”
True, there was no cover for the band. But they are made of stern stuff, and with Terry up front,
John on piano, Gary Caldy on stand-up bass, and veteran drummer Vic Scott, the band delved into
their considerable repertoire, and played for a straight hour and a quarter for openers.
This was straight, unpretentious Rock’n’Roll for dancing, with
sometimes rockabilly overtones, packed with the classics the
crowd has missed hearing live for nearly six months. No
wonder the band went down so well.
They may not have been playing alongside one another for
long, but they have released their first CD, and have a
merchandising back up which includes not only T-shirts, and
metal badges, but also customised anti-Covid face masks with
their logo. Beat that, Bill Haley.
Terry Batt, who has shared stages with Shakin' Stevens,
Matchbox and Crazy Cavan and is said to be related to The
Wombles, shared some lead vocals with pianoman John.
So, Terry took lead on such crowd pleasers as Teenager in
Love, Stagger Lee, Shakin' All Over and Little Sister, while John vocalised on Jerry Lee style
material like Whole Lotta Shakin, High School Confidential. Crazy Arms, Wild Side of Life and Great
Balls of Fire.
That first set included Go Cat Go's Please Mama Please, Carl Perkins' Matchbox, Good Rockin'
Tonight and Little Sister.
Drummer Vic Scott, a member of some big-name bands in the seventies, got his own slot for the
Surfaris' Wipeout.
Both sets were nicely balanced between jivers and strollers, and the rising heat did little to deter the
dancers.
It was a welcome return to live Rock’n’Roll, and a great showcase for a back-to-basics band that
already has a considerable following. It can only get better.
John Howard
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Pole Dancing (but not so much dancing as complaining)
I was entirely happy with service I received at Lakeland's Chelmsford branch.
The product, a £150 pole for the bathroom, not so much.
There's little doubt Lakeland is a fascinating shop with all sorts of gizmos for
the home, bathroom, kitchen, and cooking, and I've bought the odd small item
for making hamburgers and cottage cheese in the past.
But from now onwards I plan simply to browse and marvel, and not buy.
So, back to the pole, designed to hold bathroom accessories...
not one, but two serious dents in its aluminium shaft. It's made
by a company called Oxo Good Grips, who obviously have their
eye on the American market, since aluminium is mis-spelled on
the box as aluminum.
You know how come the spelling was changed? Apparently, the
English letter “i” got lost crossing the Atlantc. I digress.
No point taking the pole back to the shop. Staff at Chelmsford
told us they had only the one, none were available online, and
they were not re-ordering.
I had planned to examine the item rather than make an impulse purchase
that day, but this was an opportunity I didn't want to miss.
Considering the price, and therefore the profit, to Lakeland, and the utility offered by the
pole, there may be a question over the quality of the product.
Are they all dented on delivery? Is no-one at Oxo Good Grips checking for faults before they
are packaged?
I don't blame Lakeland, since they are unlikely to open sealed boxes to confirm they are of
saleable quality.
However, I must now question the Lakeland slogan: “Trust Lakeland” with its three-year
guarantee “so you can shop with complete confidence”, because, obviously, I can't.

Not Very Priti
British Home Secretary Priti Patel has stepped into the controversial case
of Louisville woman Breonna Taylor who was shot and killed by armed police
in her Louisville apartment.
Ms Patel said: "If your house or apartment is surrounded by armed police,
do not, in any circumstances, fire your gun at them. It is likely they will
return fire, which you will not like. In fact, you might die."
This is a reference to the fact that Breonna's boyfriend fired first when police
battered down the front door of the apartment in a drug-related search.
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The Home Secretary also had some words for the British police. "If someone fires a gun at
you through a door, take cover. Do not immediately return fire. Particularly, do not fire ten
rounds into a room if you don't know who is in it."
The shooting has caused demonstrations and riots throughout the USA involving many who
believe it is OK to fire guns at the police.

Chipping Away at our National Heritage
Jamie Oliver, Joe Wicks and dozens of other notables are urging the Government to ban US
food imports because their vast agribusiness produces low quality grub.
They are so right.
If we don't take care when we negotiate post-Brexit trade deals
with our American cousins we could be flooded with chlorinated
chicken, hormone fed beef and all manner of nasties.
And if we cave in to the Yanks over this, it will follow that Heinz
with their beans and 100 other varieties of canned goods,
Kellogg’s with their many breakfast cereals, Birdseye with their
fish fingers, Kraft with their cheese circles, Mars
with their chocolate bars, General Foods with
their Cheerios, Yoplait yogurt, and Betty Crocker
cakes, and dozens of other food brands that,
obviously, we don't have over here, would find rich
pickings at the expense of our own native chow.
So we must act now to protect indigenous delicacies like tripe, haggis, pork
pie and faggots from an American invasion.
And don't get me started about beverages. If we aren't
careful, US drinks like Coca Cola, Pepsi Cola and Seven
Up will become generally available and threaten our own
home-grown drinks like Ledicott's Cream Soda, Ginger
Beer and Corona Cydapple.
Before we know it, our High Streets will be awash with unwanted US
import food outlets like McDonalds, Burger King, Kentucky Fried
Chicken, Subway, Pizza Hut, Starbucks and Wendy's, a direct threat to
our own Lyons, Kardomah and Golden Egg chains.
We wouldn't want that, would we?
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 47 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1.
In the Phil Spector/Lana Clarkson case Dianne Ogden was called by the prosecution, Ogden like Dorothy
Melvin was also threatened by Spector with guns. Ogden met Spector in 1982. In 1989 she was at a Spector party
at his mansion in Pasadena. On trying to leave, Spector began swearing at her and said “He was demonic. It
scared the hell out of me”. He first approached her with a rifle, then with a pistol saying “He put it all over me”, and
at some point said over and over again “he was going to blow my brains out”. Spector then ordered her up to his
bedroom. The next morning she awoke to Spector singing in the shower like nothing had happened. The incident
was never ever mentioned. On another occasion when she got up to leave, Spector said” I have an Uzi with me
and I am going to kill you”. He ran after her but she fled in her car. Source: Linda Deutsch, Las Vegas ReviewJournal, 8.5.2007
2.
The Beatles Museum which opened on Avenue Corrientes in Buenos Aires, Argentina on January 3rd has
had more than 2000 visitors and contains more than 2200 items. Rodolfo Vazquez, a 53 year old accountant and
Beatles collector created the museum. and in 2001 he was entered into the Guinness World Records having the
world’s largest Beatles collection with 5612 items, this has expanded to over 8500. Included are records, drum
sticks signed by Pete Best, puppets, games, wigs and condoms. Also a brick from the Liverpool Cavern, and a
piece of the floor of the Strawberry Fields Salvation Army orphanage. Next to the museum is the Cavern Bar, and
every year there is a contest between Beatles imitators, the winners travel to Liverpool for a music festival. The
Beatles never played in Argentina. Source: Las Vegas Review-Journal, January 2011
3.
Kenny Rogers, came from a very poor family. Aged 42 is the son of a Houston shipyard worker and mother,
Lucille. He worked in an office supplies company before getting the sack by extending his lunch leave due to
playing his guitar. He originally had put together a high school band and had some success aged 19 with “Crazy
Feeling”, which got the group on to American Bandstand. In 1966 he joined the folk group the New Christy
Minstrels and formed a pop group The First Edition. They made “To See What Condition my Condition was In”,
“Reuban James”, “Tell It All Brother” and “Ruby Don’t Take Your Love To Town”. The group disbanded in 1972
and Kenny began a country career. “Lucille” was a huge hit in the pop and country charts. He has sold over 40m
records and married 4th wife Marianne Gordon. Source: Jack Wehrer, Family Life, 16.11.1980
4.
Kenny Rogers was $65k in debt 5 years ago living in a seedy San Fernando Valley apt that he had no rent
for and was out of work. Today his records have grossed more than $100m since 1977, had an income of $7m in
1978 and $20m in 1979. He sold more than 10m albums between July and December in 1979, and averaged
$100k a night for concerts. His role in the TV movie “The Gambler” paid $60k and 2 TV specials did well. He lives
in a $4m 10K square foot home mansion with 13 bathrooms in Bel-Aire. He owns property across the USA,
including office buildings in L.A. and a $450k night club in Music Row, Nashville. He has other homes in Nashville,
Hawaii. He also owns 2% of the Golden Nugget in Las Vegas, a $600k yacht and 2 airplanes, one an 11 seat
Jetstar and the other a 9 seat Hawker-Siddely and a full time maid. Source: Financial Opportunities, Vol.4. 1989
5.
Bobby Troup composed “Route 66” and Al Viola accompanied him many times. Born on 16.6.1919 in
Brooklyn, Al was taught a few guitar chords by his mandolin playing brother. His first job was for the owner when
playing in front of a Chinese restaurant. During the depression he brought home a weekly $22. During WWII he
formed an army band with singer Page Cavanagh and bassist Lloyd Pratt, and formed the Page Cavanagh Trio.
Frank Sinatra spotted him when playing at the Trocadero Las Vegas, and Al opened for him at the Waldorf-Astoria
in New York. He then jobbed with Harry James and others. After playing the Sands hotel in Vegas he toured with
Sinatra for the next 25 years. Al also played the mandolin on the soundtrack for “The Godfather” theme and
appeared on soundtracks such as “Blazing Saddles”. Al died in 2008 aged 88. Source: David Witter, La Voce,
July 2017
6.
Scott Muni will be the master of ceremonies at a Revival concert on Friday October 30th. Richard Nader
will be presenting the show in the main arena at Madison Square Garden which will be the fourth 1950s Rock &
Roll Revival concert and the largest, the previous three were all sell-outs. The show starts at 7.30pm and stars
Chuck Berry, Jackie Wilson, Little Anthony & The Imperials, the Five Satins, the Drifters, the Skyliners, the
Coasters, the Shirelles, Hank Ballard and the Midnighters, the Belmonts and Joey Dee and his All Star Band. The
four hour show will feature over thirty million selling hits performed by the original artists. Tickets are priced at
$5.00, $6.00 and $7.00 and will be available at stores including the House Of Oldies, Journal Square Records,
Hackensack Record King. Source: Cash Box, October 17th 1970
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7.
“The Girl From Ipanema” from the musical “Blimp” is reportedly the second most recorded song after
“Yesterday.” It was used in “The Blues Brothers” and as a soundtrack for the 2016 Olympic ceremony in Brazil.
Written by Antonio Carlos Jobim and Vinicius de Moraes and rendered into English by Norman Gimbel. Gimbel
also co-wrote “Happy Days” for the TV series and the theme to Laverne & Shirley. Gimbel was born in New York
16.11.27 and moved to L.A. in 1967 working on film and TV scores with Burt Bacharach and Quincey Jones. He
was inducted into the Songwriters Hall of Fame in 1984. His “Killing Me Softly with His Song” charted at No. 1 and
was first recorded by Lori Lieberman, who maintained it was based on a poem she had written, Charles Fox said
Gimbel wrote the lyrics and the music. Gimbel died 19.12.18. Source: L.A. Times 4.1.2019
8.
Neil Young was married to Pegi who was his second wife, the first was actress Carrie Snodgrass whom
he divorced in 1975. Neil divorced Pegi in 2014, re-marrying actress Daryl Hannah last year. Neil and Pegi were
married for 36 years, and for much of that time she ran the Bridge School in N. Califonia for severely disabled
children, her son Ben had been diagnosed with severe cerebral palsy. To help fund it Neil headlined an annual
charity event. In 2007 at the age of 55 Pegi released her debut album “Pegi Young” and her 5th album was “Raw”
issued in 2017. Pegi created a band she named “The Survivors” and teamed up with Muscle Shoals keyboardist
Spooner Oldham, steel guitarist Ben Keith who died in 2010 and bassist Rick Rosas who died in 2014. Pegi died
January 2019 from cancer and is survived by her two children and a grandson Ronan. Source: Randy Lewis, Los
Angeles Times, 6.1.2019
9.
The trade magazine “Talker” said that Dan Ingram was “the greatest Top 40 radio disc jockey of all timenot just being a master of compacted content delivered by an awesome voice with a remarkable range, but a
genius practitioner of timing. He raised the presentation of pop radio to an art form”. His show was aired on N.Y’s
WABC from 1961 - 1982 and was the last DJ when it switched from Top 40 music to political talk in 1982. Ingram
then worked at WKTU and WCBS-FM, an oldies station, from 1991 to 2003 when he retired. He was inducted into
the National Radio Hall Of Fame in 2007. Ingram called his listeners “Kemosabe”. He made fun of the
Establishment, radio, even his sponsors, and had a rapid fire of one liners, once introducing the Chord’s “ShBoom” as the song of the exploding librarian. He died 24.6.18 aged 83. Source: Marc Fisher, L.A. Times 1.7.2018
10.
Clarence Fountain was born 28.11.29 in Tyler, Alabama and was enrolled aged 8 at the Alabama facility
for blind and deaf students where he joined the boys’ choir. In 1939 Clarence Fountain, Jimmy Carter and George
Scott formed a group at the Alabama Institute for the Negro Deaf and Blind in Talladega. Called the Happy Land
Jubilee Singers, it was based on jubilee style gospel groups such as the Golden Gate Quartet they had heard on
the radio. Specialty Records signed the now named Blind Boys of Alabama in 1953. In the 1980s the Blind Boys
appeared in “the Gospel at Colonus” which reached a large audience and won 2 Obie awards. They won 10
Grammy award nominations with their “Deep River” album and their 1st Grammy award with their “Spirit of the
Century” album. Clarence died 3.6.18. Source: Randy Lewis, L.A. Times 6.6.2018
11.
“The Captain and Tennille” were Daryl Dragon and Toni Tennille. They were married for nearly forty years
and divorced 2014. Meeting in the early 1970s they began performing together Toni singing and Daryl on
keyboards. In 1975 The Captain and Tennille version of the Neil Sedaka-Howard Greenfield song “Love Will Keep
Us Together” which Sedaka had recorded topped the charts, and won a Grammy for record of the year. They
recorded several cover versions including “Muskrat Love” and “Shop Around”. They also recorded original songs
such as Tennille’s “Do That To Me One More Time” which topped the charts in 1980. They also starred in their
own television variety show. Tennille moved back to Arizona when Daryl became ill and helped care for him until
he died on January 2nd of renal failure at a hospice in Prescott, Arizona. Source: Las Vegas Review-Journal
3.1.2019
12.
The grounds of St. John’s Episcopal Church in Brooklyn contains a plaque marking a maple tree planted
by Confederate Ge. Robert E. Lee. General Lee Avenue and Stonewall Drive in Brooklyn have been identified by
some members of congress for removal of their names, in line with a number of Southern cities who are
considering removing Confederate statues and other memorials in public places. The two roads run through Fort
Hamilton a military base in Southwestern Brooklyn next to the Bay Ridge and Dyker Heights neighbourhoods.
Both Lee and Jackson spent time at the fort well before the Civil War started. A number of military institutions are
named after Confederate figures such as Forts Lee, Hood, Benning, Gordon, Bragg, Polk, Picket, A.P. Hill and
Rucker, as well as Camp Beauregard. Source: Deepti Hajela, Las Vegas-Review Journal Sunday 2.7.2017
13.
Bill Haley was born 6.7.25 in Highland Park, Michigan. The full page tabloid article studies the brief
success the introvert Haley had, and his slide from fame when teenagers favoured extroverts such as Elvis and
Little Richard. Jim Myers who co-wrote “Rock around the Clock” and supervised Haley’s recording of the song,
said that Haley was not bitter about his fate in rock but seemed strained by a series of personal and financial
problems over the years. However, Steve Brigati a Los Angeles rock and roll manager said that Haley’s tax
problems had been resolved, and he was considering resuming shows in the USA. Haley had recently done a
tour in S. Africa and appeared regularly overseas where he could earn up to $25000 weekly. He was still huge in
Europe and S. America, but died Monday 9.2.81, at his home in Harligen, Texas, aged 55. Source: Robert Hilburn,
Calendar, Sunday February 15th 1981
Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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Susan Moore
Susan, where and when were you born?
Keith, a gentleman never asks a lady her age!
Just where will do then.
I was born in Huddersfield, a post-war baby, to Reg and Dorothy Calvert.
Were you interested in music at an early age, was it around you?
I wasn’t interested in pop music, I was actually interested in classical music and I loved playing the
piano, playing classical, so I was a little bit odd in my family as it was all rock and pop. My great
grandparents had a music shop that sold classical music and my grandparents on my father’s side
were both classical musicians. My grandmother played clarinet and saxophone with all the women’s
bands like Ivy Benson. I didn’t know my grandfather but he was a violinist and, going back, was
head of music at Dundee and had a Stradivarius violin so there was music throughout the family.
My father learnt to play piano, clarinet and sax although he wasn’t a particularly good musician but
he managed to earn money when they were first married by playing piano in clubs. He actually
played clarinet with Johnny Dankworth in the services. So music, whatever type of music, was in
the family.
In my first book, Popcorn To Rock'n'Roll, I tell that my parents met when
they were 17, when my mother was working as a secretary in a doctor’s
surgery and she was typing one night by a window with a light bulb above
her. My father, who was brought up by his grandparents, went to the garden
to get some coal, looked up and saw the window with my mother sitting under
the light and he thought she was an angel. He fell in love and, of course, my
mother wouldn’t have anything to do with him. He was quite brash, he wore
blue check suits, blue suede shoes, and had red hair while she was very shy
and didn’t want anything to do with him.
He’d been playing in a little band with his grandfather from the age of 14 and,
by the time he was 16/17, he was compering the big band dances at
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Huddersfield Baths. For somebody so young he actually knew how to do all the ballroom dancing
and how to put a show on. The night that Joe Loss came to Huddersfield my mum went along to
the dance at the Baths, not realising that my dad was the compere. She’d gone with her friend and
two boys; her friend had the nice boy and she had the one that wasn’t. He sat with her all night
which was driving her mad as she didn’t want to sit with him so my dad came and saved her by
dancing with her and said he would take her home. Within a week he had proposed to her.
Her mother didn’t like my dad at all and she told my mum not to see
him any more and that he was no good but fortunately she ignored
her and within a week they were engaged. Her mother went
absolutely mad at her so she left home and lived at his house while
he was conscripted into the army. They were married in June 1946.
So right from the very beginning they were into music. While he was
in the army at Catterick he used to run dances which wasn’t allowed
so he said my mother was running them (which she wasn’t).
What was your earliest memory of dance halls with your parents?
I can’t say my earliest memory as I grew up with dance halls. When I was little my dad used to get
me to go up on stage with the microphone and say “One… two… three” while he’d walk round the
hall and listen to the sound. Then he’d get me to say “Baa, baa black sheep have you any wool” so
I was quite used to getting up on stage and speaking in front of people. As a little girl my sister and
I used to go to the dances on a Friday night where we were allowed to dance for the first half hour
but come half past eight we had to go behind the stage and not be seen because they didn’t think
it was good for children to be at the dance with teenagers. I used to look at all these beautiful
teenage girls with their net underskirts and flared skirts thinking it would be lovely to be a teenager,
just to go out and dance with them. I had to wait a long time for that.
To give you an idea of his personality, before my dad met my mum, you’ve
got a boy around 17, the war was still on but they knew that V.E. Day was
imminent and he went down the Holmfirth Valley on his motorbike and
asked the manager of the Holmfirth Village Hall if he could book it for V.E.
Day. He was asked what date that would be which he obviously didn’t
know and was told he couldn’t book the hall as they might have a beetle
drive on. He asked if he could rent the hall if he paid double money which
the manager agreed to. He then went back to Huddersfield, to the leader
of the best band in town and asked to book the band for V.E. Day. Once
again he was told he didn’t know the date to which he replied “No, not even
Churchill knows that!” but he booked him (for double money). When V.E. Day arrived, he went down
the Holmfirth Valley, hired a taxi with loudspeakers on it, stopped at different ladies’ houses to use
their electricity, and stood on the pavement announcing that there would be a dance to celebrate
V.E. Day at the hall. They had a fantastic night; he paid everybody their double money and still
came away with over £200 which, when you’re only earning £2 or £3 a week, was a tremendous
amount of money.
After my parents were married he bought an old bus because they
couldn’t afford to rent or buy a house when he was in the army and he
converted this bus into a caravan. My mum had always dreamed of
going south so they moved from Huddersfield to Southampton and we
lived in this old bus in an apple orchard for three years and then my
sister came along. My dad was a qualified hairdresser and had been
camp barber at Catterick but he couldn’t get a job in that field so he had been making popcorn and
sweets. Just before sweet rationing ended an old man asked him if he wanted to buy a sweet factory.
He offered it to him for £5 as he’d had to close it before the war and was too old to start it up again.
He bought this sweet factory in Southampton for a fiver and started making sweets and then opened
a sweet shop. Things went horribly wrong and he got a job as a radio and television engineer at
Romsey. He was also running dances from Romsey and compering big band dances.
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When he first heard Bill Haley’s “Rock Around The Clock” he decided he wanted to bring Rock'n'Roll
to England and provide teenage entertainment which nobody was doing at the time. However there
were no Rock'n'Roll bands in England, I think Rory Blackwell was the only one playing rock, so he
started to look for young boys who could play guitar, sing, play drums, offering them double what
they were earning in their current jobs. He started to put the first groups together, stage shows, and
train them how to perform. He looked for boys who looked fantastic, fabulous looking boys like
Danny Storm who he sent to an opera singer for singing lessons to improve his breathing and
singing. He dressed him in fabulous clothes and put on these shows for teenagers, the first teenage
entertainment in the country, and it went down a storm. The press were writing about what he was
doing, and the singers; Eddie Sex looked like Elvis Presley, he had Ricky Fever, Danny Storm and
nearly all the famous musicians came to work for him. A lot of them were working for managers who
weren’t paying them very well and, even with a number one hit, they didn’t get much money from it.
They toured the dance halls with my dad’s band backing them so you’ve got the likes of Billy Fury,
Screaming Lord Sutch, nearly everybody. In fact, I think the only two who didn’t tour with him were
Marty Wilde and Cliff Richard. They filmed a TV documentary about my dad called “School Of
Rock'n'Roll” and that’s how we started I suppose.
A lot of those musicians are still performing and Roy Young, for instance, lived with us at Clifton Hall
and there’s a story of him going out to Germany with my dad at short notice where he suggested to
my dad that he should manage the Beatles to which my dad replied “I don’t want to manage a scruffy
Liverpudlian group”. However, the Beatles did work for my dad and they did visit Clifton Hall. He
was so involved in the business and mentored so many young musicians at the time and the boys
that performed at the dances, helping them to improve their performances.
So by now you’d moved out of the bus?
My father had rented offices in Portland Terrace near the city centre where my mother ran a print
works on the ground floor and we lived on the two floors above. It wasn’t terribly nice with a tin bath
hanging on the wall and a toilet on the ground floor. My sister and I used to go to the swimming pool
where they had slipper baths to have our bath every week but it was okay, better than living in an
old bus. Dad was putting all his money into building up the business, buying more vehicles, he was
planning to put in a recording studio and Joe Meek was going to help him. I won’t tell you everything
otherwise you won’t buy the books!
The first book Popcorn To Rock'n'Roll covers the early years,
1946 to 1960, and in 1961 various things happened (which are in
the book) and they bought Clifton Hall near Rugby and we moved
there, bringing several musicians and singers with us. It became
known as the “School Of Rock'n'Roll” and it was a fabulous time.
It was such a happy time with so much fun and laughter in the
house with funny things happening all the time. My parents were
very strict with the boys; they were not allowed to drink alcohol
when they were performing, they were not allowed to bring girls
back, drugs would have been unheard of, he liked people to be
absolutely straight and they worked hard. They didn’t have
holidays except for a couple of days at Christmas, when there were
no shows. They worked all year, he paid them a regular wage and
he encouraged all of them to write music. He told them that the only
way that they would make money in the business was if they wrote
their own music. Danny Storm wrote his first song “Honest I Do” and
my dad did all the arrangement for that but it was really hard. Larry
Parnes was very famous for being the manager of people like Billy
Fury but in the business many of the managers were gay and liked
to employ young boys. My dad was not gay and liked to employ
young boys to help them in their musical careers. He had no
contracts to tie them to him and if they didn’t want to work for him
they could give notice and leave. He encouraged them to earn as
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much money as they could by writing their own music. In 1962 Pathé Films came out and recorded
Clifton Hall which is on YouTube as “Stately Strollers” where you can see Clifton Hall, some of the
boys and Danny singing “Honest I Do” which I think got to the bottom of the charts. There was so
much excitement at having a record in the charts and it was apparently the most requested song on
“Two Way Family Favourites” so even though it didn’t get to number one it was very popular.
Clifton Hall was an eight-bedroomed house with the
main house and a wing, the boys mainly using the
wing with bunk beds. There were three or four stage
shows that went out touring and when they were
doing the Midlands tour they stayed at Clifton Hall,
so they’d come back and spend time rehearsing,
improving and learning new songs. My mother used
to go to the record shop in Rugby every week and
buy the latest records so that they could learn all the
latest songs as they had to learn new songs for the
dances. They weren’t allowed to play or sing slow
numbers except at the very end of the dance. The
dining room used to be the rehearsal room and there were three kitchens in the house. The boys
had one so that they could do their own cooking (not that they ever did) - to start with my mum and
I used to cook all the meals but she got fed up with that. The boys used to get up about 11 o’clock
and would be playing through to about 4 o’clock, then go out until around midnight and be playing
all night. That was the hardest thing for me when we first moved in, trying to get to sleep with all this
music going on. There was the billiards/snooker room and the gardens so they had plenty of
freedom but didn’t go in the main house where we had our lounge, the office and our bedrooms.
Some of the boys, like David Da Costa and his wife, became staff and they had a main bedroom
and some of the stars that visited used the main bedrooms like Ketty Lester and Joe Brown. Johnny
Kidd was another regular visitor and my mum and dad liked Johnny. My mum would often go into
the kitchen in the morning and find out who had stayed but they didn’t worry who stopped as long
as they obeyed the house rules. We were just one big happy family although there would have been
competition between, say Buddy Britten and Danny Storm - Danny had the best following of girls
and Buddy had the boys mainly because he did rhythm’n’blues. The boys in the audience didn’t like
Danny because he was too good looking. There was often trouble after the dances with gangs of
boys waiting to beat up the acts as they didn’t like the girls fancying them. My dad used to look after
them but if they went to an independent dance without my dad there could be boys picking on them
and fighting with them.
Were the dances you arranged all around the Midlands and North?
Originally the dances started off when we were in Southampton and went right down the West
Country, Exeter, Exmouth, up to the Midlands, Derby, over to the East Coast and London and its
outskirts so pretty much everywhere in the country except further north than Derby which was about
our limit northwards. Nuneaton Co-op Hall, Addison Memorial Hall, Tamworth, Rugby Benn Hall,
Rugby Co-op Hall, Rugby Church Hall, Newbury, Banbury Winter Gardens, the list goes on.
You also had American acts like Gene Vincent.
Unfortunately he used to drink a lot so the no drinking rule didn’t apply to him. One night he came
late to one of the dances my mother was running and his minders said he was too ill to perform. My
mother took one look at him and said “He’s not too ill, he’s drunk!” My mother could be very stern
so she told them to sit him down and she went and got a jug of black coffee and some bread rolls
and made him drink the coffee and eat the rolls until he was sober enough to go on stage. None of
the boys were allowed to drink although if my mum and dad weren’t there they might go for a pint
down the pub but if they were performing they wouldn’t drink. If anybody had been drinking my
parents wouldn’t have tolerated it. They weren’t allowed to swear in front of me and my sister and
had to treat us with great respect - my dad was very strict about that and he didn’t use bad language
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at all. They discouraged the younger ones from smoking so it was quite a strict household, not how
you might think a Rock'n'Roll house would be.
Among the acts there was Baby Bubbly who started with us in
Southampton when he was 15. He could sing and dance like
Michael Jackson some thirty years before Michael Jackson. He
got teased a lot by the other boys because he was black but my
parents treated him absolutely equally at a time when “coloured
people” were not treated equally. He got depressed and started
having a lot of headaches and left us around 1962. He had been
sharing a room with Danny Storm and had been playing all slow
numbers which, as mentioned earlier, my parents didn’t want at
dances where teenagers wanted to dance. He then lived at
Banbury and had a tough time as he didn’t have his own group so we used to give him jobs around
Banbury to keep him going and then he died of a brain tumour before he was 20 - really sad.
Eddie Sex was a nice chap and what he didn’t have was rhythm and he didn’t have a very good
voice either. He looked like Elvis and looked really good on stage and when the girls went wild and
while they were screaming you couldn’t really hear him anyway. He received a really bad press
review about him not being able to sing very well which I think really got to him so he left us while
we were still in Southampton. He was quite sensitive and used to work on the markets so went back
to doing that.
In those days the boys didn’t expect to stay in the business past the age of about 22 when they
were too old. Teenage entertainment, Rock'n'Roll was for the young. They didn’t expect to go on
and on which most of them have done. Some of them came and stayed while others came for a
while and then went back to what they were doing before after a couple of years of being a rock
star.
Robbie Hood (or Mike West) was a bit of a lad. He’d worked as backing for Johnny Kidd and one of
his eyes turned in so he used to wear a patch quite often which inspired Johnny Kidd to do the
same. My dad often picked up new musicians and singers at the 2i’s Coffee Bar in Soho and he
met Mike West there and remembered him from performing with Johnny Kidd and asked him if he’d
like to be noticed. Dad purchased the original Robin Hood outfit that had been used in the film from
a costumiers in London and they headed back to Clifton Hall. They stopped at the Watford Gap
services and my dad told him to put the costume on and then walk into the café. As he walked back
in the café everybody stopped speaking and all just looked. My dad said “Right, you’ve been noticed”
so from then on he was happy to wear the outfit.
The two singers that became his backing group were Rod and Barry and drummer Gary who later
became the Fortunes. Mike was, as I said, a bit of a lad and, when he left, Rod and Barry didn’t
have a role and my mum didn’t really like them but, because they were good singers, my dad kept
them on and booked Glen Dale with them, another excellent singer. Dad was going to put together
a cabaret group to back all the American singers coming into the country but, when he heard them
singing one day he thought they were too good for that and told them they were going to be the
Fortunes and learn every type of music. Although taken by surprise,
from then on they started to change their act and my dad insisted
they got their harmonies right. Glen could sing falsetto and with their
wonderful harmonies they built up a really wide repertoire. The next
thing was to get them a recording contract and that was really
difficult because you needed to write your own music. They made
their first recording “Summertime, Summertime” but Decca didn’t
release it until August (just after summer ended). They did several
other numbers such as “Caroline” (which Radio Caroline used as
their theme tune when they started) and in 1965 “You’ve Got Your
Troubles” which got to number two, pipped by the Beatles at number
one.
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I had Buddy Britten on my first 2i’s show in 2007 and I was impressed by his professionalism.
I have lots of memories of Buddy (but you’ll have to read the book).
Book two is Clifton Hall: School of Rock'n'Roll which contains lots
about Buddy but he also appears in book one. My dad was trying to
put a backing group together for Vince Taylor and the Playboys. Vince
used to get through his Playboys and he didn’t currently have any and
he needed a guitarist. Dad saw Buddy playing guitar at the 2i’s and
asked him if he wanted a job as a Playboy (he was Geoffrey GloverWright then) but he needed him to start that day. He brought him back
to Southampton although he was expected home that night. He was
only 19 and was expected to go to university to train as a barrister but
ended up being a musician so his parents weren’t best pleased with
my dad. He toured with Vince and, when Vince was going to France
he said he’d go with him but my dad suggested he stayed in England
and asked if he’d thought about singing and started him singing. The
other Playboys went to France with Vince who didn’t pay them properly
and then went to America without paying them while Buddy stayed with my dad and became Buddy
Britten. When we moved to Clifton Hall my dad asked my mum if she would manage Buddy Britten.
He was well educated as was she and they got on well together. My mother got him his first
recording contract as well as TV appearances and that’s how he started off.
Tony Clarke, who went on to Decca to be a record producer, studied art and played double bass
quite badly. Roger James saw that he played very badly and taught him how to play bass guitar.
Tony backed Danny Storm in the Strollers and designed the first record cover for “Honest I Do”. He
then moved on and when dad took on the management of Pinkerton’s Assorted Colours in 1965/66
he gave Tony his first job opportunity producing records.
Moving on from Clifton Hall we come to pirate radio.
When we moved to Clifton Hall in 1961 because it was in the middle of the country and Rugby radio
station was in the fields behind, my dad said he’d like to have his own radio station. He was going
to apply to the GPO, as it was then, for a licence which he didn’t get. Even as a boy he’d
experimented with radio and, of course, he’d been a radio and television engineer at Romsey and
he was fascinated by radio. When Radio Caroline started to broadcast in Easter 1964 that was like
a light bulb going off. By this time I was running a dance and I remember dad dropping me off at
Nuneaton while he carried on to run a dance at Addison and he took Dave Sutch with him. On the
way back all they were talking about was how they could run a radio station. The following week
dad booked Screaming Lord Sutch to appear at the Addison Memorial Hall and again, all they could
talk about was how they could start a radio station.
I was sitting in the kitchen listening to their conversation and my mum was going mad because she
didn’t like Dave Sutch and, by this time, she had got a pet monkey who positively didn’t like him. If
the monkey could get on the clothes airer in the kitchen he’d wait for Dave Sutch to walk under him
and then wee on him. My mother reminded them that my dad couldn’t afford to buy a ship so his
next idea was to hire a boat on the Thames for a Rock'n'Roll party and call it Radio Sutch. My dad
hired a fishing boat from Southend-on-Sea called the Cornucopia and had this Rock'n'Roll party,
playing loud Rock'n'Roll as they sailed up and down past the Houses of Parliament.
Unbeknown to everybody including my mother, my father had
then discovered abandoned wartime forts in the Thames estuary
and picked out Shivering Sands. A few days later Dave and my
dad started Radio Sutch. My dad bought equipment from the Army
& Navy store, car batteries and all sorts of things to get it going
and lots of volunteers came along to act as deejays and to help
out. It was a great summer of fun and I even spent a few days out
there - I was a pirate disc jockey! I wasn’t the first female pirate
DJ as my cousin Tamara had also gone out there and she beat
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me to it. When Dave decided to go back performing in the autumn my dad kept the station going,
changing the name to Radio City and put it on a professional footing.
By this time my mum was going really spare as he was spending all his money trying to make Radio
City a success, buying equipment and paying engineers. The first engineer he employed was Paul
Elvey (later famously associated with the Krays) and the station went from strength to strength. The
thing that made it financially viable was religious advertising. The Americans started paying to
advertise on the station and broadcast their services which meant my dad could improve the
equipment and afford better staff.
The following year, the summer of ’65, Radio Caroline was running out of money. Radio London
had come in from America and that was so successful, playing pop music with professional disc
jockeys and really good jingles, actually earning money because they’d organised their advertising
in advance. When Radio Caroline and Radio Atlanta started they hadn’t done this. The government
was in uproar and didn’t want pop music on the air - there was the light service and they didn’t want
local commercial stations, they wanted to keep it to the BBC. With the propaganda about them being
illegal none of the big companies would advertise with the pirate radio stations and they had to look
for overseas companies.
Allan Crawford from Radio Caroline South (Atlanta and Caroline having merged as Atlanta had run
out of money) turned down the religious advertising and recommended my dad and Radio City as
being a possibility. That was the driving force behind the success of Radio City whereas Radio
Caroline South basically went out of business. In the meantime they suggested that my dad merge
with them so that Shivering Sands would become Radio Caroline South, Caroline South would move
up the east coast and Caroline North would stay off the Isle of Man so they would have three stations
covering the whole of the country. They said they would buy my dad a better transmitter which
arrived in October of ‘65 which was too old, too big and part of it fell in the sea when they tried to
get it on board and even when that part was retrieved it didn’t work. It needed too much power and
Caroline couldn’t afford to buy a better generator and they went out of business. Philip Solomon
took over Caroline North and South leaving my dad with a lot of bills to pay and Allan Crawford gave
up pirate radio.
Major Oliver Smedley, who had been the chairman of Radio Caroline South, said he would carry on
and reluctantly took over the responsibility of the unpaid debts of the merger but he wasn’t paying
the bills. He still wanted a pirate radio station for political as well as commercial reasons and he kept
putting proposals to my dad that he had someone who wanted to take over the station but my dad
wasn’t interested in selling to him. Having been bitten once and left with a load of debts he didn’t
want to get involved again. By the June of 1966 my dad had agreed to merge with Radio London.
Some while before that he had become frightened and tried to get my mum to live abroad with me
and my sister for our safety but wouldn’t say why. When my mum flatly refused to move abroad he
decided to sell the station to Radio London. My mum couldn’t understand this as he absolutely loved
having the station.
Major Smedley went absolutely wild when he heard about this (he could be heard shouting down
the phone from the other side of the office) and he organised the hijacking of Radio City. He took it
over in the middle of the night on the 19th June 1966. He then tried blackmailing Radio London and
my dad by saying that he would take his men off for 50% of the profits and £5,000. They both
refused. The following day he tried to sell the station to Radio 390 and they were quite interested.
My dad went to see Smedley at his cottage at night and we think Smedley knew he was coming. As
he knocked the door, Smedley went to his bedroom on the ground floor, loaded his shotgun, went
to the neighbouring cottage and told the people there was going to be trouble and to phone the
police, came back and immediately shot my father, killing him. The guy who had gone with my father
(Alan Arnold who owned the aerial for the station) heard the bang, stepped into the cottage and
Smedley raised the gun to shoot him as well, so he ran for his life and called for an ambulance, but
it was too late.
In the twenty minutes it took for the police and ambulance to arrive, lots of statues and other things
had been thrown about in the property to make it look as if there had been a real fight going on and
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Smedley said the young girl who worked for him as his housekeeper (actually his mistress who was
less than half his age) had been attacked by my dad and he had saved her life.
At the trial, all the witnesses on my father’s side were cancelled, my mother finally got to speak at
the last minute after complaining so much to the prosecution about the witnesses not appearing,
and all the evidence that proved Smedley owed my father money had been lost. Kitty Black (an
investor) said that my father owed them £10,000 and that he was a very violent man who was
threatening to kill everybody. Smedley was awarded 250 guineas in costs by the judge and left a
free man.
It must have taken the family a considerable while to gather themselves after that?
Surprisingly not. There was a business to run and my mother refused
to cry. She had to go to the police station the night my father was shot
where Smedley was in the next door office and she knew there and
then that he knew he was going to get away with murder. In my third
book Shivering Sands: Life and Death of a Pirate I feed in all the
information and it’s like a detective story how I’ve worked it out. My
mum insisted that the hijackers be taken off the station which
happened a week later and she picked up the pieces and ran the
station. She continued to run the dances and she was incredibly brave;
she was determined that this man who had shot her husband was not
going to profit from the station.
Because my father had been murdered the government had a
wonderful reason to close down the pirate radio stations which is what
they wanted. They couldn’t do it before because they were so popular
and everybody loved the pirates. By February 1967 they had brought
in new legislation and, even though they knew Radio City was outside
the limit, they still closed it down. My mum, my sister and I carried on.
When did you decide to write your books?
I think I’d always thought I would do it. When my father was killed I started collecting information,
newspaper reports, keeping diaries, making notes, asking questions, collecting photographs,
anything really. I got married, changed my name, had children, ran a business, I also paint which
takes up a lot of my free time but it was always at the back of my mind. About ten years ago I
decided to write a stage play with music which I had performed in Old Windsor and then I put it on
myself in Nuneaton and it went down fantastically well. At the same time I was able to invite a lot of
the old Clifton Hall boys who had lived with us - through networking I had been able to connect with
nearly everybody who had lived at Clifton Hall and a lot of others who had worked for my parents
and they told me their stories. I’d also spent a long time interviewing my mother before she died and
with their stories and my own memories the books came together. The police evidence from the
murder case wasn’t released from the national archive for 43 years which is very unusual so nobody
could have done the work I have without waiting for that material to come through.
On numerous occasions my mother was told by various reporters and editorial staff who interviewed
her that it couldn’t be published as there was a D notice preventing publication. It’s been quite a
long journey getting all the evidence together and interviewing people but it’s been quite a joyous
journey actually doing it. I’ve met a lot of people that I lived with growing up who are like my big
brothers again and we all keep in touch now. So many lovely, funny things happened before the
murder and it was a great time.
The story of my parents is, I think, one of a lifelong battle between them and I describe them as
being two sides of the same coin. They never saw eye to eye, never agreed on anything but they
loved each other. My mum was always trying to make my dad see sense and not do mad things
such as running a pirate radio station. There was a lot of friction as well as a lot of love but my mum
told me that they never took any arguments to bed with them.
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Are you happy with the three books?
I would have been happier if I could have had them picked up by a national publisher but when I
tried to get a literary agent I was repeatedly told there was no interest in this period of the 1960s so
I’ve published it independently which is hard work. So everybody who spreads the word that these
are good books helps me. People living today have no idea what it was like fifty years ago - no
mobile phones, most people didn’t even have a telephone, only the BBC broadcasting, no pop music
on the radio, records were relatively expensive to buy (no streaming in those days) so you could
only afford one now and again. To hear the Beatles, the Rolling Stones, Manfred Mann on pirate
radio was absolutely magic.
Promoting music in those days was quite difficult so you could only get your records played on
something like Two Way Family Favourites. With your own radio station we could play the Fortunes’
“Caroline”, “Look Homeward Angel” and “You’ve Got Your Troubles” (later on we played this one
on Radio City so the listeners would know we had problems), Pinkerton’s Assorted Colours did very
well with “Mirror, Mirror”. The BBC would play the charts but unless you were already in the charts
your record wasn’t played on air. There were four main record companies so you couldn’t easily
start your own record label, so different to what it is now. A difficult time but still great.
Your plans for the future?
I’m still working on the books inasmuch as all three are on as eBooks now
and I’m editing them - Clifton Hall in particular needs larger size photos
which is being done at the moment. Once the hardback edition of Life
and Death of a Pirate which includes books two and three is sold (there
are only 1,000 copies) they will be print on demand so I won’t have to
have a guest bedroom full of books. Interestingly, the first week it was
published it was on sale at £49.99 online but I sell it for £16.50. these
books do rise in value when out of print so I think that anybody buying it
for £16.50 (which just covers my costs) could be in for a windfall if they
live long enough. I paid for the best quality paper for the photos and there
are over 150 of them in the book.
After the literary side I want to do the stage play - I produced it as a stage
play originally and I can see and hear it with music from the period. When
I produced it in Nuneaton the audience were saying it was the best play they’d been to. However,
when you’re an unknown, you can’t easily get your plays performed. I’d love to see it as a stage
play again… and I have written some songs as well so it would be really nice to see those performed.

I might paint again too. You can look at the website www.susan-moore.co.uk and see my paintings
there. I do quite a lot of musicians and I like to paint in silk. The three book covers are all my silk
paintings. I just love painting.
Denis - is there any official recognition of your dad anywhere?
There are no plaques anywhere; if there was one at Clifton Hall nobody would see it as it’s a private
house but it would be nice if there was one at 7 Denmark Street (which I think has a preservation
order on it) to him and Radio City. Where we were in Southampton has been pulled down and is
now a car park.
Denis - how was your dad connected to Heinz?
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Heinz worked for my dad at some of the dances and suggested he dyed his hair blond which I think
he did for him as he was a qualified hairdresser. Heinz asked my dad’s permission to record for Joe
Meek - my dad and Joe were friends when we were in Southampton and I mentioned earlier that
they were planning to set up a recording studio just before the move to Clifton Hall and then it was
forgotten about. Nearly all the musicians that recorded for Joe in the early days were from my dad.
In Southampton my dad had a club called the Band Box and a shop in the St Mary’s area of
Southampton where the boys went to rehearse in the basement. Heinz used to hang around and
ride his motorbike with them but he wasn’t considered a very good musician in the early days.
Barbara - do you feel the industry has become too commercialised now?
I feel quite sorry for young musicians and singers trying to make it nowadays because in the late
fifties and early sixties there were a lot of dance halls where young musicians could start out playing
very badly and improve from there. These days it seems you have to put yourself on YouTube
unless you can get on the TV shows like Britain’s Got Talent and The Voice which I think are brilliant
in finding young musicians who might not be heard otherwise.
From time immemorial people have controlled the music industry and when Rock'n'Roll came in
record companies were not interested in, for instance, the Beatles until they realised there was
money to be made. In the early days there was a casting couch for boys as well as for girls and it
wasn’t a very nice business to be in. Young musicians were ripped off probably a lot more than they
are now as more information is available. Youngsters signed their lives away to impresarios and
were just commodities to many of the managers which is where my dad stood out from all the others
because he did want them to do well and earn money.
Ken - was there any problem with the pirates getting new records to play?
The government said the stations were playing records illegally because they weren’t paying
performing rights but the record companies and musicians were giving them the records free of
charge to get the airplay. When we were living in London I used to get the LPs (the stations didn’t
play the LPs) while my sister used to listen to the 45s and pick out the best ones. I still have many
of the demo discs given away free to Radio City to try and promote the records. In fact, many of the
record companies would pay per play to have their records promoted on the station (but it was all
done hush hush).
This has been wonderful Susan, thank you very much.
Books can be ordered direct for free p&p.
'POPCORN TO ROCK 'N' ROLL' by S.K. Moore
(Book One of Trilogy)
Second revised edition will be published for Christmas
with more photographs. (First edition sold out). £8.50.
'LIFE AND DEATH OF A PIRATE' by S.K. Moore
Special First Edition hardback, with books two and
three. 150+ photographs. £16.50.

Order via Fillongley Publications www.fillongley-publications.com
email: fillongleypub@btinternet.com
More information is available at www.regcalvert-plays.co.uk or Susan can be reached at
susan_calvert@btinternet.com to answer any queries.
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WRITER'S BLOCK by NEIL FOSTER
I was sure I knew the face that stared out of my daily paper but the name didn't ring a bell. Then I
realized it must be his pen-name.
"MP SUES FAMOUS WRITER FOR LIBEL" the headline said. Apparently, the politician had objected
to a character in the author's latest novel that he claimed was based on him.
SHARPSTON STEELE. Now I remembered. I had seen the name on the covers of piles of
paperbacks at railway station bookstalls and in the departure lounge of Heathrow but I had never
read any of his books. So that's who he was!
His real name was Hugh Allinson and 25 years ago the Hon. Sec. of our writer's club, Mrs Bland,
had introduced him to me. The first thing I had noticed about him was the thin, sardonic smile and
the world-weary pose.
The second was his sharp tongue. During a lull in our conversation I was singing Elvis's "It's Now
or Never" softly under my breath and he cut in with a curt: "I'd prefer it to be never." I was rather
annoyed as I'm told that I have quite a good voice.
He had explained that he had been dabbling in writing for years but just couldn't find a theme or an
idea for a book.
"Ah, the famous writer's block", I said. "Perhaps this place might give you ideas." His eloquent
eyebrows and a disparaging glance at the assembled members said it all.
Mrs Bland, our most efficient Secretary and rotten writer, wrote romantic fiction
for women's magazines under the pen-name of ‘Lorna Guile’ - "It pays well,"
was her excuse.
The heroines in her stories were usually blonde, always long-legged (or "lithe"),
had tossing curls or manes of cascading hair and invariably found true love and
a clean marriage licence with dark-haired men who were lean, fit, bronzed and
athletic, and had strong teeth and roguish smiles.
She opened the proceedings by announcing that she would read us one of her
(unpublished) short stories and a hunted look came into Hugh's eyes.
I saw him flinch at the clichés and when she read out the sentence: "...and her heart danced with
the daffodils", he groaned and rolled up his eyes to the ceiling.
Some of the regulars had brought manuscripts to read out and be criticized. After some tactful
dissection of the first one, Mrs Bland asked us all brightly: "Well, what market do you think this would
be suitable for?"
"Billingsgate," muttered Hugh in my ear, "for wrapping paper." I stifled a giggle.
He really had a most peculiar sense of humour. I knew from experience what ignoramuses some of
the members were but even I was amazed to hear him telling one of the ladies that he had spent
three years learning Polish in order to read Joseph Conrad in the original. "Oh, I do admire
dedication like that!" she gushed but Hugh's expression never changed.
During the tea-break we noticed a large, florid woman in tweeds march importantly up to the
Secretary's desk and ostentatiously display a novel on it. "That's Dorothy Doolittle," whispered Mrs
Bland to us. "Local children's author. That's her 25th book."
Hugh picked it up gingerly. It was called "SALT, VINEGAR, MUSTARD, PEPPER", a gripping tale
for four year-olds about a salt and pepper set in constant warfare with a haughty sauce-bottle and
an irascible pot of mustard. There seemed to be only about ten words on a page, with plenty of jolly
illustrations.
"Far too much violence for kids," said Hugh drily.
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It was obvious that he was totally unimpressed by the assembled talent. Neither was I, as it happens.
I was there for a non-literary reason called Julie. She hadn't shown any interest in me yet but I
decided to persevere.
Writers' clubs in the sixties (and for all I know, now) were gold-mines for psychiatrists. There would
be one or two obsessives, a religious nut, someone who wrote sentimental tosh about animals,
humorous writers (I mean the writers were humorous, not their material), always someone who
"wrote for their own pleasure" (but no-one else's), and there'd be a Bernard.
Bernard was writing a collection of apocalyptic tales dealing with the end of
civilization. Fire, famine, flood, plague, collision with a comet, nuclear
devastation, he revelled in them all, including an environmental disaster he
called 'The Great Sludge."
He would have been furious if he'd found out that Hugh always referred to him
thereafter as "The Great Sludge".
Afterwards we went for a coffee and Hugh dropped his flippant cynical tone for a while and told me
something of himself. He was single, a civil servant, and lived with his widowed mother. "She doesn't
read anything," he complained. "Just wants to watch TV all the time - and ITV at that. Mentally
stimulating she isn't."
Then his sarcasm returned. "I'm going to have my work cut out to compete with this lot. They're all
budding Tolstoys. "
"Stick it out," I advised. "There are some quite good writers here and you never know, you might
pick up some ideas for a book." He appeared totally unconvinced.
The following week he met Owen who had been off for a while with a nervous breakdown and had
returned to pass it on to us.
Owen of course was Welsh - 200%. The Welsh, like the Irish and the Scots, are always complaining
about English stereotypes of them but what do you do when you meet a real, live Welsh stereotype
like Owen?
He was small, very dark, wore a black polo-neck with a red dragon on it, had a high-pitched voice
and quick nervous movements like a startled bird.
He was a sort of Welsh Wordsworth, writing endless poems about striding the hills alone, tuning in
to the spirit of Nature and getting close to the great Celtic earth-mother.
I know the feeling as I once slipped off a wet path in Snowdonia and fell face-down into a muddy
ditch.
Hugh's comment on Owen was "Has he ever stayed in Rhyl?"
The welcome tea-break came and I introduced Hugh to Maureen, a studious-looking type with
shapeless clothes and waist-length hair. "What are you working on at the moment Maureen?" I
asked.
"It's a detective story, but with a difference."
"Ah, not the Agatha Christie type, then?"
"Oh, God, no, I can't stand her," she frowned. "Too contrived and old-fashioned."
"Hear! Hear!" said Hugh. "The thing about her books is that I couldn't care less whodunnit: what I
could never understand was why they always dunnit in the same hotel as Miss Marple or on the
same cruise-ship as Hercule Poirot."
"My character, Cassandra", said Maureen, "isn't really a detective at all. She's a brilliant medium
who goes into trances every day and foresees crimes before they occur. Then she passes the
details over to the police to solve."
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"Oh, that's great. Maureen," laughed Hugh. "What a brilliant comic idea. It's time someone satirized
all those over-educated sleuths and their infallible intuitions."
Maureen's face froze. "Comic idea?" she said icily. "It's a serious story."
Hugh looked as if he'd missed the bottom step of a staircase. She gave him a withering glance and
moved away peevishly towards the tea and biscuits.
"Hell hath no fury like a woman writer scorned" said Hugh ruefully.
During the third week I noticed him making copious notes and knew from his air of suppressed
excitement that the germ of an idea must have come to him. This time, instead of gazing at the
members with ill-concealed contempt, he watched them intently and scribbled away furiously.
Everyone noticed it and was flattered by his attention. The members often stole furtive glances at
him before they began to read out their MSS.
Mrs Bland was very curious, too, and kept asking whether he was working on a book and when
would he treat them to a reading. He gave politely evasive replies.
He refused to give even me details. "Just an idea for a novel, old chap. Might work. Might not."
Then he suddenly stopped coming to the club. At first I. thought he might be ill but, as the weeks
wore on, it was obvious he wasn't coming back.
At about the same time I lost Julie, the girl I was after, to an American student who
introduced her to Eastern religions and Southern Comfort so there was no point in
staying.
I did contact Hugh's employers but all they could tell me was that his mother had died
suddenly some weeks before and that he had left his job, sold the house and moved
down South without leaving a forwarding address.
And that was the last I had heard of him until today. My curiosity was rampant. How
had he made the transition from amateur scribbler to highly paid professional writer?
Did he ever finish the novel he was writing? Did it ever get into print? Why did he leave the club so
suddenly?
I decided to write to him. Back came a courteous reply inviting me to meet him after the libel case
was settled, which it soon was, in his favour. The resulting publicity did wonders for his sales so he
was in an agreeable mood as I sat opposite him in the huge drawing room of his converted
farmhouse in Shropshire.
"The last thing I remember you telling me all those years ago at the club was that you had an idea
for a novel but it might not work out. Did it?"
"It certainly did. It set me out on my career."
"Oh, great. Presumably, that was the first book you had published."
"No, it was never published."
"Oh, pity."
"Not really. I didn't want it published."
"No? But why not? You always struck me as very ambitious. Every real writer wants to get into
print."
"That's right but I just decided I didn't want it published after all."
"I don't understand", I said. " Why ever not?"
"Well, as you've just seen, it's very easy for a writer to get involved in expensive libel cases if his
books are based too closely on real people."
"And this book was?"
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"Oh, yes. For example, you’re in it!"
"What! I still don't understand."
He threw himself back into his armchair and laughed heartily. "Admit it, you're baffled."
"You can say that again."
"Let me explain. One night we were drinking tea in the break and I heard Mrs Bland, the Secretary,
talking to a new member. "Always write about things you know, dear," she said.
"It's the most hackneyed piece of advice ever given, as you know, but it set me thinking. I suddenly
realized I had been sitting on a wonderful plot for a novel without knowing it. The characters were
ready-made. What could I write about that I knew: why the Writer's Club itself, of course!"
Dickens or P.G. Wodehouse or Evelyn Waugh would have screamed with delight at the eccentrics
paraded before us like a bad variety bill: The Great Sludge, Welsh Owen, Mrs Bland with her
excruciating romantic tosh and the rest."
"The vanity, the pretentiousness, the self-importance, the self-delusions of them all! The back-biting,
jealous feuds, rivalry! The utter lack of talent of most of them! And how hilariously ridiculous most
of them were without knowing it, since none of them had any sense of humour."
"I put it all into the novel. It was easy to write and I've never had trouble writing since. But here's the
irony. I could never bring it to the Club to read out, now, could I? It's pretty scathing and would have
upset a lot of people."
He pulled open a drawer and drew out a tattered brown parcel
tied together with string. "Judge for yourself. I've nearly binned
it a few times."
"I decided it would be too risky to try to get it published, either.
One of the club would be bound to get hold of it, see through
the pen-name and consult his solicitor."
He paused. "I'm sorry we lost touch. I did go back to the club a
few months later to see you but of course you'd left by then. I
felt rather guilty as they were very nice to me. I told them I was
still working on the novel but was purposely vague about it. I had to stay a while of course - it would
have been rude to leave so early."
A frown crossed his face. "Would you believe they were all still there - Owen still Celticking, Bernard
still disastering, and oh, my God, that Doolittle woman had another kid's book out. He shuddered.
"It was a story about pond creatures whose peaceful pool is invaded by savage water-beetles driving
speed-boats!"
"Thank God I got away from that Writers' Graveyard, " he said passionately. "That first book proved
to me that I had a. pen as sharp as my tongue and I soon discovered that there was a real gap in
the market for satirical novels based solidly on fact - too factual, sometimes," he smiled. "You see
the dangers, but it's been worth it". He waved his hand around proudly.
He was. silent for a minute. "You know - I've been very
unkind to those pathetic failures at the Writer's Club but
really, when I think about it, I should dedicate every one
of my books to them. None of them could write for toffee
but they certainly brought out the writer in me."
He raised his glass. "So, lets drink to them! They cured
my writer's block, not me!"
Neil Foster
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Writing about Blues music and associated stuff causes me to have racial problems with my
descriptions of the, mainly black, favourite Blues artists and their sometimes difficult backgrounds.
I feel like Mr. Angry sometimes when, in full writing flow, I must stop and consider the words I am
going to use. Now that we have joined the Middle East and Russia in pulling down statues, I refused
to join any conversation about Brexit, Covid 19, Mental illness (now the cause of everything bad, it
used to be the parents), Racism and, in a small frightened way, women’s equality (the wife might
be listening!).
Covering those points, I am hoping, at my age, I won’t catch the virus, I live slightly in fear. My Dad
was a Charge Nurse in an epileptic ward of a mental hospital (they were called that then) for 35
years before they pulled it down and built a housing estate. It seems like it’s much needed now.
I am not a racist, I worked in an engineering factory for 35 years (strange, that’s the same as my
Dad worked) with several lovely comical West Indians who were better at calling me racial names
than I was at them, and I think most women these days know how they fit into society and men
appreciate their equality.
But back to racism. My good friend from work back
then was Leroy Phillips, and, with my best friend
Derek, (who after 70 years still is my best friend) we
used to go out to dances, pubs and restaurants as
three couples. Leroy, a Barbadian, had a (white)
Belgian girlfriend and the trouble we faced as a group
was not because Leroy was black, but because he
Love Thy Neighbour 1972
had a white girlfriend. I remember vividly being thrown
(and I chose the image – H)
out of a rural pub one night because of the colour mix,
and in revenge, when leaving, we peed all over the lettuce and vegetables in their pub garden!
My company played enjoyable cricket against the Aylesbury West Indians and in our large
communal shower room afterwards we ‘honkys’ (that’s alright as it derives from a love of country
music) had to cope with the derision (in fun) about our smaller ‘manhoods’.
The two schools I went to had only white pupils, so I had no early experience of mixing with other
races. That last sentence was written three times before I thought readers would be happy with it
and that, finally, is my point. Free speech or written word is no longer free but a careful minefield of
sifted words and attitudes. Add to all this, the nanny state, and it won’t be long before, like the old
Russia, we hide our true feelings and lie to our friends.

s h e q s h e q s h e q
A few albums have, again, come my way during the last couple of months, and here are four good
Blues albums which I have enjoyed, and think are good listening. They have all been recorded in
2019/20 so are very much contemporary sounds.
‘Cry Out’ by Kat Riggins – This diminutive lady has a powerhouse voice which her notes compare
her with Koko Taylor, Etta James and Denise LaSalle. My ears tell me this is so, and she is only let
down, slightly, by her material. There are no covers on this album to really see just how good she
would be belting out recognisable songs. That said, her band, Blues Revival, are an excellent 5
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piece with a sax player any band would be proud to house and the guitar, bass, drums and keyboard
have obviously paid their dues. She has a strong voice which is a smoky, gritty sound and I suspect
we will be hearing more from her if she continues in this soul/Blues style.
‘Godless Land’ by The Lucky Losers – This is their fourth album of their style of Blues, which is
a melting pot of Stax soul, R&B, Chicago and Texas Blues. They are Cathy Lemons, lead vocals
and Phil Berkowitz, vocals and harmonica and lots of other instruments, a four-piece band, guitar,
piano/organ, drums and bass. This CD includes added saxes, trumpet and guitar. The band is tight
and excellent musicians. Cathy’s voice is strong with a ‘gritty edge’, Phil is essentially a harmonising
singer but a good harp player. This is Soul/Blues and very much an enjoyable listen, with some
great soaring guitar.
‘West Texas Blues’ by Mike Flanigin – This is Texas Blues. Mike is an accomplished Hammond
Organist and here with Sue Foley on guitar and Chris ‘Whippy’ Layton on drums, they play the sort
of music that packs the dance floor in Texas, playing the material of the likes of Lightnin’ Hopkins,
Lazy Lester and Juke Boy Bonner.
Sue Foley must work hard to support and does it well. I’m not that keen on organ but these three
musicians keep the music danceable (a very good drummer who keeps it simple) and it becomes
the kind of good Blues band, as I said, you might expect to hear if you walked into a West Texas
Honky Tonk bar.
I don’t like ‘power trios’ or organ but I liked this.
‘Rawer Than Raw’ by Bobby Rush – This is truly a monumental
disc of 11 tracks and every one of them is gold. This is a solo
recording and all you hear is Rush’s voice, guitar, harmonica and
feet and is a tribute to Mississippi bluesmen past and those he
has met. Even the album cover is great. This is one of the best
CDs I have heard this year. The 86-year-old Grammy winner (his
last two albums are worth a listen too) covers Skip James, Howlin’
Wolf, (two tracks) Muddy Waters, Sonny Boy Williamson II, and
Robert Johnson with five Rush originals. Absolutely perfect!
‘Ain’t No More A Good Man’ by Wily Bo Walker & Danny Flam - This is a Wily Bo Walker album
with Danny Flam in charge of fat brass and arrangements. If you are not familiar with W.B.W., he
sings like a tuneful Tom Waits, gravelly but in key. There is a good mix of songs here with a good
version of ‘St. James Infirmary Blues’ and ‘Ain’t Hungry No More’ is almost reggae whereas ‘Velvet
Windows’ could be New Orleans influenced. Besides the excellent brass section, there is a first-rate
band backing all these slightly doom-laden vocals. I do like a vocalist who sounds like he smokes
50 Senior Service a day. The overall sound is quite unique, sort of dark soul music. I will have to be
in a certain mood to enjoy it another time.

s h e q s h e q s h e q
Last issue (116) I wrote “I tried to get ‘Restitution’ by Jay Walker after reading an online review
(Blues Blast) which looked right up my street but couldn’t find it anywhere to buy so perhaps it’s not
on sale yet.” Well, I got his name wrong, it’s Jay Walter, and I wrote to his web site and he replied
that he doesn’t have a UK outlet so I am possibly faced with the American dollar cost (usually slightly
cheaper than the UK), the postage (never cheap from the States) and possibly a British import tax
which I have paid to the carrier – not always but you can’t count on it not being charged.

Lists: There are charts which come out regularly from the Roots Music Report, a subscription
organisation but one that allows the charts to be accessed on line, and they cover all sorts of music
separately, Jazz, Pop, Country, etc. and Blues but not just Blues, they cover the top 50 Acoustic
Blues, Electric Blues, Blues Rock, Soul Blues and the chart I am looking at, Contemporary Blues.
As TFTW is a roots magazine, perhaps, if we ever do charts, we should subscribe to these which are
quite accurate.
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So, here are just the top 12 from their top 50 Contemporary Blues albums for mid-September.
1. ‘Cry Out’ – Kat Riggins
2. ‘Hot Coffee and Pain’ – Crooked Eve Tommy
3. ‘Two Sides’ – Kirsten Thien
4. ‘Godless Land’ – The Lucky Losers
5. ‘Ain’t No Man A Good Man’ – Wily Bo Walker & Danny Flam
6. ‘ Blue Sky’ - Reverend Shaun Amos
7. ‘Memphis Loud’ – Victor Wainwright
8. ‘Sonic Departures’ – JW-Jones
9. ‘50th Anniversary – Live at the Toronto Jazz Festival – Downchild
10. ‘Daydreams in Blue’ – Anthony Geraci
11. ‘That’s What I Heard’ – Robert Cray
12. ‘The Gypsy Woman Told Me’ – John Primer & Bob Corritone
When I was slightly reviewing the five CDs above, I did not realise that three of them would appear
in this list and I have mentioned four others in previous articles. Mind you, all seven are very
listenable!

The Blues Styles: Although I thought I’d finished with areas prominent in the Blues, I started to
look at Tulsa and found it a wealth of music of all sorts but especially Blues and Rhythm and Blues.
So, let’s look at Tulsa and the Tulsa Blues Project.
Tulsa, as a place for musicians, first interested me in 1971 when
I bought the Leon Russell LP ‘Leon Russell and the Shelter
People’ which included songs with different backing bands. I
thought He was a most inventive pianist, so I also bought, the
following year, ‘Mad Dogs and Englishmen’ being a Russell fan
by now and liking Joe Cocker. Russell shared keyboard and
guitar duty with Chris Stainton (ex-Grease Band) and Russell’s
piano playing is stand out on that. Then on Charlie Gillett’s
‘Honky Tonk’ radio show (’74) I heard ‘Lies’ by J.J.Cale and went
straight out next day and ordered the LP, ‘Really’ from Our Price
Records (they didn’t have it and I remember helping the staff
there to identify it in their catalogues and then had to wait almost
a fortnight to pick it up). The commonality here is that both Russell and Cale went to the same
school, almost at the same year, and both lived in Tulsa, but I didn’t know this at the time. I just liked
the ‘sound’ the musicians made to create the very ‘laid back’ and distinctive music. For the next
eight years I bought eight J.J.Cale albums and three of Leon Russell’s. Cale mostly stayed in and
around Tulsa, but Russell moved to California for a while and experimented with other sounds
before he returned. But this distinctive Blues tight shuffle beat had fallen on other ears, those of Eric
Clapton, and he fell in love with the musicians who created this sound and, for the next several
years in the ‘70s, went to Tulsa and recorded with these musicians. This music and these artists
spread the Tulsa sound like a lovely plague.
While researching these people, I realised there was far too much information for me to cover in
one go so this is just Leon Russell. There will be lots of crossovers with the same names turning up
time and time again and this is not a Leon Russell bio as that would take a book.
Leon Russell was a keyboard genius, (not just my opinion) and an accomplished singer, guitarist,
composer and producer. Born in 1941 near Tulsa, he studied Classical piano but later took up the
trumpet and was soon on the road with his group, The Starlighters’, supporting Ronnie Hawkins
then Jerry Lee Lewis (for a two-month tour). He saw better opportunities in Los Angeles and, after
playing with James Burton (when he learned the guitar) for Ricky Nelson, quickly became a go to
session musician, also working as an arranger and producer. He became one of Phil Spector’s
Wrecking Crew (a sort-of ‘Mission Impossible’ group of musicians) and was on all his records also
helping behind the scenes. He played on the Byrds’ ‘Mr. Tambourine Man’, produced Gary Lewis
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and Jan & Dean. He needed good musicians to bolster The Wrecking Crew so called in old Tulsa
friends, Jimmy Karstein, (drummer, JJ Cale, Eric Clapton) Bill Raffensperger, (bass, JJ Cale and
LA sessions) Tommy Tripplehorn, (guitarist, Gary Lewis and the Playboys) Carl Radle (bass,
Delaney and Bonnie, Derek and the Dominos, Joe Cocker, George Harrison, Buddy Guy) and Larry
Bell. (keyboard, Gary Lewis, JJ Cale) and together with some of these, worked with the Beach Boys,
and even Frank Sinatra and Doris Day.
I could go on with more collaborations, as a composer, producer or/and piano. The point here is his
Tulsa take on most sounds placed him in demand.
John Wooley, a Tulsa resident and author of the book ‘From The Blue Devils To Red Dirt’ said that
because of Oklahoma’s drink laws in the ‘50s, the Tulsa sound originated in all the clubs and bars
which were circumnavigating these rules and encouraged music. These musicians had to play all
night sometimes, so dragged out the blues tunes causing the laid-back sound. Often cited as one
of the characteristics of the sound was the ‘space between notes’. As I have said, many of these
musicians became part of Phil Spector’s Wrecking Crew in LA playing this style.
Next time I will look at JJ Cale.
Leon Russell’s albums ‘Leon Russell’ and ‘Leon Russell and the Shelter People’ are two early
examples of his work and that sound and definitely worth a listen.

What was my last Blues CD? ’When I Hear Rhythm $ Blues’ –
Gavin Povey. The $ sign in the title is not a mistake! This Irish piano
player has spent a lifetime of touring with such names as Kirsty
McColl, world tours with Dave Edmunds, performed on more than
15 top ten UK singles with Shakin’ Stevens (although I always
thought some of those were Geraint Watkins) and many, many
more including Dion and Albert Lee as a Hogan Hero. He plays and
sings 10 tracks here, six being original and a wonderful short list of
covers, all great and worth listing here. ‘At the Fatman’s’ (Sy Oliver),
‘Chocolate Jesus’ (Tom Waits), ‘Love Potion No.9’ (Leiber & Stoller)
and a very different ‘House of the Rising Sun’. This is his second
solo album, and he has also made two albums with his New Orleans
tinged band, The Fabulous Oke-She-Moke-She-Pops, and I hope there will be many more. His
piano style crosses all boundaries, a little jazz, some stride, slow Blues, boogie, country, folk, slight
pop, and, of course mainly rhythm & (ampersand this time!) blues. This is extremely comfortable
and enjoyable laid back (again!) singing (he has just the right voice for the material) and playing.
A good album which reminded me of ‘30s, ‘40s and even ‘50s Blues piano which I also enjoy.

What’s on my iPod? ‘Hushabye’ by Chris Barber.
The 13th EP I ever bought was ‘The Monty Sunshine Showcase’. This
was a four track 7-inch vinyl by the clarinettist in Chris Barber’s Jazz
Band. I had seen and enjoyed Chris Barber’s Band in Jazz clubs around
London and at a pack out in our local Jazz club in Aylesbury but I bought
this originally because Lonnie Donegan plays banjo on it and I was a
Donegan fan. I also liked ‘Trad’ jazz and saw many bands in that era but
even then, I liked the way they chose Blues tunes and what they did with
them. I got to love all four tracks on this EP (Donegan only played on one
other, ‘Wild Cat Blues’) and I think I almost wore it out. The other tracks
were ‘When You and I Were Young Maggie’ and ‘Old Rugged Cross’. All four are on my iPod
somewhere and can be found also on the CD ‘Chris Barber – Just About as Good as It Gets’. Monty
Sunshine wrote ‘Hushabye’ and bass was Micky Ashman with Ron Bowden on drums. Chris Barber
only plays on ‘Wild Cat Blues’ and then on bass, but doesn’t appear on ‘Hushabye’.
Dave Parker
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
TUESDAY, AUGUST 04, 2020
Denise Lasalle - Always The Queen
I have long been a fan of Denise Lasalle who died in 2018 and
I've just finished reading her autobiography 'Always The Queen',
written with David Whiteis. She grew up in rural Mississippi in
poor circumstances, moving to the town of Belzoni in 1947. She
married young (twice) and has little good to say about her early
relationships, but moved to Chicago where she met Billy 'The
Kid' Emerson, who introduced her to Chess records. Nothing
came of that but she gradually built a name for herself at
Westbound and, later, ABC, Malaco and Ecko records. Her 1971
record 'Trapped by a Thing Called Love' was a bit hit and other
successful and sometimes controversial records followed,
including 'Married, But Not to Each Other', 'A Lady In the Street',
'Man Sized Job' and 'Someone Else Is Steppin' In'. By far her
biggest hit in the UK and Europe was 'My Tu Tu' better known as
'My Toot Toot’, a cover of a Rockin' Sidney zydeco hit. She set
up the Crajon record label with her then husband Bill Jones. Her
later marriage to James Wolfe lasted 40 years until her death
and she set up several businesses in her adopted home of
Jackson, Tennessee.
Denise was a regular performer at soul and blues festivals and she raises the interesting question
of whether her music is 'blues', 'soul-blues' (a term she says she invented), 'southern soul' (which
she doesn't much like) or just 'R and B' (which now means something quite different). In later life
she was often called the Queen of The Blues but, although very proud of that, she is sceptical about
the term. She says that the blues now appeals primarily to whites and black people do not like the
term because it represents hard times and being downtrodden. She even set up a group called
National Association for the Preservation of the Blues to try and reclaim blues, or soul-blues.
She was a songwriter, record label owner and business woman and
the book shines a light on many of the artists associated with southern
soul and blues, including Johnnie Taylor, Bobby Bland, Z Z Hill,
Latimore, Bobby Rush and Marvin Sease - even Bob Dylan - as well
as various producers, most notably Willie Mitchell.
I first saw Denise in 1993 when she appeared at the Mean Fiddler on
a Malaco show which also starred Little Milton and Latimore. Later I
saw her several times including at Porretta in 2014 where she opened
her set, aptly, with 'Still The Queen'. I also saw her at the Crescent City
Blues and Barbecue Festival later that year (pictured). She was
interviewed there and was unrepentant about her often X rated lyrics,
saying that they reflected real life. She remained a fantastic performer
until the end.
Sadly she suffered increasing bad health during her last couple of years and had a leg amputated.
She died in January 2018, but there is uncertainty about her actual age. Her year of birth is usually
cited as 1939 or 1941, but subsequent research showed that it may well have been 1934.
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 2020
Farewell to Toots
Very sad to hear of the death, from COVID 19, of reggae
great Toots Hibbert. He was 77. Toots was one of the true
greats of Jamaican music and was quite superb on every
occasion that I was lucky enough to see him and the Maytals
perform. The Maytals began recording ska in the early sixties
with the likes of Coxsone Dodd, Prince Buster, Byron Lee
and Lesley Kong. He served 18 months in prison in 1966 for
possession of marijuana which was the inspiration for one of
his best-known songs '54-46 Was My Number', released in
1968. He was one of the first artists to use the word 'reggae'
with 'Do The Reggay' and other classic tracks included 'Bam
Bam', 'Pressure Drop' , 'Pomps and Pride' and 'Monkey Man'.
Toots had an incredibly soulful voice and he was invited to Memphis by Jim Dickinson where he
recorded 'Toots in Memphis' with the likes of Eddie Hinton, Teenie Hodges and Andrew Love. His
covers of soul numbers such as 'I've Got Dreams To Remember', 'Love and Happiness' and
'Precious Precious' were excellent. The 1978 LP 'Reggae Got Soul' was further proof of his soul
greatness. Other albums included 'Never Grow Old' and 'Life Could Be A Dream' from the sixties,
'Slatyam Stoot', 'Funky Kingston', 'From The Roots' and 'Pass The Pipe'.
I've dug out my Toots and the Maytals LPs and 45s and will spend
the rest of today playing them in memory of a true reggae
superstar. RIP Toots.
And now I hear of the death of Edna Wright, sister of Darlene
Love, who was a background singer on many recordings, a
member of the Blossoms and a member of Honey Cone, who
recorded some great soul for Hot Wax in the early seventies. She
also recorded as a solo artist. She appeared at the Porretta Soul
Festival in 2001, the Bologna edition, as a member of the Sweet
Inspirations (centre of photo).
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 2020
RIP Diana Rigg (aka Mrs Emma Peel)
Sad to hear of the death of Diana Rigg who, as Emma Peel,
fuelled erotic fantasies in The Avengers in the sixties. The
adventures of Steed (Patrick Macnee) and Emma Peel were
essential viewing at the time and are still highly enjoyable
today. The most watched episode apparently (and
understandably) was 'A Touch of Brimstone', which featured
Mrs Peel as The Queen of Sin in an outfit designed by Diana
Rigg herself at a recreation of the notorious Hellfire Club. Diana
went on to enjoy a stellar acting career and was the only
woman to marry James Bond in On
Her Majesty's Secret Service. RIP
Dame Diana.
Among recent music deaths is that of Lucille Starr, a Canadian country
singer who was one half of Bob and Lucille, who had some success with
country, pop and rockabilly numbers in the early sixties. Her biggest
solo hit was 'The French Song' in 1966, My copy, bought in the US, was
on a UK London label but was aimed at the Dutch market (she was
particularly popular in the Netherlands), hence its non-standard number.
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TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 2020
Roy Head and others RIP
The death of Roy Head at the age of 79 has come
as a shock. He was a dynamic performer. a real wild
man whenever he appeared on a stage and a great
showman. He was a blue-eyed soul singer, but also
successful in the fields of rockabilly and country.
Born in Three Rivers, Texas, he formed his band,
the Traits, while still at school and recorded for the
San Antonio based TNT and Renner labels. Later he
signed with Scepter but the big breakthrough came
in 1965 when he met up with Huey Meaux and
recorded 'Treat Her Right' in Houston, which was
released on Back Beat. It was a smash hit (and a
number one in my personal top ten) and sold heavily
at a time when British acts dominated in the US. Follow ups, including 'Just A Little Bit' and 'Apple
Of My Eye' were also successful and 'Same People', recorded for Dunhill, also sold well. He moved
into the country field in the seventies and eighties and had
success with 'The Most Wanted Woman In Town', 'Bridge
For Crawling Back', 'The Door I Used To Close' and
'Come To Me' among others.
I first saw Roy live in 1995 when he replaced Freddy
Fender in Doug Sahm's Last Texas Blues Band at a show
at Tipitina's. He was a regular performer at the Ponderosa
Stomp and his high-octane act and wildly over the top
performances were always one of the highlights. The
photos show Roy at a Stomp related show at the Ace
Hotel in New Orleans in 2016.
Sadly there have also been other music deaths,
including Terry Clemson, formerly of the Downliners
Sect. Terry appeared at a Tales From The Woods
show in 2016 and made a great impression. I wrote
at the time: 'Sadly one of the artists booked to appear
on the show, Danny Rivers, was too ill to perform, but
his replacement Terry Clemson, once a member of
the Downliners Sect, was an excellent replacement.
A great guitarist, the place really rocked to a selection
of numbers made famous by Chuck Berry (Roll Over
Beethoven, Carol, Route 66 and The Promised
Land), Eddie Cochran, Gene Vincent, Ricky Nelson
and Conway Twitty. This was all familiar material, with
no Sect numbers on show, but exciting, with two excellent guitarists on stage and a driving beat
throughout. The crowd loved it.'
After his time with the Sect Terry was a member of the House
Shakers, who backed Gene Vincent on his European tours,
and the Hellraisers.
Another who has died is Pamela Hutchinson, aged just 61, a
member of the Emotions, whose biggest hit was 'Best Of My
Love'.
Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles
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JAZZ JUNCTION
Billy Eckstine – jazz vocalist or ‘pop’ singer?
Billy Eckstine (1914-1943), a Black-American who was born in
Pittsburgh, began his career in the 1930s when ‘swing’ music held
sway and bands would have one or more vocalists providing variety to
the output of dance numbers. His breakout role was with the Earl
Hines Orchestra, where he sang jazz and blues songs, co-composing
Jelly, Jelly and Stormy Monday Blues. When touring the south, Black
women would start screaming as soon as the first notes of the former
were recognised. From the outset though, he wanted to be a crooner,
regarding being racially stereotyped as a blues singer a barrier to
broader success.
During his time with the band, he learned to play trumpet and valve
trombone, and added emcee-ing to his talents. It was no surprise that
when he left in 1943, he formed his own band, described as the first
bebop orchestra, which would see many top jazz musicians pass
through its ranks, including Dizzy Gillespie, Fats Navarro, Howard McGhee, Charlie Parker, Dexter
Gordon, Budd Johnson, Gene Ammons, Sonny Stitt, Oscar Pettiford, and Art Blakey.
In 1947, with the writing on the wall for big bands, he went solo and signed for MGM, where he
would enjoy the success he desired as a ballad singer, attracting young White women to his
concerts, his film-star good looks and sartorial elegance being part of the attraction. His recordings
at this time, often with slushy strings, leant towards MOR or ‘easy listening’, although some jazz
influence was usually discernible.
With the advent of rock ‘n’ roll in the mid-1950s, his young fanbase
diminished, and he signed with the Mercury label, where he was
reunited with Sarah Vaughan, whom he had first met in the Earl
Hines band. He also reverted to including jazz and up-tempo
tunes in his sets, and a series of albums recorded over the next
few years showed him to be at his best as a jazz singer. The high
point, and perhaps best of his career, was the 1959 album with
the Count Basie Orchestra called Basie/Eckstine Incorporated, on
which he co-composed seven of the eleven songs. These
included the afore-mentioned Jelly, Jelly and Stormy Monday
Blues, and another two gems in the shape of Blues, The Mother
Of Sin and Little Mama.
Changing tastes in the sixties may have pushed him further from the mainstream, but he carried on
recording regularly into the 1970s, ballads being the mainstay of act as his older fans ensured that
his appearances at Las Vegas lounges and various night clubs continued to be a success. During
this period he recorded albums for both Motown and Stax (the only artist to do so), but they did little
to attract a younger generation of fans.
He began to wind down during the 1980s, and it was fitting that his last
album, released in 1987, was recorded with jazz saxophonist Benny
Carter. He kept on with live performances, but a stroke onstage in 1992
ended his career, and he was hospitalized after a heart attack. In his last
days his children were playing music for him and after having listened to
Bird and Miles he was asked what he wanted to hear next. He replied
“Basie”, which turned out to be his final word as he died an hour later. His love for jazz had never
waned.
Dave Carroll
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SOUL KITCHEN
THE HOME OF REAL SOUL

LOST SOULS
ROY HAMMOND (ROY C)
Roy C is best known for his classic sixties soul standard, 'Shotgun
Wedding', which became a worldwide smash hit in 1965. Aside
from his Shotgun during a lengthy recording career, he gave us
some truly rewarding deep soul.
Roy Hammond was born 3rd August 1943, in Newington, Georgia.
His early musical experience in the late fifties was singing tenor
with the Genies vocal group. They were offered a recording
contract with Shad records. Their only release for that label was,
‘Who’s That Knockin', which reached 72 on the Billboard charts.
He was drafted into the US Air Force. On his discharge in 1965,
Hammond went solo. A year later he had a great double sider out
on Shout records, 'Gone Gone', a mid tempo ballad, which has everything, powerful drums, horns,
and Roy's voice proving to be a real powerhouse. The lyrics themselves are timed to perfection,
which tell the sad story of Roy's luck with his lover. On the B side we find another corker, 'Stop What
You're Doin', which is sort of neighbourly with Ben E King's 'Stand By Me'.
After his one off, Shout arranged a studio session in New York for him to record his own song,
released on the Black Hawk imprint the now legendary, 'Shotgun Wedding'. The record, under the
name of Roy C, along with its novelty ricochet opening, on release swooped to 14 on the US R&B
charts. It had greater success in the UK reaching number 6 on the UK singles chart in 1966, and
number 8 when reissued in 1972.
In 1971 after setting up his own Alaga label, Mr C imminently scored with the brilliant 'Got To Get
Enough Of Your Sweet Love Stuff', which registered 45 on the R&B charts. He subsequently
secured further success on Mercury records, where in the mid-seventies he was a frequent member
of the R&B charts. 'Don’t Blame The Man', being a favourite of Soulboy. Other R&B hits included in
1974 'Loneliness Had A Hold Of Me' (48) and 1975 'Love Me Till Tomorrow Comes' (46).
Although his chart appearances dried up, he continued releasing numerous singles, now
concentrating on bedroom soul, ‘I Caught You In The Act’, ‘I Found A Man In My Bed’, of which
many can be found on his SEX AND SOUL Mercury album.
His final album LET ME TAKE YOU TO PARADISE was released on his own Three Gems label in
1987, and it is a real gem. Roy's typical robust story lines, cushioned with floating strings, horn riffs,
gentle guitar licks, sax solos, float along nicely behind the mellow ballads. A rare oasis in an electro
desert, this is real SOUL, as was Roy.
He died 16th September 2020.
EDNA WRIGHT
There are very few artists who had spanned such a
spectrum of R&B as Edna Wright. Re-inventing herself from
powerhouse classics at Spector, through to West Coast
stompers as Sandy Wynn, and the Detroit Sound at Hot
Wax etc.
Edna Wright was born in 1944 in Los Angeles. Her father
was a pastor, so she grew up in the church. In 1960 she
began singing in the (COGIC) Church of God in Christ
gospel group.
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In 1964 through her older sister Darlene Love, Edna came by session work with Phil Spector’s wall
of sound coalition. She recorded as Hale & the Hushabyes, and singing background vocals on many
records from the Spector stable, including the Righteous Brothers.
Later in 1964 both Edna and fellow COGIC singer Gloria Jones signed with producer Ed Cobb. The
result was success for both girls, Gloria scoring with 'Heartbeat', and Edna, now renamed Sandy
Wynn, 'Touch Of Venus', both achieving local success.
Over the next few years, still performing and recording as Sandy Wynn, she had releases on a
variety of labels, including, Champion, Simco, Canterbury, on which we find a Northern favourite,
'Loves Like Quicksand'. She also recorded as Arthur & Mary, A-Date With Soul, and The Brothers
and Sisters of Soul, whilst continuing with her background vocal work.
Hot Wax Records was formed and launched in 1969 by Holland/Dozier/Holland. The label’s first act
was the Honey Cone, featuring Edna Wright on lead vocals. They released their debut single, 'While
You’re Out Looking For Sugar', which brought the girls immediate success (R&B 26) (Pop 62). 'Want
Ads' was their fourth major hit, a million-selling crossover hit, that booked space at the top of both
R&B and Pop charts. The follow up 'Stick Up' also bagged a top spot on the R&B charts.
By 1973 the hits had dried up so Honey Cone called it a day, leaving Edna free to resume her career
as a session singer.
She died 12th September from a heart attack.
LOU RAGLAND
Recording artist, producer, songwriter, record label supreme, Lou
Ragland, is a name that commands great respect on the Northern
and UK rare soul scene.
He was born in Cleveland, Ohio, in 1942. Ragland grow up in a
musical and creative family, naturally leading to him singing in his
local church. As a teenager he was involved with various local
neighbourhood bands. He tried his hand as a solo artist, and as a
member of various groups, singing or playing guitar. Lou worked
constantly with session work as a guitarist around Cleveland,
being with local and national performers. He is reported as saying
his highlight was to back Jackie Wilson when he appeared locally.
His first appearance on record was in 1962, 'Never Let Me Go' on
Way Out records. In 1967 a brief visit to New York for a recording
session with Bell records results in 'I Travel Alone'.
He was soon back performing in the Cleveland area, supporting visiting touring artists, also the
chance to do some writing and production work for the Daywood label.
In 1972 he heard that Warner’s were looking for talent, so he sent them a demo tape, resulting in
Ragland landing a contract. His first release for them was 'Since You Said You’d Be Mine'. It failed
to ignite in the US, but became a firm favourite on the UK Northern Soul scene.
In 1978 he joined one of the many iterations of the legendary Ink Spots, as guitarist and vocalist.
He set up his own record company, Casino Records. Unfortunately, nothing materialised, although
'In The Hours Of Darkness', and 'Didn’t I Tell You' found favour later in the UK.
In 1983 as part of a Ric Tic revue, along with Edwin Starr, He toured the UK. Reports say he was
sensational, and stole the show. Also searching on the internet for a photo of Lou, I found him on
stage at the 100 club also on his 1983 UK tour.
He finally settled in Las Vegas where he continued to perform regularly, and was very much involved
with all aspects of the music business there.
He died 19th August 2020.
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RONALD BELL
Ronald Nathan Bell, singer, songwriter, arranger, saxophonist, was cofounder of one of the most successful disco groups ever, Kool & The
Gang.
Bell wrote some of the band’s biggest hits, including 'Celebration',
'Cherish', 'Ladies Night', 'Hollywood Swinging', 'Higher Plane', 'Spirit Of
The Boogie', 'Jungle Boogie', and 'Jonna'. Between 1969 to 1987 they
charted on both R&B and Pop charts over 40 times.
Bell was exposed to jazz from an early age due to his father’s friendship
with Miles Davies and Thelonious Monk.
After moving from Ohio to New Jersey, in 1964 he formed The Jazziacs,
which in 1969 became Kool & the Gang.
The group’s refrains, breaks and melodies have gone on to be sampled by other artists, particularly
the irresistible horns from their 1973 ‘Jungle Boogie’ which has been featured on hundreds of
recordings.
In a career spanning five decades, the band shipped more than 70 million albums worldwide and
achieved twelve top ten singles in the US, and probably not short of that world wide.
He was born 1st November 1951, and died 9th September 2020.
FREDRICK HIBBERT
Jamaican born Fredrick ‘Toots’ Hibbert was frontman of the pioneering
reggae/ska band Toots And The Maytals. The group’s biggest hits were
'54-46 (That’s My Number)', and 'Pressure Drop'. The 1968 single, 'Do
The Reggae', is credited with giving the reggae genre its name.
He was born 8th December 1942, and died 11th September 2020.
DAVID SAUNDERS
David ‘Cowboy’ Saunders was the baritone/bass singer of the five
piece long-standing and outstanding Masquerades vocal group.
Formed in 1958 they were active, in some form or the other, for over
50 years.
Their biggest hit was in 1968 on Bell records, with the brilliantly emotive
slowie, 'I Ain’t Got To Love Nobody Else', which reached number 7 on
the R&B charts.
Other notable releases, the floor filling 'Do You Love Me Baby', and the deep soul gem 'Let’s Face
Facts'.
He was born 28th December 1943 in Denton, Texas, and died 14th August 2020.
PAMELA HUTCHINSON was a member of the multi Grammy award winning female singing trio
from Chicago, The Emotions, who were residents in the US charts from 1969 to 1984.
She died 18th August 2020, she was just 61 years old.
FISHING FOR SOUL
Soulchildren - Poem On The School House Door (Stax 1973)
This Banks/Jackson/Hampton penned outing is so soulful it hurts. J Blackfoot
is as expected in stupendous gut bucket form on lead vocals, ably backed by
the other Children, Norman West, Anita Louis, and Shelbra Bennett, as they
tell of going back home, and checking out the old school they attended years
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back. Each member takes his/her turn to relate their various academic achievements, until we get
to JB, who was madly in love at the time, and only left a poem on the school house door to be
remembered by. "Sugar is sweet, honey is too, but neither one is as sweet as you, these few words
just to let you know, you are the one, I love you so". A hard-hitting reminiscing opus about the pains
of first love, featuring some very soulful vocals. Stunning soul.*****
Jean Shy - Our Love Is Lost (Honey 1976)
The Honey label was Harvey Fuqua's small short-lived operation in 1976.
Whatever you pick from Shy's sparse recording career, you are bound to hit on a classic slab of
unrivalled deep soul music. As is the case here.
Jean handles the vocal delivery to sweet perfection. A simple but haunting piano introduction, along
with luscious orchestration arrangements, moves in with Jean wailing to echo the girlie backing. The
disc builds to a crescendo, penetrating deeper and deeper, with our broken lady’s pleading vocal
talents to the fore, "All those years you've lied, that went to waste, our love is lost", begging her man
to get their, hopefully, steady romantic relationship back on track. Jean gives us an excellent
performance delivering every last drop of feeling and emotion. Wow
Charles Beverly - Don't You Want A Man Like Me (Venessa 1981)
Out of St Louis this is a slightly above mid-tempo record, beginning with a semi-talking intro with
Charles suggestively telling his lady she needs "A man like me". His voice then flows over and
blends superbly with the precise backing track, and as an extra treat there is an excellent tenor sax
solo as we near the end. This is the b side to a rather excellent version of Al Green’s ‘Back Up
Train’.
Lee Austin - Tutti Frutti (Polydor 1973)
Rock N Roll versus Soul.
Lee 'The Burner' Austin gets down with this revival of the Architect of Rock and Roll classic.
Remember Little Richard’s version! Well forget it because the Godfather James Brown is the
producer, and the J B's are the backing musicians. Need I say more. A whole hunk of funk, with the
rhythm track never letting up. You could say a real burner. 1 nil to soul.
The Legends - Gotta Let You Go (Red Balloon 19xx)
This is a cracking little sweet soul masterpiece. It has a beat atmosphere right from the off.
Wonderful strings that move the ditty along at a nice mid-tempo, but danceable pace, or just sit and
listen. With the track’s great highs and lows, it builds to an awesome fist clenching ending that is so
soulful it hurts, just genius.
Vee Allen - Cheating Is A No No (Lion 1973)
This is deep soul of the highest order. Miss Allen sounds very much like Jackie Ross vocally on this
gem of a side, as she warns her man she won’t stand for any messing around in their relationship.
“You know I heard of a game called cheatin’ on your lover, yes I did, and it sure sounds a lot like
what you’ve doing to me”
Banked horns give this a ‘Hi’ type sound, but the real plus for me is the way Vee is allowed the
minimum of backing to express herself. *****
LIVE (London)40 YEARS AGO 1980 🎸🎸
Firstly. The world’s most celebrated upside down blues guitarist.
Albert King, Odeon Hammersmith 18th October (£2.50+)
As usual before getting down to business it takes him 10 minutes or so for the pipe smoking Albert
to get ready to entertain us. Chatting with the sound desk and anyone within earshot, to get his
sound right. Trouble with the back up musicians, his leads, his amp; it’s all too loud, amp in the
wrong place, it’s muffled etc. So finally, when grumpy Albert is ready, pipe down, he’s off. The
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backing is hardly audible, and on this occasion a touch of talent trouble is very obvious. Lots of the
guitar solos were taken by his supporting minion taking the honours. A shambles from start to finish,
although lots of the audience had suffered enough and wisely pissed off well before the final whistle.

Mongo Santamaria, Dominion Theatre 5th October (£4.50)
Randy Crawford/Crusaders, Albert Hall 9th October
Eddie Clearwater, Half Moon Putney 10th October
Jack Scott, Chick-A-Boom, Carshalton 15th October (£4)
Taj Mahal, Venue 17th October (£4)
Chubby Checker, Venue 29th October (£3.75)
Sonny Rollins, Festival Halls 18th October
Four Tops, Fairfield Halls 2nd November
Kool & the Gang, Rainbow 8th November (£4)
Detroit Spinners, Odeon Hammersmith 9th November (£5)
Groovy Joe Poovey, Chick-A-Boom 15th November
Otis Rush, Dominion Theatre 21st November (£2.50+)
Queen Ida, Dingwalls 27th November (£3)
ZYDECO CLASSIC OF THE ISSUE 🎼🎼
In May 1999 I saw Beau Jocque in New Orleans. He was
sensational, as is this album. Sadly a few months later he passed
away.

Remember you're in safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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From Snobbo Manor, Wiltshire
My dears, I must tell you about this awful charity concert myself and Lord Henry watched
during that dreadful lockdown. It consisted of wretched ex-Colonials from the Americas
singing some appalling musical genre known as Hillbilly or Country Music. Not in my
country, thank you!
The songs all seemed to be about very inebriated people drinking in seedy bars, which they
apparently call ‘honky tonks’, and lamenting about cheating on their partners.
One of the worst was this presentable looking lady, old enough to know better, singing songs
about ladies of the evening. As if ‘San Antone Rose’ (apparently a euphemism for a
prostitute as is ‘waitress’) was not bad enough, she then sang ‘Queen of the Silver
Dollar’, which it seemed was the name of a down-market saloon. It was bad enough
hearing her boasting about all the potential male clients gathered around her bar stool and
trying to win her favours and take her home, but she was actually comparing herself to Her
Majesty the Queen!
Such insolence! To cap it all the seedy men seeking to be her clients then shouted ‘God
Save The Queen’, the name of our beloved National Anthem and our phrase of loyalty to
her Gracious Majesty.
Henry and I wrote off a letter of complaint and demanded this dreadful woman be arrested
and incarcerated in the Tower of London until she makes a formal apology to Her Majesty,
who does not appreciate being compared to a common prostitute sitting in some seedy
American ‘honky tonk’ with drunken hillbillies trying to purchase her services.
Sincerely, Lady Lobelia Snobbo
Tony Papard
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Although we might have heard only one track, by way of various means, seeing an album by that
artist often made a big impression on me and probably many other young potential record buyers
of the late ‘50s and early ‘60s. Indeed, there were some quite inspirational album covers which
would eventually lead to the purchase of same.
Probably the first album cover to make any impression on me and I'm
sure many others was the 1957 release, "The Chirping Crickets"
(Coral). With the four-man group seen on the cover, our attention was
immediately drawn to the weird looking, almost rocket-shaped guitar
held by one of the group. This was probably the first time a Fender
Stratocaster had been seen in the UK and I for one wondered just
what kind of sounds it would make.
The other thing about the album that got my attention was than two
of the members both wore glasses, something that usually wasn't part
of a Rock’n’Roller's make-up. One of these was of course the group's
singer and guitarist Buddy Holly who certainly made a big impression
on popular music (and still does). Along with the music, this somewhat 'ordinary' image certainly
gave a lot of other young musicians who also wore spectacles confidence about how they looked.
In fact, one or two even attempted to copy Buddy's look with their own pair of horn-rims proving that
album cover certainly had (and still has) a far-reaching effect.
The first Long-Player I ever owned was in fact Duane Eddy's 1959
album, "Especially For You…" (London). I'd bought most of Duane's
singles up to that point like "Rebel Rouser", "Cannonball", "The
Lonely One", "Peter Gunn" and "Some Kinda Earthquake". After
requesting it, I received the album from my Mum and Dad on my 14th
birthday. Once again I was struck by the cover showing a very cool,
albeit maybe a little moody looking Duane, in that great looking white
sweater and sat strumming that fabulous looking Gretsch. That
image just suited what I'd heard so far on record from the 'twangmeister' and I couldn't wait to place it on my record-player.
Unfortunately, on first plays I thought that some of the tracks like
"Quiniela", "Tuxedo Junction" and "Lonesome Road" sounded a bit 'jazzy' and not as dynamic as
the singles. Other cuts like "Fuzz" and "Hard Times" were more favourable, but it did take a few
plays before I digested those titles but have since grown to love all the album's tracks.
Another instrumental album that sported a very cool looking cover
was "Go Champs Go" (London) by the instrumental combo The
Champs. I obtained this album a couple of years after its release in
1961, having bought their chart-busting single "Tequila". Once again
it was down to the album cover which looked so good, that attracted
me to buy it.
On the front we see the group all in flame-red suits, white T-shirts
and lined-up in formation astride motorcycles and each one wearing
shades, they're rarin' to go, as per the title. How cool did they look?
Ultra-cool that's what. The music therein also matched their image
with some great rockin' instrumentals by the combo.
As an Everly Brothers fan, it would be futile to pick out a particular album of theirs as they're all
classics in my book. When it comes to their album covers, I'm also in a quandary as to which is the
most impressive as their albums generally featured stunning pictures of the boys.
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However, I'll plump for their 1963 album "Sing Great Country Hits"
(Warner Brothers). Don and Phil's voices singing some classic
country songs just seemed like a marriage made in heaven to me as
I had also been a country music fan since around 1955, after hearing
one of Slim Whitman's hits. This particular album cover of Don and
Phil’s was the icing on the cake.
However, as opposed to some of the other album covers with their
posed shots, this album featured quite a casual shot of the brothers
who were immaculately dressed the same but looked quite relaxed
as they strummed those fabulous looking Gibson J-200s.
Someone else whose album cover pictures generally sported
straight forward designs was Ricky Nelson. His succession of early
albums also all had pretty uncomplicated titles; 'Ricky', 'Ricky
Nelson', 'Songs By Ricky, 'Ricky Sings Again', 'More Songs By
Ricky', "Ricky Sings Again' (London). They all featured a head-andshoulders shot of the teen idol, whose looks were certainly enviable.
Like some of Don and Phil's covers, how many of us tried to get our
hair to look like theirs?
Similar to their look, Rick's music at that time was also straightforward as he sang some excellent covers of other people's hits or
included some equally great songs supplied by two Memphis
brothers, Johnny and Dorsey Burnette.
As a Chet Atkins fan, back in the early to mid ‘60s I'd buy every
album of his as it came out. I loved his pickin' and the music was of
course always brilliant even though some of the cover designs
looked like something from a holiday or fashion catalogue. In view of
this I'd have to say my favourite Chet album cover has to be his 1960
album "Chet Atkins’ Workshop" (RCA).
On it we see a slightly apprehensive Chet looking like someone's
just walked in his studio, unannounced. He's playing a lovely red
Gretsch Anniversary model and is surrounded by equipment, hence
the 'workshop' in the title. Covering a variety of titles from show-tunes
to recent hits, Chet gives them his special touch with the album
complimented by the cover.
It was one of the local Sheffield bands, The Hillbilly Cats, that turned me onto the songs of Buck
Owens, one of the main instigators behind the so-called 'Bakersfield Sound' in country music which
was melodic but also had a strong beat.
It was Buck's 1963 album "Together Again/My Heart Skips A Beat"
(Capitol) that caught my attention when I spotted it in the window of
a down-town Sheffield music shop. Featuring Buck looking
resplendent in his 'Watermelon red' jacket and smiling broadly, the
album was just calling out for me to buy it! Having done so, I spent
the whole of my bus journey home scrutinising the album's sleeve
notes, hoping it would give me some idea of the music therein. Upon
arriving home, I quickly whisked the disc onto the record player and
was immediately transfixed by the great sounds I was hearing. Steel
guitars, fiddles and twangy guitars behind some very catchy songs.
I'd certainly spent my 33s/6d well, thanks initially to the album's
distinctive cover.
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TFTW continues to revisit previous articles that may (or may not) have a current relevance.

THE 1950’S – A BIRD’S EYE VIEW
By Neil Foster
Previously printed in issues 12 to 21 from December 2001 to September 2002

Radio remained the most popular form of entertainment until the advent of Commercial TV in 1955,
which also began to affect cinema audiences. Before then, however, many young people (myself
included) went to the pictures at least once a week; it was a routine and one went more out of habit
than to see a particular film or star (although of course, everyone had their favourites.)
My hometown of Prescot had two cinemas at that time. “The Palace” was formerly an old music-hall
theatre (at which comedian Ted Ray had once appeared as “Nedlo the Gypsy Fiddler”) and when it
could not afford to adjust to Cinemascope and the other new technical advances of the mid-fifties,
it soon declined and ended up as a Bingo hall.
Its rival, “The Lyme House”, built as a picture-house in 1922, was a much grander affair, with an
impressive foyer, decorated with framed photos of Hollywood stars. Even so, it did not survive the
catastrophic decline in cinema going and it is now a supermarket.
Prices then, as I recall, were 9d and 1/3d for the front stalls, 1/9d for the better upholstered rear
stalls and 2/3d for the circle. Under-16s were not allowed in to “Certificate A” (“A” for “Adult”) films
unless “accompanied by a parent or bona-fide guardian” as the sign in the foyer and the warning on
the ticket explained. In practice, what this meant was that hordes of kids would hang around the
cinema queues pestering any likely looking adult or couple without children with the plaintive chant,
“Take one in, Mister?”
In the larger towns and cities there were other sorts of cinemas – the “News Theatres”, smaller and
cheaper than the main ones, featuring a programme of “shorts” - three or four cartoons, a
travelogue, Newsreel, “Look at Life” or “general interest” film and ancient comedies like the Three
Stooges or Joe McDoakes.
There were three in the centre of Liverpool and at least two survived into the mid-Sixties. One
became a “private members club”, the second a clothes shop and the third
a church!
These cinemas were a boon to parents because their inoffensive “all-U”
offerings were entirely suitable for children. Adults, too, found them useful
places to drop into while they waited for the rain to go off, took a rest from
shopping or filled in time until their bus or train arrived; and because the
films were so short, it didn’t matter when you went in or out.
They had one other advantage, not so obvious: they were often the only
places where it was possible to see offbeat films ignored by the big cinema
chains because of doubts about their universal appeal. It was at one of
these cinemas in 1956 that I first saw the Goons’ classic “The Running,
Jumping and Standing Still” film and “The Case of the Mukkinese BattleHorn”. Even in the Sixties they were still the only places where one could
see, for example, the remarkable independent film “It Happened Here”,
about a supposed Nazi conquest of Britain.
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In 1955 came the first signs of a new form of entertainment that would soon explode into a worldwide
craze and within a few years transform the Music industry – Rock’n’Roll. Unlike Radio, TV or
Cinema, it was from the start aimed exclusively at the young.
True, the man who would light the fuse was no teenager when world fame was
suddenly thrust upon him. Bill Haley was thirty years old when “Rock Around
The Clock” set him on his (literally) meteoric career but he had an understanding
of and sympathy with teenagers rare in one of his age.
Since the ‘50s a great deal of nonsense has been written about the reasons for
Haley’s brief success and the rapidity of his decline after 1957 and it is
significant to me that most of it comes either from those who never knew the
period at first-hand (Nik Cohn) or those who could never be described as
Rock’n’Roll fans (George Melly).
Writers like these seek to perpetuate the myth that Haley’s success was a fluke
and that as soon as the public saw him in the actual flesh, they turned against
him, or that when Presley appeared on the scene, they dumped him as last
year’s model.
I can only say that I knew no teenager in the ‘50s who held such opinions: Rock’n’Roll was too new
for people to start classifying it. On the contrary, I knew quite a few fans then who preferred Haley
to Presley! The rest of us liked both and did not fall into the common trap of making absurd
comparisons between totally different artists.
Given the hysterical build-up to the Haley tour, the reality was bound to be an anti-climax, especially
as his act was so short (25 minutes) with the first half dominated by a straight dance-band (Vic
Lewis). If Haley’s management had been as efficient as his publicity machine, there would have
been no complaints.
None of this could have been foreseen in 1955 when all that mattered was that “R.A.T.C.” was the
most exciting sound in a bland pop chart and the record that introduced so many (including me) to
Rock’n’Roll.
Just how revolutionary that sound was, compared to the standard pop tunes of the time, can be
realised from looking at the Top Twenty for December 1955, when the Haley record was number
one. Disregarding Pat Boone’s emasculation of Domino’s “Ain’t That A Shame”, the whole chart
was dominated by show tunes like “Hernando’s Hideaway”, “Hey There” and “Meet Me On The
Corner”, straight ballads like “Love Is A Many Splendoured Thing” and the inevitable seasonal cashin: Dickie Valentine’s “Christmas Alphabet”.
Even six months later, with the arrival of Elvis, like a greasy express-train, singers like Ronnie Hilton,
David Whitfield, The Hilltoppers, Nat “King” Cole and Perry Como easily held off the Rock’n’Roll
challenge; hardly the walkover that is often suggested in many histories of the time.
In spite of that, 1956 was the year it really happened; the year we all discovered that there was life
after the “Stargazers”.
It was the year I left school and took my first job while awaiting the G.C.E. results. My first wagepacket was £3/7/-, a whole pound of which was mine to squander! It was the year I bought my first
record - “Blueberry Hill” - and the year that my mother bought me a portable record player.
The smell of those 78s! And the beautiful black shine, like Cherry Blossom shoe polish! You felt you
were getting a lot for your money (5/8½d). Later on, of course, I would buy EPs (12/10½d) and LPs
(29/11d) but nothing could ever compare with the thrill of buying those first 78s.
I used to buy them from Rushworth & Dreaper in Liverpool, a large music-shop not far from the
library where I worked in late ’56. The 78s were stored flat in large, multi-drawered cabinets and
you could listen to them in soundproof booths before deciding to buy. (What happened to the
demonstration records that weren’t bought? Sold to some unsuspecting customer, I suppose.)
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I have a pleasant memory of one of the girl assistants saying to a customer, “I want you, I need you,
I love you?” and it took me a few seconds to realize it was a Presley record she was talking about.
I don’t know if my experience is typical but I cannot remember ever buying a record in the ‘50s
without hearing it first, usually on Radio Luxembourg. I liked lots of things but at first only bought
Fats Domino and Little Richard discs. Since, like most teenagers, I knew absolutely nothing about
the technical side of music, nor what “Rhythm and Blues” meant, nor even that Domino was black
(!), I could only try to develop musical taste by using my ear and gleaning such information as I
could pick up from books (Jazz), record-sleeves and “Melody Maker” and “New Musical Express”.
No one in my family shared my interest in Rock’n’Roll. My mother remained tolerant (after all, it was
she who had bought me the record player) but uncomprehending; my father believed that I had
abandoned my former interest in classical and light classical music, which I had shared with him
(not true). Consequently, he constantly attacked Fats Domino, referring to him either as “Fatto
Domino” or “Bugs Domino”. My sister and brother (two years and four years younger than me,
respectively) were both basically pop fans and my brother had actually gone with my mother to see
David Whitfield at the Liverpool “Empire”.
I did have a friend who liked Rock’n’Roll but also another who didn’t and there were always
arguments about our different tastes in music. The Rock’n’Roll-hater once said to me that he could
not understand the appeal of Rock’n’Roll to anyone with any intelligence and on the way to the local
record shop one day, he spat out with extraordinary viciousness, “Oh, records! Little lumps of black
shit!” He was studying Physics and Chemistry at a Liverpool technical college and he soon fell under
the spell of fellow students who worshipped New Orleans Traditional Jazz, or rather its ersatz British
imitation – Ken Colyer, Cy Laurie etc.
I could not understand then, nor can I understand now, why
these people thought that it was artistically more respectable
to like British imitators of American music than it was to like
American Rock’n’Rollers, especially considering that one of
their favourites, Lonnie Donegan, borrowed both his accent
and his first name from an American (Lonnie Johnson). They
seemed to believe, too, that Jazz fans were a higher form of
life than moronic Rock’n’Rollers and, when they started to
form their own amateur Jazz bands, displayed a purism
bordering on the fanatical, witness this actual advertisement
I once saw in the “Musicians Wanted” column of “Melody
Maker”: “Pavageau bass wanted to join Dodds clarinet and
Ory trombone”. Such people should be Marxists, not
musicians.
The situation in the ‘50s was not simple. Jazz, as well as
popular music, was in ferment and there were heated
arguments as to what was and was not Jazz. There was a
large body of Jazz fans in the library where I worked and
although they all hated and despised Rock’n’Roll, they could
not agree all the time on Jazz! Sample crit (about Paul
Desmond, Dave Brubeck’s alto sax player) “Altos should be blown, not breathed into!”
I did find some kindred spirits in the library among the shelf attendants (the general labourers who
moved and stacked books, did odd jobs etc.) One had quite advanced taste for the time, being a
Blues and R&B fan (he lent me “Honky Tonk” and “Smokestack Lightnin’”) and kept me informed of
new releases, Rock’n’Roll films showing at local cinemas etc. Another lent me Berry’s “Roll Over
Beethoven” and told me that Little Richard had booked his suite in the Adelphi (Liverpool’s luxury
hotel). He was not to arrive until 1962!
Neil Foster
(to be continued…)
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This book is only 128 pages long but it is a loving and fascinating tribute to a unique time. Karl Terry
has met hundreds of music people; not just the classic Merseybeat personalities but artists as
diverse as Haley’s comets, the entire Elvis backing musicians (including the Jordanaires), the
Rolling Stones, the Ronettes, Sandie Shaw and Aretha Franklin and there are plenty of photos of
these encounters.
For a time, he and his band played in France and Spain (makes a change from Germany!) What
comes over very strongly is his infectious enjoyment of Rock’n’Roll. As he says: “After all, this wasn't
music to sit and study: it was music to dance to!”
(On page 35 he mentions the Cherokee Club in Bold Street. We were resident there for a long time.)
The other noteworthy piece of information is that he can still do the splits! There is a photo to prove
it (p. 100) and it is quite a feat for a 78year-old. As he says often in his book: “Wowser!” You will
have to read his book to find out what that means.
Neil Foster
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Keith very kindly sent this double CD over to me recently; “You Like
British Pop and Rock'n'Roll, it’ll be perfect for you”… or words to that
effect. As you know, Jess was the subject of fun by Kenny Everett in the
‘70s and ‘80s with ‘This Pullover’ being deemed the worst record of all
time. Giving Jess full credit, he played along totally and even rerecorded a few of the songs as Decca were loath to allow them to be
reissued at the time.
So how do you review a double CD of some 63 tracks by a guy who has
three entries in the world’s 20 worst records? Well, I grabbed a cold
bottle of Sauvignon Blanc, put the headphones on and went into battle…
So how does it fare? Well let’s say I came out pretty unscathed (which can’t be said from certain
other CDs I’ve reviewed). Some of it is pretty bad but equally some of it is pretty good. The former
can often be put down to Decca’s poor song choice – there are a lot of banal choices on there, or
impossible challenges. For instance, how do you get someone to cover Gene Pitney’s ‘Every Little
Breath I Take’ and make it anywhere near the quality of the original? Jess is a tad flat at times but
Chrissie Hynde sings a quarter flat all the time and she’s had a pretty good career.
On the other hand, ‘Mystery Girl’ and ‘The Big White House’ still sound great. Jess, Jack Good,
Charles Blackwell, and Trevor Peacock combined to make a great pop 45. Likewise, ‘Just The Two
Of Us’, which if memory serves was the B side to the US release, is also pretty darn good.
The CD compilation is thorough and helped by Jess’ involvement. Nice to see a proper discography
in there too. Well done Jess, I think we’ll get a petition together to save you from Konga!
John Spencely

Rumour had it that this was on Bear Family’s radar for a while; I must
say that it’s worth the wait too. 31 tracks and every one a total killer.
After building the foundations for Atlantic records success in the late
‘40s and very early ‘50s, this CD picks up her more rockin’ tracks
from 1953 onwards. Boy! Do these rock too – ‘Hello Little Boy’,
‘Pappa Daddy’ and ‘This Little Girl’s Gone Rockin’’ have been in my
45 collection for years and, as you’d expect blast like a rocket from
the speakers.
Add to that classics like ‘Bye, Bye Young Men’, ‘As Long As I’m
Moving’ and the title track you could be on the way to a greatest hits CD. However, Bear Family
avoid this, and some of her weaker late ‘50s tracks are omitted to include her great ‘62 covers of
‘Jim Dandy’ and ‘Sea Of Love’. Finally, as a bonus, Bear Family have included four of Ruth’s tracks
she cut live for the Apollo Showtime series in ’55. Live versions of ‘Teardrops From My Eyes’, Oh,
What a Dream’ and ‘Mama, He Treats Your Daughter Mean’ show just what a powerful stage
performer she was in her absolute prime.
The CD has accompanied me on several work trips in recent days and made some very long
journeys much more enjoyable. How about LaVern Baker next?
John Spencely
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If the young lady pictured on the sleeve of this CD is passing out
the invitations, I'll get my winceyette. She's with me for the
evening. The rest of you can enjoy the eclectic selection of party
tracks, rockers and teen ballads contained within.
The opener, the rousing instrumental Wild Weekend by the
Rockin' Rebels from 1962 sets the scene, and there are no less
than 30 tracks ranging from Ray Peterson's Tell Laura I Love
Her, to Bobby Darin's Dream Lover, with plenty of lesser known
late fifties releases that will ensure you are not, on this occasion,
re-buying your record collection.
The idea was to re-create the mixtures presented on such movie
soundtracks as American Graffiti and Lemon Popsicle, and in the absence of both a tie-in movie
release, and Wolfman Jack, I'd say the compilers have succeeded.
John Howard

Why widespread commercial success eluded New Orleans Bobby
Mitchell was and is a mystery. He had a great voice, backing by
some of the Crescent City's finest musicians, songwriting skills and
the mighty Imperial label behind him.
And his biggest boast? Fats Domino sold a million copies of his
song I'm Gonna Be a Wheel Someday. He deserved more.
In fact, his biggest seller in his own right was with Try Rock'n'Roll,
which topped the regional charts at a time when Smiley Lewis and
Fats himself were on lower rungs.
For today's buyer, the question must be whether this is solid
Rock’n’Roll or not, do I have most of the tracks, does it include a
tasty and informative booklet by compiler Bob Fisher?
Yes, no, and yes to those questions.
John Howard

Willie Mae Thornton, to give her proper name, is remembered
as the singer who first cut Hound Dog which later gave Elvis
Presley one of his biggest early hits. But there was far more to
this 20 stone blues shouter than this one hit, and this 28-track
collection of her early recordings sets the record straight.
Right from the off in 1951, she was given full band backings in
the jump blues style popular at the time, and much of her early
work is ascloseasthis to Rock’n’Roll.
Numbers like They Call Me Big Mama, Rockabye Baby and
Just Like a Dog would be floor fillers at a jive club, and as the
fifties turned into the sixties, Brit blues fans would lap up
numbers like You Did Me Wrong.
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Willie Mae was a multi-instrumentalist, self-taught on drums, harmonica and more, and had the
benefit of an association with songwriters Mike Leiber and Jerry Stoller, and band leader Johnny
Otis.
Subsequent to the blues revival, she appeared on festival stages worldwide, but this is how this
impressive big-voiced Big Mama got started.
John Howard

A fascinating idea from disc jockey and record compiler, Little
Victor aka The Mojo Man. Collect many of the originals of songs
that gave Elvis hits, and mix them up with acts who had good
reason to believe Elvis stole their acts.
Thus we have Arthur Crudup's My Baby Left Me alongside Roy
Brown's Slow Down Little Eva to open the 30 strong line-up. Elvis
did not record Brown's song, but took inspiration from his stage
act.
Many of these originals are obvious and often collected, but you
don't hear The Eagles’ original of Trying to Get to You that often,
and it’s a rare example of a cut that was not improved by EAP.
Similarly with Chuck Willis’ I Feel So Bad, and Vikki Nelson's Like a Baby, both covered in 1960 on
Elvis is Back, neither are common place.
However, that's as it may be, the true test of a release must be whether it is good and listenable,
and with a line-up that includes Jackie Wilson, Lloyd Price, and Smiley Lewis, the answer is a
resounding “Yes!”
John Howard

Someone must consider nominating record compiler and
researcher Ian Saddler for a place in the Louisiana Music Hall of
Fame alongside fellow Brit John Broven for services to the states
musical heritage. Ian has just released his 22nd album of South
Louisiana Rock’n’Roll gems, the 8th in the Boppin' on the Bayou
sub-series.
And the quality has not lessened as the compilations progress. The
opener is a superb take on Chuck Berry's Carol by the otherwise
unknown Jim Miller, and leads into Al Ferrier's version of Rocket
Morgan's You're Humbuggin' Me.
Al, probably Louisiana's best known rockabilly, has four tracks on
this 28 tracker, but he's not the only big name. George Jones, recording as Thumper Jones, reprises
Johnny Horton's One Woman Man, and it's a winner. The late Margaret Lewis also has an
interesting version of Elmore James' Dust My Blues, and takes it in a country direction.
Johnnie Allan, who first directed UK ears in the direction of south Louisiana with his near-hit version
of Promised Land in the early seventies, bookends this collection with an uptempo workout on Let's
Do It, his original. The collection has, as always, a hefty booklet with artist biographies and pictures,
label shots and backgrounds. An essential purchase.
John Howard
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Atlanta blues singer Billy Wright has always been cited by Little
Richard as a major influence, but you'd be hard put to find
anything like the output of The Georgia Peach on these early
Savoy label recordings by Billy.
His influence at this point was more sartorial, as Richard
Penniman adopted a pompadour hair do, and pencil thin
moustache, and pancake make-up that kept the pair forever
young.
In addition to fine vocalising, Billy was a talented songwriter, as
tracks like the opener You Satisfy, and Mercy Mercy attest.
There's some familiar material here, Howlin' Wolf's Going Down
Slow, and a version of Big Joe Williams’ Baby Please Don't Go,
appearing here under the title of Turn Your Lamps Down Low, performed more supper club style
than country blues.
Billy had his share of chart action at this point, with a debut release hitting number 3 on the sepia
listings.
An oddity is Stacked Deck, an early version of Marked Deck, long before Mercy Baby and the
Fabulous Thunderbirds renamed this great number. Billy wrote it in 1950, and Johnny Vincent, of
Ace Records, “wrote” it in 1957.
No, Billy did not captain the England football team 90 times, and marry Joy Beverley of the Beverley
Sisters. This Billy Wright became a host, MC and singer at Atlanta supper clubs to the end of his
days.
John Howard

Record Mirror, the leading UK pop weekly, was a gift to record
pluggers in 1956. It published the top ten from every chart
return shop in the country over three pages.
Seldom did one record top every chart, the national charts, too,
not to mention the US charts, but Young Love, the debut
recording by a young and handsome actor named Tab Hunter
did just that.
He had a fine voice, exemplary plush backing from the Billy
Vaughn orchestra, and a song, originally recorded and written
by Ric Cartey, and covered by Sonny James, that captured the
teen experience.
The flip, Red Sails in the Sunset, was equally catchy, and he
successfully followed up with Ninety Nine Ways and Don't Get Around Much Any More.
The fact that he is near-forgotten is addressed by this vast 61 track collection that shows his
development from teen balladeer to early country music aficionado, with later numbers written by
Hank Williams, Don Gibson and other country acts, all produced in Hollywood by Grady Martin.
His soothing timbre won't do much for the rockabilly contingent, but Tab is typical of the late fifties
and early sixties quality pop/country that birthed Jim Reeves, Patsy Cline and Charlie Pride. If that's
your bag, grab this.
John Howard
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The operative word here is rockers, with some storming uptempo
blues boppers from some pretty big names, as this lengthy
series reaches Volume eight with no drop in quality.
Compiler Mark Armstrong has stayed away from over-familiar
cuts from known artists like Joe Tex, Bobby Day and T-Bone
Walker in favour of the more frenetic B sides and album cuts,
and more power to him.
There's a total of 28 tracks, among them Ivory Joe Hunter's most
rocking track Shooty Booty, TV Slim and the Heartbreakers’ Flat
Foot Sam, and a knockout version of Drinkin' Wine Spo-Dee-ODee from Larry Dale.
There's not a bad, or slow, track among them. Texas should be
proud.
John Howard

Delightfully sparse rockabilly sound conjures 1956 like few others
on this fifth offering from a Swedish act who impressed at Viva
Las Vegas last year.
A mixture of well-chosen revivals and originals that stay away
from the blindingly obvious. The title track, plus Will of Love are
taken from the Tooter Boatman songbook. while Danny Wolfe,
Ronnie Self and George Hamilton IV favourites get not so much a
retread but a sincere tribute.
Although the outfit come from and record in Sweden, you might
think on this offering they hailed from Tennessee. Fireball Steven
is otherwise Nic Nilsson, and he has fine backing from no less
than three guitars, stand-up bass and drums. 13 tracks in all.
John Howard

A double CD comprising no less than 60 tracks suggests that Bobby
Rydell should not be written off as a white bread crooner riding on
the coat tails of the original rockers.
He cut some great jivers, among them Wild One, Swingin' School
and Kissin' Time, and always had premium backings from
Philadelphia's finest.
True, he did emerge at the same time as fellow Italian-Americans
Frankie Avalon and Fabian, but by the time he arrived at Chancellor
Records, he had already made his first foray into a musical career.
Discovered on a front stoop, and led into a recording studio by a cigar
smoking manager impressed with his good looks? Not this Bobby.
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He boasted 22 hits in his career, and later became enmired in MoR, but his Rock’n’Roll offerings
still stand.
John Howard

Freddy Fender claims to be the first Latino rocker ahead of Ritchie
Valens and his heir Chan Romero, and the dates tend to prove it.
He had number one hits in Spanish on the Mexican charts before
changing his name and doing the same in the States.
His glory moment came in the mid-seventies, but from the late
fifties he was across rockabilly, Rock’n’Roll, uptempo country and
doo-wop balladry in a prolific career which, initially, granted him
only limited success.
He wrote his own numbers, delivered in a clear, pure voice, and
there were few duff moments as proven by this excellent Roger
Dopson compilation which includes extensive sleeve notes.
Earlier, Roger oversaw Volume 1, which was totally in Spanish, but
this slightly more accessible companion is a must-buy for Rock’n’Roll fans.
Holy One, a self-penned doo-wop ballad, is a beauty, and Freddy's takes on Ivory Joe Hunter's
Since I Met You Baby, a rocked up version of the country classic Wild Side of Life, and Gene Maltais'
Crazy Baby are top notch.
Freddy finally sold a million with Wasted Days and Wasted Nights, and the earliest version is
included here, while fully half this collection was recorded in Angola prison where Freddy was, ulp,
incarcerated for a five-year sentence for marijuana possession. How times have changed.
He went on to become world famous with the Texas Tornados, and these two collections provide a
lasting legacy.
John Howard

Black shirts, white ties and a vintage motor in the background firmly
place the Hi-Fi's in the section marked Rock’n’Roll before we even hear
what they sound like.
This obviously mature three piece go back to the fifties originals for
inspiration, presenting 13 tracks of mainly new material, with just the
odd revival.
Main writer is Luke Charlie, but he's not a visible member of the band,
but a fine scribe none the less. Front man and lead guitarist is Nick
Kennedy, who does a grand job, sometimes upstaged by drummer
Dave Prince, who adds screams where appropriate. Keith Southwood
completes the line-up on double bass, one of six he owns and has restored.
Favourite track for me was the Eddie Cochran inspired Saturday Night, but others may go for I'm
Sorry, a catchy mid-temp stroller with good backing vocal harmonies.
This leads in nicely to Dorsey Burnette's Here Comes That Feeling, which suggests thought has
gone into the running order, so well done chaps.
John Howard
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A three piece Danish rockabilly combo fronted by Lasse
Eriksen caught the attention of their label shortly after
formation in 2015, and have stayed loyal to them.
On this showing you can understand why. Lasse is good
enough as a vocalist, but it is guitarist Andre Preuthen that
lifts them up and makes them totally distinctive. Like the best
whodunnit films where the result is unpredictable, you never
know where he is going next.
Eleven originals sung in English with titles like Linda Goes for
the Ball, Four Ounce Bobby and Stella Lee, they are fine
examples of contemporary composing in a retro framework.
Just 11 tracks, I'd like to hear more.
John Howard

A first time live recording from the man who was a mainstay of
Ronnie Weiser's Rollin' Rock records in America's seventies
rockabilly revival.
Still a youngster, he played keyboards and guitar on record with
some of the fifties originators including Gene Vincent, Mac Curtis,
Ray Campi and Jackie Lee Cochran.
Joined here by well-travelled guitarist Buzz Campbell, Blasters'
bassist John Bazz and drummer John Schwartz, amiable Rip
covers his whole career across 21 tracks, featuring his many
originals that have been picked up by other artists.
Numbers like the opener, Rockabilly Music, Cars and Women, his
signature Bare Knuckle Piano, and the oft-covered Rockabilly Man should gain Rip new fans.
He's a regular UK visitor, and his shows should not be missed. And here's the evidence why not.
John Howard

Kevin Burnell writes the songs and fronts the band on a 10
tracker that keeps up the excitement from start to finish.
A talented four piece with Nick Jones on lead, Mark Kemlo on
drums and Tony Biggs on double bass, their polish and
professionalism suggests they've been round the rockabilly
block a few times.
Titles include Destiny Brown, a woman, Blue Voodoo, a place,
and Howling, a horror story. The only aspect of the release that
does not push all the buttons is the cover art which fails to
clearly identify the excellent music within.
Kevin's vocals are powerful and convincing, but ten tracks are
just a taster. More please.
John Howard
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Festivals worldwide are featuring more and more hillbilly bands in a
Rock’n’Roll setting, from the American originals to absolutely
authentic sounding outfits from Holland, Spain and Scandinavia,
among others.
So to produce three, 28 track collections featuring the real thing is
not only admirable, but highly valuable to stetson-wearing, fiddletoting youngsters keen to find the roots of this genre they have
come to love.
It dates right back to the 1930s, so we are heading towards the
centenary of this distinctive sound, the precursor of rockabilly.
This first volume features some of the biggest names in the field, among them Pee Wee King,
Tennessee Ernie Ford, Hank Thompson and Red Foley. If you're unsure of who's who, compiler
Mark Armstrong gives pen pictures of all the performers, and a perspective on their recordings.
Common to most is pedal steel guitar, fiddle and, for the most part, a jovial uptempo attitude.
If you know nothing of hillbilly, this is a good place to start your education, and then pick up Volumes
Two and Three to complete it.
John Howard

A 28-track compilation that has as much to do with cowboys as
Indians in this entertaining Rock’n’Roll romp through the Wild West.
Any collection that opens with Billy the Kid by The Raves, familiar
from an earlier Ace collection gets my vote. It's an uptempo doo-wop
dancer.
Just a few of the selections are familiar. Don Willis' Warrior Sam was
a bootlegged bopper from the white label seventies, Bo Diddley's
Gunslinger was the title track from his first UK LP and Johnny
“Guitar” Watson's Gangster of Love gave us a chuckle in the
seventies.
The Marquees ' offering Wyatt Earp is said to feature a young Marvin Gaye, apparently, and the
likes of Whitey Pullen, Rose Maddox and even Bill Haley will be familiar names in an unfamiliar
setting. Much is otherwise unknown, but judging by the company it keeps, it's well worthy of your
attention. There's a volume two with no dip in standards.
John Howard

A fascinating concept from compiler Opal Louis Nations. You all know, for instance, Good Rockin'
Tonight by Roy Brown, Charlie Brown by The Coasters and Rocket 88 by Jackie Brenston. But who
knew Roy Brown doubled the tempo of his original to produce We're Goin' Rockin' Tonight with
same tune and similar lyrics; that Charlie Brown Got Expelled is an answer record from Joe Tex;
and that My Real Gone Rocket by Jackie Brenston is the equal of the original?
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No less than 32 tracks, most of which would be worth a small fortune
on 45 since most did not match the sales of the tracks that inspired
them.
There's some real gems here in their own right. Caldonia's Party by
Smiley Lewis is essential, Be My Girl by Dee Dee Sharp answering
The Duke of Earl is interesting, Florence Don't Leave Me by The
Paragons is as uplifting as their original, Florence.
If you get a taste for this, and you should, there is a Volume Two,
equally good.
John Howard

Cowboy star Sheb will always be remembered for the huge
novelty hit Purple People Eater, which was the punchline of the
type of joke popular in the late fifties.
What's orange and ticks? A clockwork orange. What's purple and
eats people? A purple people eater.
But there was far more to Sheb as this extensive two CD 60 track
collection proves. He could sing straight country, he was adept at
humorous offerings, and he had his eye on this new thing called
Rock’n’Roll.
Sheb had a long career in music and movies. Many remember
him and his chuck wagon on the Clint Eastwood TV series
Rawhide, and he appeared in the landmark western High Noon.
He started his career with hillbilly and western swing, but adapted to rockabilly as this collection
proves. He even cut a must-hear track entitled The Birth of Rock'n'Roll. Great stuff and a worthwhile
listen.
John Howard

Bob Fisher was inspired when he chose the title for this
comprehensive over-view of one of New Orleans finest. Eddie
Bocage wrote and released a song entitled I'm Wise. Little
Richard took the same song, re-titled it Slippin' and Slidin', added
his name to the composer credit, and had a hit.
Sadly, this was not the only time Eddie failed to get his full
rewards. Later on, he had the first recording of the song My
Dearest Darling, which was subsequently turned into a hit by Etta
James.
Both these cuts are included on this generous 43 track double
CD which scoops up Eddie's cross-label career.
Although Eddie was not to bother the charts until the 1970s, he
was considered a star in the Crescent City, and was kept busy working on the club and festival
circuit.
For fans of Rock’n’Roll, and sax and piano driven rhythm'n'blues, there's loads to appreciate and
enjoy even if Eddie did not become the star he deserved to be.
John Howard
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One of the uncredited architects of the British blues boom was
Chicago's Billy Boy Arnold, who first surfaced in the UK with I
Wish You Would and I Ain't Got You which led to milk and water
covers by The Yardbirds with Eric Clapton.
Fortunately, Bill Boy, at 84, is still with us and still playing the
harmonica that graced not only his own recordings but the likes
of Bo Diddley's, too.
This comprehensive overview includes his debut for the tiny Cool
label. He could and can write, play and sing, with the best of
Chicago's blues acts.
John Howard

Art Neville with his hit Cha Dooky Doo may have that beat as
mentioned above, but by 1962 that contender for best voice in
the business, his brother Aaron was producing achingly
beautiful, superbly composed ballads that bore scant relation to
beat music.
So this is a CD in two parts, both excellent in their own right,
and well before Tell It Like It Is took Aaron to the top
The Neville Brothers were a New Orleans institution and
probably the most famous musical family to ever come out of
the Crescent City. (Don't count us, we're jazz - The Marsalis
family).
John Howard

With the advent of CD box sets that feature complete label
collections, or complete arist collections, it's rare to find a newly
released blues CD that contains a wealth of virtually unheard
sixties blues.
This features nine artists who recorded for the Kent-Modern labels
and contains material from the early to mid-60s. The full band lineups with brass and keyboards, not to mention virtuoso guitar, are
influenced by the label’s biggest seller, BB King.
There's one track by BB himself, and a faithful rendition of the BB
number Sweet Little Angel by Larry Davies, an under-rated Texas
singer and guitarist.
Other names you may know include Big Jay McNeely, on a frankly throwaway instrumental, and TBone Walker, the guitarist who started it all in terms on electric guitar led blues.
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Particular credit goes to compiler and writer of the copious, detailed and highly interesting sleeve
notes, blues authority Dick Shurman.
This West Coast edition is part of a pair sourced from the Kent and Modern labels, with a second to
follow which will feature more Texas recordings, when piano and brass gave way to harmonica.
John Howard

Former Fabulous Thunderbirds guitarist and award winning
blues axeman Kirk Fletcher takes it back to basics on his latest
ten tracker that pays tribute to his influencers.
Classics from Sonny Boy Williamson, Juke Boy Bonner and
Chris Cain are given minimalist but effective treatment with just
bassist Travis Carlton complementing Kirk's always interesting
vocals and maestro electric guitar stylings.
There's a couple of originals, co-written with Robert Cray's bass
player Richard Cousins, and it's Cray fans likely to appreciate
this offering.
Since has previously won Album of the Year awards, this must
surely be a contender for more plaudits.
John Howard

Goodness knows why Annisteen Allen was not up there in the
rock'n'roll pantheon with LaVern Baker, Ruth Brown and Etta
James.
In the immediate post war years, through to the mid-1950s
emergence of rock 'n' roll, African American audiences were
entertained by some remarkable talents and Annisteen was one of
the greatest vocalists of the day.
This Includes her hit 'Baby I'm Doing It' which was an answer to
'Baby Don't Do It' by The 5 Royales and of course her most famous
song, the original Fujiyama Mama immortalised by Wanda Jackson.
John Howard

Lee Andrews & The Hearts were possibly Philadelphia's greatest
doo wop group, if not one of the finest of all.
They had major hits with Long, Lonely Nights, Teardrops and Try
the Impossible, all included here, but were among the most
prolifically recorded of any harmony vocal groups, returning to the
studio as late as 2000.
The timescale here represents their hit-making period, and there's
not a track that does not celebrate Lee's fine lead vocals. He was
one of the busiest acts on the revival circuit right up to his sad death
in 2016 at 89.
John Howard
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When it comes to naming favourite girl groups of all-time, few
would vote for The Chordettes. Their close harmonies lacked the
guts of the Andrews Sisters, the pathos of the Shangri-La's or the
bounce of The Miller Sisters.
But there's no question their hits like Lollipop, Mr Sandman and
Lay Down Your Arms were catchy enough to attract UK cover
versions, and every number in this compilation is memorable,
hummable and competently recorded and performed.
Chet Atkins is said to play guitar on Mr Sandman, so if you are an
Atkins completist, you need to get this.
John Howard

The Rev. John Wilkins is the son of famed bluesman Robert
Wilkins, who was himself a bluesman turned preacher and
whose song Prodigal Son was covered by the Rolling Stones.
The
younger
Reverend
carries
on
the
family
blues/gospel/preacher/musician tradition.
Influences include Ray Charles and Junior Kimbrough, and he
records in the famed Royal Studios in Memphis, musical home
of Al Green, Willie Mitchell and Solomon Burke.
The young John offers his take on classics like Bill Withers
Grandma's Hands and the standard Wade in the Water, but
pleasant as these may be, they offer little threat to the originals.
John Howard

The Crickets’ first flush of success came in the fifties, with
Buddy Holly on lead vocals, they continued into the hit-making
sixties under their own name on both sides of the Atlantic and
in the seventies, they became regulars on the UK club and
festival circuit.
It is this latter period, uncollated until now, that is the focus of
this release that collects the three vinyl albums released by The
Crickets at the time plus unissued Crickets tracks, from the
1970s, and many more previously unissued recordings from the
‘80s and ‘90s, all digitally remastered.
Jerry Allison, Sonny Curtis, Steve Krikorian, Nick van Maarth
had added respected Brits Ric Grech on bass and Albert Lee
on lead guitar by this time.
Both Jerry and Sonny were successful songwriters, their songs covered by Iggy Pop and The Clash
respectively, and the originals in this collection stand comparison with their biggest hits.
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A 36 page booklet is included plus unseen photographs and the story behind the recordings is by
Crickets File Magazine editor, John Firminger
John Howard

The atmosphere was electric when The Stray Cats returned to
London for their first major concert for many years. The streets
of Hammersmith were alive with rockabillies grabbing this rare
opportunity to see their heroes.
And just how exciting that event was is reflected in the cover of
this CD, before you even start on the music.
The trio always maintain tight control over their images, and the
onstage shot is a corker.
Brian Setzer, Lee Rocker, and Slim Jim Phantom reunited in
2019 to celebrate their 40th anniversary, released their first new
studio album in 26 years called '40', and toured Europe and
America, celebrating 40 years of timeless rock 'n' roll and
rockabilly.
The set, as might be expected, features Stray Cats classics, Straycat Strut, Rock This Town and
Rumble in Brighton, and audience reaction captured on this release show just how well they went
down.
The Stray Cats have released at least one previous live album, but nothing has the impact of this
iconic collection, a souvenir of a major, major event.
John Howard

Marty Wilde is, and was, a competent songwriter but was
directed, like Johnnie Ray and Billy Fury, by record company
A&R departments to cover sure-fire hits to boost their careers.
Finally, Marty has broken out of that strait-jacket, and has
released a complete album of sel-penned originals.
As any who have caught his regular theatre tours will know,
Marty has not got just a good voice, but a great voice, and it
retains its power.
He is joined on this 15 track collection by offspring Kim, Roxanne
and Ricky on an eclectic selection that runs from fifties rockers
to current material, with my personal stand-outs Rockabilly
Dreams and Eddie.
It includes Marty's own versions of hits he wrote for others, including Pete Shelley's 1973 offering
Love Me, Love My Dog, and daughter Kim's hit Cambodia but a complete set of Marty's original
compositions would require a box set.
He was involved in the writing of Status Quo's Ice in the Sun, Lulu's I'm a Tiger, and Jesamine by
The Casuals, to name a few. He plans to tour this new album next year, so book your tickets now.
John Howard
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They made their name on Nervous Records playing rockabilly
but now Coventry's Voodoo Kings have returned to their roots
with a bare-bones skiffle album, and it's all the better for that.
The band refer to this release as their train album, since many
of the, ahem, tracks have a rail theme.
Titles range from The Ballad of Davey Jones to Boogie
Disease, most recorded acoustically.
There's a clever mix between originals and covers, and the
whole thing has an uptempo, positive vibe, and in these dark
days, we certainly need some cheering.
John Howard

This long running and much admired series is back with a feast
of otherwise unissued, obscure but excellent, second
generation rhythm'n'blues.
Most tracks are aimed at the dance floor, and have been handpicked by compiler and sleeve note writer Ady Croasdell who
has dug deep into the vaults for these gems. Notable tracks
include The Corvairs’ I'll Never Do It Again, Johnny Talbot
blues-funk Satisfield, and Norman Petty's New York production
of Freddie Williams' Purty Little Mama.
Reproduction standards are superb thanks to re-mastering
from the original tapes for the first time.
John Howard

Rock’n’Roll on "Caroline Flashback"
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson!
TO LISTEN TUNE IN AT

http://www.carolineflashback.co.uk/#home.html

Flashback
Pure nostalgia from the world-famous former offshore radio station
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The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
Hi Gang, back in my comfy chair after chasing down from page 3. Well what I
have got to say? Nothing has changed from Issue 116, so precious little to buzz
about you may cry. Well, not quite; our talented young filmmaker, Andrew G, is
at present compiling segments to be placed on our website, updated trailer/taster for our ongoing
Tales From The Woods documentary, helping to lift our spirits whilst filming social events,
interviews, and live shows all remain a no go area.
Andrew, like us all at TFTW, can’t wait to get filming again, we all just have to be patient. Luckily, we
have a couple of interviews in the can before total lockdown was thrust upon us, including three
visitors from the USA, Cajun Country, Bluegrass legend, Doug Kershaw and two heroes of swamp
pop who were briefly in London in 2019, whom we managed to squeeze in for interview at the Kings
Head, Marylebone. Yes gang, if you have already seen the existing trailer on our website then you
know I’m talking about Tommy McClain and C.C Adcock. If you haven’t seen it yet, what have you
been doing for the past nine months? We also held a fascinating interview with guitarist/harmonica
maestro, singer and criminologist, Kevin Stenson, long-time member of City Ramblers Revival
alongside the, now sadly lost, wonderful Hylda Sims. so much to look forward in future issues.

Doug Kershaw, New
Orleans JazzFest 2006
© Paul Harris
Tommy McClain, Shepherd's Bush
Empire, 14/06/2011 © Paul Harris

C C Adcock, Shepherd's Bush Empire,
14/06/2011 © Paul Harris

























If you’re a regular checker of our TFTW Facebook page, you’ll know that all our amazing and
incredibly diverse selection of videos are updated on a daily basis by our hugely creative website
manager and social secretary Alan Lloyd and TFTW Facebook administrator Chris De Bruin. If you
are new to us, just simply click on this link,
Time now gang to leave the stage and hand over to Dave “Jazz Junction” Carroll who has been
busying himself for weeks a-many searching out gigs both live and virtual that can keep us
entertained during these autumnal months.
Stay safe, stay well, stay keepers of the flame.
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The Gig List
Note: Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate. The advice ‘check before
travelling’ remains sound.
It should be borne in mind that all these gigs are subject to the coronavirus situation, and have already been
postponed once.
December 2020
4
Friday
BB King Blues Band
Some former members of BB King’s band plus.
Under The Bridge
£26.95
12
Saturday
The Blockheads
Ian Dury’s backing band of excellent musicians, the majority of whom are ‘originals’.
229 The Venue
£30.25
March 2021
10 - 12 Wednesday - Friday The Blues Chronicles
20 short films and 20 live performances re-creating a century of rhythm ‘n’ blues
Bush Hall
£25 + fees Unreserved seating
16
Tuesday
Billy Walton Band, Marcus Malone Band, and Ryk Mead
Rockin’ blues for nodding heads and dancing shoes, or the other way round.
100 Club
£16 + fees
26
Friday
The Lost Brothers
Irish folk/country duo who may call to mind Leonard
Cohen.
Union Chapel
£20 + fees

http://www.ukrock.net/

28
Sunday
Will Downing
Rescheduled gig for “The Prince of sophisticated soul”.
Jazz Café
£27.50 + fees
April 2021
27
Tuesday
Dana Gillespie & The London Blues Band
Promoting the 2019 Ace album ‘Under My Bed’.
100 Club
£15 + fees
May 2021
9
Sunday
Nick Lowe
Tickets still available for this postponed extra date (Monday and Tuesday already sold out).
Nell’s Jazz & Blues £48.15
June 2021
2
Wednesday
Marty Wilde & pals – Eden Kane and Mark Wynter (not forgetting The Wildcats)
“Dreamboats and Petticoats – Music That Lives Forever” is the title of a show for nostalgia junkies.
Cadogan Hall
£29 & £36 + fees
5 - 6 Monday - Tuesday Marc Broussard
“Bayou soul” and related genres from Louisiana-born singer-songwriter.
Nell’s Jazz & Blues £24.50 + fees
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

'Tales From The Woods'
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to keithwoods25@hotmail.com
All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £20 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods
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